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Testimonies

John Wilcox  presents an accessible, insightful take on the questions that should 
captivate any social scientist: how accurate is our judgment, and can it be improved? 
Wilcox provides compelling evidence about the fallibility of human judgment, dis-
pelling myths and assumptions about expertise, and providing insights on strong 
indicators of accuracy. The analysis then turns to routes for improving judgment and 
resultant decision-making, offering a grounded, practical, how-to-guide for indi-
viduals and organizations alike. A must-read for those interested in all disciplines, 
including those of us concerned with improving politics and policy.

 – Rachel George, Ph.D, Lecturing Fellow, at Duke University. 

I just saw a patient with frequent urination and some burning – “You have a urinary 
tract infection”, I told her. Doctors say these things with certainty, and that is where 
things get interesting. Indeed most of us believe we ARE sure about our diagnoses, 
but research suggests we shouldn’t be!

John Wilcox presents a remarkable new analysis of accuracy in decision-making, 
how we should understand the uncertainty that surrounds our judgments, and what 
it means to be well calibrated – where your sense of certainty varies along with the 
odds your answer is correct. It is good news to me that we doctors are not alone: 
Judgments are fallible, and it’s not just medicine – so are legal decisions, military 
decisions, and business decisions. This is a fresh look at intuition, heuristics, and 
calibration in decision-making, starting with grounding in the foundations of these 
issues in psychology and philosophy, and concluding with real-world examples that 
make the points relevant and practical. This is a great and educational read – we 
ALL make decisions every day of our lives. Wilcox is our expert guide on how each 
of us, and society at large, could do a better job with these, and improve our calibra-
tion in the process.

 – Mark Graber, M.D, Fellow of the American College of Physicians and  the 
Founder of the Society for Improving Diagnosis in Medicine, USA
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John Wilcox’s book is a timely and lucid study of what it means to think rationally 
and why it’s important for our understanding of human minds. 

 – Samuel Gershman, Ph.D., Professor of psychology at Harvard University and 
the author of “What Makes Us Smart”
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1  Judgmental Accuracy: Why It Is Important

Let me tell you a story—an entirely true one. In a relatively quiet city in Australia, a 
mother had become concerned about her son’s mental health. Over time, the son’s 
behavior got worse, and he started having hallucinations and strange beliefs. So he 
went in and out of hospitals on dozens of occasions. Then, one day, he presented to a 
police station without a shirt, sweating profusely and claiming that his neighbor was 
a serial killer. He was sent to hospital that night. Despite this, the son appeared calm 
the next morning, and so he was discharged by some doctors who reportedly judged 
that there was “no risk of harm”—notwithstanding the concerns expressed by his 
mother. So he went home, and, the next day, he heard commands from the gods to kill 
his family, and so he stabbed them to death—his mother, his younger brother, and his 
younger sister—146 times with a kitchen knife (Ramsey, 2021; Rennie, 2021).

That story did not have a happy ending, yet I shared it—extreme as it is—because 
it illustrates an important moral: doctors require accurate judgments, including 
accurate judgments about risks. Of course, doctors might use different words to 
describe their judgments, words like “diagnoses,” “prognoses,” “assessments,” 
“evaluations,” and the like. But they certainly require accurate judgments nonethe-
less, and the quality of what they do depends on it, often in ways that are very, very 
important.

Of course, you might have doubts about that example: you might think that medi-
cal errors like this are rare, that the doctors reasoned perfectly well, and that they 
just got unlucky about a difficult case.

Maybe that is the case, but there are experts who might disagree. While he does 
not go into details, one forensic psychiatrist reviewed the incident and stated that he 
was surprised the son’s case had not “been taken more seriously” by the doctors 
(Ramsey, 2021). The courtroom judge also concluded that the son had never received 
adequate treatment and was failed by the community.

© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
J. Wilcox, Human Judgment, SpringerBriefs in Psychology, 
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But regardless of what we think about this case, later on, we will see study after 
study indicating that harmful misdiagnoses are not rare either, even for more com-
mon conditions like cancer and heart failure. What’s more, some medical research-
ers estimated that as many as 40,000 to 80,000 adults in the United States die each 
year because of “preventable” diagnostic errors. If those researchers are right, then 
judgmental inaccuracy exacts a death toll on Americans that is at least 13 times 
higher than the September 11th attacks—and in just one year alone.

But in any case, whatever we think of this story, arguably the main moral still 
holds: doctors need accurate judgments, and the quality of what they do depends on it.

Yet a similar moral applies to all of us: to jury members, to the President of the 
United States—and arguably even to people like you and me!

Jury members need to make accurate judgments about, say, whether a defendant 
is guilty of some crime. And again, they might use different words to describe their 
judgments, words like “verdict,” “conviction,” “decision,” and the like. But again, 
they certainly require accurate judgments nonetheless, and the quality of what they 
do depends on it. If they have accurate judgments, justice is served, and criminals 
are sent to prison, but if they do not, criminals live freely with impunity, while inno-
cent people are sent to jail—sometimes for years. And as we shall see, some schol-
ars estimate that at least 4.1% of people who are sentenced to death in the United 
States are actually innocent. What’s more, while some of these innocent people will 
be exonerated, most of them will be either executed or instead sent to life in prison 
and then forgotten—all because humans inaccurately judged them to be guilty of 
horrific crimes that they never actually committed.

The President of the United States also needs to make accurate judgments about, 
say, the threats posed by a foreign country. Here, accurate judgments can make the 
difference between a judicious intervention on the one hand and a war waged on 
false premises on the other—the worst examples of which could needlessly send 
thousands of sons, daughters, fathers, and siblings to an early death.

Of course, these examples show that judgmental accuracy is not an abstract phil-
osophical or psychological topic: it is extremely important—so much so that it can 
literally be the difference between life and death, sometimes for thousands, if not 
millions.

But judgmental accuracy is also important in more mundane contexts. Consider 
your most important life decisions: examples may include which career to pursue, 
who to marry, and whether to have a child. Good decisions about each of these 
might require accurate judgments about a range of topics, such as which career will 
make you happier, whether your significant other has qualities made of marriage- 
material, and whether you are well placed to have a child. And when we think about 
these topics, we can also see how accurate judgments can again distinguish good 
decisions from poor ones: they can be the difference between a fulfilling career or a 
depressing one, a successful marriage or a brutal divorce, and so on and so forth.

1 Introduction
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1.2  The Focus of This Book

So, we all require accurate judgments, but this book offers two pieces of news—one 
good and the other bad.

The bad news is that while we sometimes have accurate judgments, we often do 
not, and we do not even realize it—at least in many contexts where we might have 
thought or hoped otherwise. That is the first theme of this book covered in Chaps. 3, 
4, 5 and 6.

The good news, however, is that our judgments can become more accurate, and I 
hope to share some research with you about how this is so. That is the second, more 
optimistic and perhaps more important theme of this book—the theme covered in 
Chaps. 7 and 8.

So this book is about the accuracy of our judgments—about the science of how 
accurate we are and how to get more accurate.

That said, a caveat is in order: this book’s focus is restricted exclusively to judg-
ments about so-called descriptive facts—facts about, for example, whether the 
Democrats will win the next US presidential election, whether climate change is 
occurring, or whether a defendant killed the victim.

I do not discuss ethical, moral, or evaluative facts about, for example, whether it 
is good or bad if the Democrats win the next presidential election, whether we are 
ethically obligated to decelerate climate change or whether the defendant was ethi-
cally justified when they killed the victim. These ethical judgments are important, 
but they are not the focus of the book, in part because questions about their accuracy 
are more complicated and deserve a book-length treatment in their own right.

From this, it should also be clear that this book is also not about “judgment” in 
the sense of assigning praise or blame. In the cognitive science literature, the term 
“judgment” is often used in a way that is entirely different to how everyday people 
talk about, for example, someone “judging” another person because they did some-
thing wrong, or because they wear unfashionable clothing, or what have you.

This book, then, is not about ethical judgments of good or bad, of right or wrong, 
of blame or praise.

It is just about judgments about descriptive facts, like those listed above.
That said, this book is not entirely irrelevant to ethical judgment and decision- 

making either. We often need accurate judgments about descriptive facts to inform 
our judgments about ethical issues: for example, the ethical judgment that we are 
obligated to decelerate climate change depends on the descriptive judgment that 
climate change is indeed occurring in the first place. Ethical judgments are compro-
mised if they rely on inaccurate descriptive judgments. For that reason, improving 
the accuracy of descriptive judgments can also improve our ethical judgments.

Yet the focus is nearly always on questions about the accuracy of our descriptive 
judgments, as well as how to improve such accuracy.

My hope is to synthesize a range of insights to help us answer these questions. If 
successful, the payoff should be obvious: we can apply these insights to improve the 
quality of our decision-making, our organizations, our society, and ultimately our 
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lives. We can then avoid many of the pervasive pitfalls that afflict our judgments and 
undermine our decisions—sometimes unknowingly, and sometimes with severe or 
even deadly consequences.

Throughout this book, we will draw on insights from a variety of literatures, 
including those about medicine, politics, or law—to name but a few examples.

However, two fields are especially important. One is epistemology, the field that 
involves—among other things—the philosophical study of how humans ideally 
would think. The other is cognitive science, the field that involves—among other 
things—the scientific study of how humans actually do think.

I hope to take you on a tour through both of these fields, drawing on my training 
as both an epistemologist and a cognitive scientist.

And in the final chapters, we will explore a fusion of the two fields which I call 
empirical epistemology or normative cognitive science: the scientific study of how 
humans ideally should think based on empirical evidence about what ways of think-
ing actually do lead to more accurate judgments in real-world contexts.

A word of warning though: the literature is depressing at times, albeit inspiring 
at others. But hopefully, the payoff for perseverance is worth it: by understanding 
the infirmities of our judgment, how to avoid them, and how to improve our judg-
ment, this can ultimately help us make better decisions and live better lives—both 
as individuals and as a collective.

1.3  How This Book Was Researched

A few more words about how this book was researched and written.
Our topic here—the accuracy of human judgment and how to improve it—is vast 

and pervasive, touching on any area of society where humans need accurate 
judgments.

As it turns out, though, these areas are many areas, and as a result, insights about 
human judgment are scattered across various fields.

But because these insights are so scattered, this book’s literature review was not 
conducted in a typically systematic but narrow fashion: there is no single database 
search which will yield insights about human accuracy in fields as diverse as medi-
cine, political judgment, and epistemology, for instance.

Consequently, this book haphazardly but cautiously aims to integrate insights in 
ways that transcend a narrowly defined literature review. This distinguishes it from 
typical psychological reviews, since it also enables it to draw on a much broader 
body of literature than is usual. But that said, lovers of narrow reviews and meta- 
analyses will find them in the references, since many of them are cited throughout 
this book.

Regardless, the purpose of this book’s eclectic synthesis is then twofold. The first 
is to help us get a more holistic view of human cognition in general and of judgmen-
tal accuracy in particular. The second is to enable researchers concerned with judg-
mental accuracy in one field to benefit from the insights in another. This latter aim 
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is especially since apropos: it sometimes seems that researchers in different fields 
are concerned with essentially the same subject matter—the accuracy of human 
judgment—but it is not obvious that they are talking to each other when they 
could be.

1.4  Intended Audiences and How to Read This Book

Having shared some thoughts about how this book was written, let me share a few 
about how it can be read.

For a start, the potential readership of this book is diverse—potentially encom-
passing academics, organizations, and the broader population at large.

For that reason, some content is tailored more to some groups rather than others. 
Some epistemologists would be uninterested in my discussion of popular objections 
to the correspondence theory of truth, for instance, while the general public may 
very well be uninterested in the epistemological and psychometric discussion of 
less valid measures of judgmental accuracy.

How, then, do I address this problem—how can I write for multiple audiences 
with seemingly incompatible interests? My solution is simple: write for all of them 
but tell the reader to skip the parts they find uninteresting. Maybe that is not the best 
solution, but in any case, the point is that there is no need to read all of this book. As 
a reader, just take what you need. That way, hopefully content can be written for 
different audiences without inflicting torturous boredom on them all.

Finally, I should also mention that I have aimed to write handy chapter summa-
ries for those short on time.

1.5  Structure of This Book

The structure of this book is then as follows.
The next and second chapter of this book focuses on the concept and measure-

ment of judgmental accuracy: what is judgmental accuracy, and how can we mea-
sure it? It defines judgmental accuracy as a matter of having appropriate levels of 
confidence that propositions or ideas are true. Truth is understood as per the corre-
spondence theory of truth: a proposition or idea is true to the extent that it corre-
sponds to reality. The correspondence theory implies that propositions can be 
objectively true—that is, true in a sense that is independent of people’s judgments 
about the truth. The chapter defends the notion of objective truth against various 
objections, including the objections that people disagree about truth, that it is some-
times difficult or impossible to determine the truth, and that truths about morality or 
other topics are subjective. Then, the chapter considers the idea that confidence can 
be modelled with probabilities: for example, you might be 80% confident that you 
will stay in your job a year from now, or 99.9999% confident that the sun will rise 
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tomorrow. The accuracy of these confidence levels can be measured in various 
ways, such as measures of calibration, resolution, and Brier scores (measures which 
I shall explain then). It finally argues for the superiority of particular calibration and 
resolution measures of accuracy compared to other measures of accuracy.

Chapter 3 reviews the accuracy of human judgment across various fields, includ-
ing cross-cultural psychology, medicine, political judgment, and criminal convic-
tions in law. It argues that the available evidence suggests humans are much more 
inaccurate than they generally would hope or expect, at least in many contexts. It 
also argues that this has real-world consequences, such as misdiagnoses or false 
death sentence convictions, both of which result in the needless loss of life. That 
said, the chapter tempers its claims by arguing that the accuracy of human judgment 
depends on the context: humans are accurate in some contexts, they are worryingly 
inaccurate in others, and then they have levels of accuracy that are simply unknown 
in many more contexts. This is called the context-dependent model of human 
accuracy.

We might then ask what explains why we are so inaccurate. This question is 
spoken to by the following three chapters of this book: one on so-called metacogni-
tion (how we think about our thinking), another on the so-called heuristics by which 
people often arrive at their judgments, and another chapter on the evolution of our 
psychology.

Chapter 4 examines how we evaluate our own thinking. It presents evidence of 
so-called metacognitive inaccuracy—that is, inaccuracy in assessing the accuracy 
of our own judgments. This evidence includes studies that report that, for example, 
students consistently overestimate their own performance in exams. It then reviews 
various explanations for the development or persistence of metacognitive inaccu-
racy: 1) that metacognitive inaccuracy arises because the skills that are necessary 
for accurate judgments about one’s accuracy are the same skills that are lacking and 
whose absence results in inaccurate judgments in the first place, 2) that people lack 
the motivational incentives to be metacognitively accurate, 3)  that people fail to 
track their past accuracy, and 4) that people have motivational biases not to realize 
their own inaccuracy. Evidence exists for some of these explanations (such as the 
lack of record keeping about past accuracy), but not for others (such as the lack of 
incentives).

Chapter 5 discusses the rationality of the reasoning processes by which we arrive 
at our judgments. It first distinguishes two conceptions of rationality: epistemic 
rationality, which concerns the accuracy of how we arrive at our judgments, and 
pragmatic rationality, which concerns whether our actions conduce to our welfare or 
the satisfaction of our desires or needs. It then outlines dual-process theory, accord-
ing to which people arrive at their judgments through one of two kinds of processes: 
Type 1 processes, which are fast, intuitive, and often less reliable, and Type 2 pro-
cesses, which are slower, more deliberate, and often more reliable. Then, the chap-
ter discusses the role of motivation and confirmation bias in how we arrive at our 
judgments. It also discusses some of the most well-known heuristics which explain 
how we arrive at our judgments, including the representativeness, availability, and 
anchoring heuristics. Finally, it outlines some pernicious social sources of influence 
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on our judgments, including conformity and industrial influence. Throughout this 
chapter, we will see how a variety of processes, heuristics, and sources can cause us 
to arrive at inaccurate or epistemically irrational judgments.

Chapter 6 turns to consider some evolutionary explanations of the function of 
reason, explanations that each say different things about the inaccuracy of human 
judgment. One explanation is the intellectualist explanation, according to which 
reason serves the function of helping humans to arrive at true judgments and to 
make good decisions. The intellectualist explanation would presumably explain the 
inaccuracy of human judgment as a by-product of the fact that evolutionary mecha-
nisms are sub-optimal: a biological feature may serve a function which confers an 
evolutionary advantage on a species, even if the feature does so imperfectly. On this 
view, the imperfection of human judgment is attributable to the imperfection of 
evolutionary forces. The other competing explanation is articulated by  cognitive 
scientists Hugo Mercier and Dan Sperber: reason serves the social function of pro-
ducing and exchanging arguments and justifications. On this account, reason is lazy 
and biased in producing reasons—but in ways that are evolutionarily sensible in 
light of its functions—while reason is also demanding and unbiased in evaluating 
reasons from others. While I endorse neither explanation in this chapter, I present 
some critical issues for Mercier and Sperber’s arguments, and I caution against the 
harm of confirmation bias.

Chapter 7 introduces the concept of empirical epistemology—the study of how 
humans should think based on scientific studies about what actually improves accu-
racy  in real-world contexts. It describes some origins of empirical epistemology, 
origins which lie at least partly in work funded by the US intelligence community. 
It defends the presupposition that there are domain general methods of improving 
accuracy and that insights in a domain like geopolitics can tell us something about 
improving accuracy in other domains like medicine. It then outlines variables that 
correlate with improved accuracy. These include the following: situational vari-
ables about the environment in which one makes inferences, motivational variables 
about one’s motivation, cognitive variables about how one seeks out information 
and draws inferences from it, and metacognitive variables that concern how one 
assesses their own cognition. It also discusses negative lessons from empirical epis-
temology: that is, insights about what does not conduce to accuracy. The result is a 
wealth of insight about variables that can predict and improve judgmental accuracy.

Finally, Chap. 8 provides three categories of recommendations based on these 
insights: recommendations for improving our judgment as individuals, recommen-
dations for estimating the accuracy of others, and recommendations for conducting 
our organizations in ways that conduce to success.

While many studies paint a less-than-ideal view of human judgment, my aspira-
tion is that these recommendations can help us move closer to the ideal—that is, 
closer to accurate judgments. As a result, hopefully we can apply the insights from 
empirical epistemology in ways that improve our judgments, our decision-making, 
and ultimately our lives—both as individuals and as a collective.

1.5 Structure of This Book
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Chapter 2
What Is Judgmental Accuracy: Concepts 
and Measurement

2.1  What Judgmental Accuracy Involves: Correspondence 
and Confidence

This book is an exploration of human judgment—an exploration of how accurate it 
is and how to improve our accuracy. A good starting point in our journey is to ask 
the question “What is judgmental accuracy? What does it mean for humans to be 
accurate or inaccurate?”

This book’s answer is somewhat simple: here, we can think of judgmental accu-
racy as a concept that in turns involves two further concepts—namely, correspon-
dence and confidence.

Let us consider both concepts first, and then we will look at some concrete mea-
sures of judgmental accuracy.

2.1.1  Objective Truth and the Correspondence Theory

At the core of judgmental accuracy is the concept of truth: a judgment’s accuracy 
has to do with how true it is, or how close to the truth it is, and so on.

But what is truth?
“Correspondence” is the dominating answer, at least in analytic epistemology—

the academic field specializing in the nature of truth and related topics.
The correspondence theory of truth says that truth is about a relationship between 

two things. Different correspondence theories can differ over the details about pre-
cisely what these two things are, as well as what the relationship between them is 
(Marian, 2022).

Here, though, we can describe the correspondence theory as a theory about two 
particular things: propositions on the one hand and reality on the other.
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For simplicity’s sake, we can think of a proposition as being more or less like an 
idea, such as the idea that Barack Obama was the President of the United States or 
the idea that there is a snake in your lounge.

Sentences and other things can then express various propositions.
Two different types of sentences can express the same proposition. For example, 

suppose I say “There is a snake in your lounge,” and you say “There is a snake in 
my lounge”. Both of these are different types of sentences, but they express the same 
proposition or idea—namely, that there is a snake in your lounge.

Two different propositions can also be expressed by the same type of sentence. 
For example, suppose I say “I am happy” and you say “I am happy”. Both sentences 
are the same type of sentence insofar as they both say “I am happy.” But one sen-
tence expresses the idea that I—the author—am happy, while the other expresses 
the distinct idea that you—the reader—are happy.

The correspondence theory then specifies what it takes for a proposition to be 
true. In particular, the theory says a proposition or idea is true just in case it corre-
sponds to way things are in reality. Then, the proposition that there is a snake in your 
lounge would be true just in case it corresponds to reality—just in case there actu-
ally is a snake in your lounge. And it would be false if it fails to correspond to real-
ity—just in case there is no snake in your lounge.

A judgment that a particular proposition is true would itself be true just in case 
that particular proposition is true, and anything expressing a particular proposition 
is true just in case the particular proposition is true.

A useful analogy for thinking about the correspondence theory of truth is that of 
a map and some terrain  (Korzybski, 1933). Our propositions—or our judgments 
about them—are like mental maps which may represent the way reality is. A map is 
a true representation of reality to the extent that it adequately corresponds to how 
the terrain really is: for example, if a map says Palo Alto city is south of San 
Francisco, then this is true just in case Palo Alto actually is south of San Francisco. 
Similarly, propositions and our judgments about them are true to the extent that they 
correspond to how reality really is.

Importantly, like maps, propositions or judgments may only correspond to real-
ity to a particular degree.

This is similar to how a map does not perfectly represent the terrain. Maps are 
often imprecise; for instance, they do not perfectly represent the terrain down to the 
detail of every blade of grass on a field. And sometimes they are somewhat false or 
inaccurate; a map may become outdated when a new roundabout is installed at an 
intersection, for instance. Nevertheless, despite such imprecision and falsity, a map 
may nevertheless correspond to reality to some degree.

Similarly, despite some imprecision and falsity, our judgments may nevertheless 
correspond to reality to some degree. 

To take a historical example, Newton’s laws of gravitation were approximately true 
to the extent that they roughly described how the planets orbited the sun and so forth. 
But while they were approximately true, they contained some degree of falsity: 
Newtonian mechanics failed to predict the exact orbit of Mercury, and it was only 
when relativity theory was proposed that we had a theory which accurately described 
Mercury’s orbit and corresponded to the truth to an even greater degree (Hanson, 1962).

2 What Is Judgmental Accuracy: Concepts and Measurement
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So the correspondence theory is an account of the concept of truth—of what it 
means for something to be true.

It is a simple concept, but it  is plausible—and historically prominent. In fact, 
philosopher Franca D’agostini goes so far as to say that the “[c]orrespondence the-
ory has dominated, almost uncontroversially, the entire history of philosophy” 
(d’Agostini, 2019, p. 272). Its history reaches also as far back as Plato and Aristotle, 
with Aristotle claiming “To say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is 
false, while to say of what is that it is, and of what is not that it is not, is true” 
(Metaphysics 1011b25, quoted in Marian, 2022). A strong argument for the corre-
spondence theory as an account of the meaning of truth is also that it explains why 
many judgments  are intuitively true, including those about  the roundness of the 
earth, evolutionary theory,  and many  other theories: they are true in virtue of 
their correspondence to reality.

Importantly, though, the correspondence theory implies that there can be so- 
called objective truths—at least if we define “objectivity” in a particular way. More 
specifically, some philosophers think that something is objective just in case it does 
not depend on human judgments for its existence (Enoch, 2011; Railton, 1986). 
Applying this to “truth,” we can say a truth is objective just in case it does not 
depend on human judgments for it to be true, at least not in the sense that judging 
that thing  to be true by itself makes that thing true. For example, consider the 
Copernican heliocentric theory—the proposition that the earth revolves around the 
sun. This proposition would be an objective truth since its truth does not depend on 
human judgments in this particular sense: it would still be true that the earth revolves 
around the sun regardless of anyone’s judgment about whether it does—regardless 
of, say, whether you judged that it did revolve around the sun or not. After all, judg-
ing the heliocentric theory to be true does not make it true that the earth revolves 
around the sun. What makes the theory true is that, in reality, the earth actually does 
revolve around the sun; there is a correspondence between the theory and reality, 
between the map and the terrain, so to speak. So, the Copernican theory is an exam-
ple of an objective truth because it is a judgment-independent truth—it does not 
depend on human judgments for its truth in this particular sense.

Contrast this to money. It may be true that a particular monetary note has a value 
of $10, but it would be true only because humans collectively judge that it is true; if 
everyone collectively agreed that a note had no monetary value, then it certainly 
would not. So some might argue (rightly or wrongly)  that judging something to 
have monetary value by itself makes that judgment true (at least when enough peo-
ple have that judgment).

2.1.2  Misconceptions About Objective Truth

Of course, often people—especially outside of epistemology—have objections to 
the notion of “an objective truth”. Perhaps most people have heard one or another 
person say “There is no objective truth,” or something similar.

2.1 What Judgmental Accuracy Involves: Correspondence and Confidence
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However, these objections frequently rest on misconceptions, even though they 
often contain (somewhat ironically) a grain of truth.

I will critically survey these objections here, trying to emphasize both what I 
think they get right as well as what they get wrong. (However, fans of objectivity 
may wish to skip this section.) 

A disclaimer though: my responses to these objections are not entirely novel or 
original. Based on my experience, I surmise that these objections frequently come 
up in introductory courses in analytic epistemology, philosophy of science and criti-
cal thinking, and that  analytic philosophers frequently have the same responses. 
Consequently, if there is any merit to these responses, I do not claim them for 
myself. That said, while I have heard these responses from philosophers, I have 
never heard these objections from philosophers, at least not in the analytic tradition: 
so far as I can tell, they come entirely from people who are outside of analytic epis-
temology—not specialists in it.

Let us now consider these objections.

2.1.2.1  Objection #1: The Diversity of Opinions About Truth

One objection is that there is no objective truth because we have different opinions 
about the truth and not everyone agrees.

An issue with this objection is that it conflates truth on the one hand with people’s 
judgments about the truth. For example, there was a time when people disagreed about 
whether the earth was round, whether it revolved around the sun, and a myriad other 
things we now know are true. However, the diversity of opinions and lack of agree-
ment does not entail there is no objective truth. At most, it entails merely that if there 
is an objective truth, we may have different opinions or judgments about it.

That said, the grain of truth to the objection is that even though some objective 
truths exist and do not differ from person to person, our judgments about the truth 
often do differ from person to person. Truth can be objective, even if our judgments 
are often not objectively true. This is especially the case since if people disagree 
with each other and if not all of them can be right, then some of them must be 
wrong. Put simply, disagreement often entails that if there is an objective truth, at 
least some people have not found it. Sometimes, disagreement can cause us to rea-
sonably doubt whether we have found some objective truth, but not whether there is 
an objective truth.

2.1.2.2  Objection #2: The Subjectivity of Truths About Money or 
Other Topics

A second objection is that there is no objective truth because some truths are not 
objective, like truths about taste, money, or morality.

The grain of truth to this objection is that some truths arguably are not objective, 
like truths about money. (That said, morality and other topics are more debatable.)

2 What Is Judgmental Accuracy: Concepts and Measurement
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However, this objection shows that, at best, only some truths are not objective, 
but it does not show that all truths are not objective. Even if one supposes that truths 
about taste, money, or morality are never objective, it does not mean other truths are 
not—including truths about the roundness of the earth, whether it revolves around 
the sun, and so forth.

2.1.2.3  Objection #3: Track Record of Failures to Grasp Truth

A third objection is that there is no objective truth because we have been mistaken 
in the past. After all, many humans once thought that the world was flat, that the 
earth was a few thousand years old, that the continents did not draft apart, and so 
forth. In these and many other cases, our judgments about reality were mistaken. 
How, then, can we be so confident that there are objective truths?—or so the objec-
tion goes.

There are three problems with this objection.
First, even if we have been mistaken about reality in the past, this would not 

imply there are no objective truths. Instead, it would imply that we do not always 
correctly believe in objective truths—we do not always make correct judgments 
about what the objective truths are. But there may still be objective truths, even if 
we do not believe in them or have been mistaken about them in the past; it may be 
an objective truth that the earth is round even if everyone judged to the contrary, for 
instance.

A second problem is that it arguably only makes sense to say we were mistaken 
about these topics if we already presuppose there is an objective standard of truth. 
Otherwise, if there is no objective truth, then what is the standard by which we can 
confidently assess that our past judgments were mistaken? How could we say we 
were mistaken about the earth being flat unless we thought it was objectively true 
that the earth was not flat?

The third problem with this objection is that it appeals to a biased sample consist-
ing entirely of humanity’s failures. It is true that humanity was mistaken about many 
topics, but there are many topics where humanity was not. Humanity has for a long 
time correctly judged that most humans walk on two legs, have a nose, and need 
food and water—and to breathe—in order to survive. Presumably we for a long time 
correctly judged that jumping off large cliffs or into volcanoes was dangerous—if 
not fatal. When we consider a broader sample, we will see that while there are many 
failures, there are also many, many success stories. Indeed, plausibly humanity 
depends on success stories like these for their very survival, or else we might be 
unwittingly jumping off cliffs while being incapable of grasping objective truths 
about how dangerous it is (and this is a theme we shall return to in Chap. 6). And yet 
these same success stories also suggest that in at least some cases, there are reasons 
to think not only that there are objective truths, but that we can also know what 
they are.

2.1 What Judgmental Accuracy Involves: Correspondence and Confidence
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So the objection that there is no objective truth because we have been mistaken 
in the past is itself mistaken, both because we have often not been mistaken and 
because objective truths can exist even if we have been mistaken.

2.1.2.4  Objection #4: There Is No Way to Tell Truth

A fourth and related objection is that there is no objective truth because we have no 
way to tell whether there is an objective truth.

The problem with this objection is that it does not distinguish between two very 
different things: whether there is an objective truth about some things and whether 
we can know what those objective truths are. There might be an objective truth, even 
if we do not know what it is.

Second, it again neglects a broader sample of success stories where we seem to 
be capable of grasping objective truths, like those mentioned above.

Of course, this is not to deny that it is sometimes difficult or even impossible to 
determine what the objective truth is about some questions; sometimes the evidence 
is scarce or difficult to interpret correctly. But surely it is premature to outright dis-
miss the possibility of being able to know any objective truths.

Plausibly, the correct attitude varies on a case-by-case basis: sometimes, we can 
be confident in what the objective truth is, at least to a high degree, while in other 
cases, we may not be able to be so confident. It all depends on the relevant evidence —if 
there is any—in a particular context.

And as we shall see in Chap. 7, some people—and some ways of thinking—are 
much better at figuring out the truth than others. So even in cases where it may be 
difficult tell truth, there may be a path to find it if we think in the right ways.

2.1.2.5  Objection #5: Truth Depends on Language

A fifth objection is that there is no objective truth because truth depends on words. 
For example, suppose there actually is a snake in my lounge; then one might say it 
is objectively true that “There is a snake in John’s lounge,” but the sentence is only 
true because of how we define words. If the word “snake” meant something more 
like a unicorn, then it would never be true that “There is a snake in John’s lounge.” 
In this way, one might object that truth depends on judgments about what words 
mean, and so truth cannot be objective in the sense that it is independent of human 
judgments.

The problem with this objection is that it conflates a very subtle but important 
distinction: it conflates the truth of propositions with the truth of sentences that 
express propositions. Even though the latter might depend on judgments, the former 
does not. Let us consider how this is so.

Recall that two different sentences can express the same proposition (I say 
“There is a snake in your lounge,” and you say “There is a snake in my lounge”) and 
two different propositions can be expressed by the same sentence (I say “I am 
happy” and you say “I am happy”).
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What this shows is that propositions and sentences expressing them are not the 
same thing: two propositions can be expressed by the same type of sentence, while 
two types of sentences can express the same proposition. It is important to under-
stand that propositions—which we can think of as being like ideas—are different 
from sentences that express propositions. It is like the difference between a person 
and a microphone they are talking through. A person may be communicated through 
a microphone in a similar way to how a proposition or idea may be communicated 
through a sentence, but the proposition is different from the sentence, similarly to 
how the person is different from the microphone.

Now the objection points out correctly that our judgments determine the mean-
ing of sentences. We judge that the word “snake” refers to the object we call a 
“snake” in a sentence, and these and other judgments give our sentences the mean-
ing that they do. But note that even though judgments determine the meaning of 
sentences, this does not entail that they determine the truth of propositions.

As a result, if the meaning of words in a sentence changes, then what changes is 
not the truth of the proposition, but rather which proposition is expressed by the 
sentence. If we change the meaning of the word “snake” to mean “unicorn,” then the 
truth value of the sentence “There is a snake in my lounge” would also change, and 
the sentence would now be false. But this would be only because the sentence now 
expresses a different proposition—namely, that there is a (in our usual words) uni-
corn in my lounge. But note that the truth of the propositions did not change: it is 
still true that there is a (using our language) snake in my lounge—or so we suppose. 
What changes is merely whether the sentence “There is a snake in my lounge” now 
expresses this proposition or a different one. To return to our analogy, changing the 
meaning of a sentence is like giving the microphone to a different person. Changing 
the meaning of a sentence changes which proposition is communicated through the 
sentence in the same way that giving the microphone to a different person changes 
which person is communicated through the microphone.

In this way, the objection does not work because the truth or falsity of the propo-
sitions does not depend on language, even though which propositions are expressed 
by a sentence does.

2.1.2.6  Objection #6: The Ambiguity and Vagueness of Language

A sixth objection is that there is no objective truth because language is ambiguous 
or vague. For example, two people may both know that the actor Brad Pitt is 180 cm 
tall, but one person might think he is “tall,” while another may not. In that case, it 
may appear that there is no objective truth about whether Brad Pitt is “tall” or not.

What the example arguably illustrates, however, is that some sentences or expres-
sions contain vagueness, or are simply neither true nor false until they are clarified 
so that they express clear propositions.

For example, the statement “Brad Pitt is tall” might mean many things: that Pitt 
is taller than 90% of American men (which would make the sentence false), that Pitt 
is taller than the average American man (which would make the sentence true), or 
that most people on earth would see Pitt and think that he is “tall” (which could 
make the sentence either true or false). So the statement may be 
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ambiguous. Furthermore, some people think that tallness is a so-called “vague pred-
icate”, which admits of borderline cases: in such cases, it may be difficult or impos-
sible to tell whether someone is tall or not, just in the same way that there are 
borderline cases where it is impossible to tell whether someone is bald or not.

The point is that even though it may be unclear whether a particular sentence is true 
or false, either because it is ambiguous, or because it involves vague predicates, this 
does not mean there is no objective truth. It may just mean that the sentence is either 
objectively true or false when disambiguated (in cases of ambiguity) or perhaps just 
that its truth may be difficult to determine (as might be true for cases of vagueness).

2.1.2.7  Objection #7: Alternative Definitions of Objectivity

There are also many objections to the notion of objective truth that rest on alterna-
tive definitions of what an “objective” truth is. Some might say an objective truth is 
one that we can be certain of, or that we should never change our judgments about, 
or that implies we always have infallible knowledge of reality.

If one defines objective truths in this way, then there may very well be no objec-
tive truths.

But that is not how objectivity is defined here; again, a proposition is objectively 
true just in case it corresponds to reality in a particular sense where it  does not 
depend on human judgments. If there are any such propositions—propositions 
which correspond to reality not merely because of our opinions about it—then there 
are, by this definition at least, objective truths.

2.1.3  Why Does It Matter?

So we have gone to some length to discuss some objections about objective truth. 
One might rightly wonder, “Why does it matter whether there are objective truths? 
Why spend so much ink trying to defend the idea of objectivity?”

There are three reasons for it which I will describe, albeit somewhat quickly and 
roughly.

The first is that, obviously, I think there are good reasons to believe in objective 
truth and the objections to it are far from compelling, as I allude to above.

The second reason is that this book is pointless if there is no objective truth. As 
we shall see, the accuracy of human judgment is largely a matter of having judg-
ments or beliefs about propositions that are objectively  true—at least to some 
degree. If there is no objective truth, then there is no real judgmental accuracy, and 
this book becomes completely worthless. After all, the title of this book is, “Human 
judgment: how accurate is it, and how can it get better?” If there was no objective 
truth, you might think that I could as well have opened and ended this book with the 
statement “It’s not at all objectively  accurate, and it can’t get any better—just 
because all truth is subjective. But thank you for reading.” As it turns out, however, 
I genuinely think there is an objective truth, at least about many topics, and so a 
book like this is not pointless.
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However, there is a third reason that is, from a societal perspective, perhaps the 
most practically significant: the notion of objective truth is important for society as 
a whole. Society needs objective truth, especially in times of crisis. What I mean is 
that society’s success often depends on acknowledging that there is an objective 
truth and successfully attempting to find it.

For example, when the COVID-19 pandemic sent thousands to the grave and many 
more to overflowing hospitals, many politicians, doctors, and researchers understand-
ably wanted to know the objective truth about various questions: What could be done 
to contain the deadly disease? What is the safest way of reducing infections? Are vac-
cines safe? Is it safe to fly on planes? What measures will reduce needless deaths?

Of course, many people might have formed false or inaccurate opinions about 
these questions, and some people may have not cared about the truth at all, but the 
point is that at least many people tried to get as close to the truth as they could.

Yet if there is no objective truth—and if no opinion was more capable of corre-
sponding to reality than any other—then they might as well have asked any child off 
the street for their opinion about these things, and the child’s opinion would have 
been no more true than any other opinion. But of course, this is not what anyone did, 
and the reason for this is that we all operate as though there are objective truths—
whether this is explicit or not, whether we realize it or not.

So while one might deny that there is an objective truth, they might do so only up 
until we badly need it or else things might go very, very wrong for us.

2.1.4  Degrees of Confidence

Above, we talked about judgments or beliefs as though they are binary concepts: 
you either have a judgment that something is true, or you do not. This binary con-
cept is sometimes useful, since we often seem to think and talk about judgments as 
though they are such binary concepts. And in such cases, we may say such a binary 
judgment or belief is accurate just in case the relevant proposition corresponds to 
reality. For instance, your judgment that there is a snake in my lounge is accurate 
just in case there really is a snake in my lounge.

But as we have seen, objections to the possibility of objective truth often invoke 
the fact that we sometimes fail to grasp the truth. And this is true: human history is 
littered with a litany of falsehoods which we once believed at one time or another.

This shows that certainty is hard to come by; we are often not justifiably certain 
about a range of things, including the causes of illnesses, the most effective way of 
containing a pandemic, or the innocence or guilt of a defendant at a trial—to take 
only a few examples.

However, even if we cannot know for certain what the truth is, a vast number of 
the things we have judgments about are things we can be more or less confident 
about: diagnoses, trial verdicts, policy decisions, and many other judgments often 
involve states of belief that are less than fully certain.

Even the  things we are virtually certain about are often not things we cannot 
know for sure. One might be near certain that they will not die in a freak accident 
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tomorrow, and indeed, the vast majority of people on earth will not, but there are 
still people who occasionally do experience extremely improbable fatal accidents. 
That is why they are called “freak accidents.” Despite this, people generally do not 
even think of the possibility of a fatal freak accident. They make plans and act as 
though they are certain they will not die in a freak accident. (Think about it: when 
was the last time you heard someone genuinely say “Let’s have coffee tomorrow, 
unless I die in a freak accident”?) People act as though they are virtually certain of 
things that are at best extremely improbable—but not impossible.

Regardless, since many of our judgments are about things we cannot be certain 
about, we also want a concept of judgmental accuracy that can intelligibly ask whether 
these less-than-certain states of confidence are accurate or justified. In academia, for-
mal epistemology is one of the sub-disciplines that is perhaps more directly concerned 
with how to measure the accuracy of less-than-certain states of confidence (although 
other fields, like statistics and cognitive psychology, study this question too).

In formal epistemology, states of confidence are often represented as numbers 
between 0 and 1, or 0% and 100% in percentage notation. For example, you might 
be 0.8 or 80% confident that you will stay in your job a year from now, or 99.9999% 
confident that the sun will rise tomorrow, or 0% confident that any elephants can fly. 
We can call these judgments or states of confidence “probabilities.” Throughout this 
book, I will assume that many of our judgments or mental states can be represented 
as probabilities like these (although there are also other interpretations of probabil-
ity which may have value and validity in other contexts).

If we can think of less-than-certain judgments as probabilities, then, we have a 
question: how do we measure the accuracy of these judgments or probabilities? 
That is the topic of the next section.

2.2  How Do We Measure Judgmental Accuracy: Calibration, 
Resolution, and Friends

There are various ways that one might try to measure judgmental accuracy—ways 
we can call putative “measures” of judgmental accuracy. In this section, I will dis-
cuss the general desiderata of these measures—that is, the features that would make 
a putative measure a good measure of judgmental accuracy. I will then assess some 
candidate measures of judgmental accuracy against these desiderata.

2.2.1  Measurement Validity: Internal and External

We want a measure of judgmental accuracy to be a good one, or—as psychologists 
say—to be “valid.”

What does it mean for a measure to be “valid?”
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The meaning of “measurement validity” has changed over the years and is pre-
sented somewhat differently from author to author. However, several recent accounts 
all agree on one important point: the validity of a measurement is more about the 
validity of the interpretation of the measurement (Coaley, 2009; Michael Furr & 
Bacharach, 2013; Zumbo, 2006). Put differently, these authors loosely agree that a 
measure is valid to the extent that the measure is accurately interpreted as a measure 
of what it is intended to measure; on this picture, it is more precise to say that inter-
pretations of measures are either valid or invalid, not so much the measures 
themselves.

For shorthand, though, we can say that a measure of some construct is valid just 
in case the measure can be accurately interpreted as a measure of the intended con-
struct. For example, someone’s yearly income may be an invalid measure of their 
happiness: a person’s yearly income does not necessarily tell us much about how 
happy they are, since rich people can drastically vary in how happy they are. But 
yearly income is nevertheless a valid measure of how much money they receive 
each year, arguably by definition.

Anyhow, when it comes to judgmental accuracy, I think measurement validity 
can be usefully broken down into two further kinds of validity, each of which paral-
lel the distinction between “internal” and “external” validity in experimental psy-
chology and social science (Bryman, 2016; Gleitman et al., 2011).

Loosely speaking, we can say that a measure of judgmental accuracy has internal 
validity to the extent that it measures how accurate one’s judgment is in the contexts 
in which it is measured. For example, we might ask someone to forecast the future 
about geopolitical topics—such as wars, political elections, and so on. We can then 
ask them to tell us how accurate they thought their own forecasts were. In this case, 
their self-evaluation might not be an internally valid measure of their accuracy: their 
self-evaluation may be biased and may instead be influenced by other things, such 
as how high or low their self-esteem is or how desperately they want you to believe 
they are accurate—even if they actually are not very accurate. A better measure of 
their accuracy would be to look at the track record of those forecasts—to compare 
what they predict with what actually happens. Surely that would be the more inter-
nally valid measure of how accurate those forecasts actually were.

However, a good measure of accuracy will often need something more: external 
validity. Loosely speaking, we can say that a measure of judgmental accuracy has 
external validity to the extent that, if it is internally valid, it would measure how 
accurate one’s judgment is in the other contexts for which it is intended to indi-
cate accuracy. This is important, since we often want measures of accuracy to gen-
eralize beyond the narrow contexts in which accuracy is measured. For example, 
suppose we want to measure the accuracy of one’s political forecasts to  indicate 
whether they are accurate in general. Now their track record of accuracy might be 
an internally valid measure of their accuracy on political topics. But it still might 
not be an externally valid measure of accuracy in general. Perhaps, they might be 
great at forecasting wars between nations but terrible at forecasting the outcomes of 
basketball matches, for instance. (That said, I will give reasons in Chap. 7 to think 
that accuracy in one domain like politics can lead to accuracy in another domain, 
perhaps including basketball.)
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So internal and external measurement validity are then two of the desiderata 
against which to assess measures of validity. Internal validity is about how good a 
measure is in the contexts where measurements are made; external validity is about 
how good a measure is in other contexts where inferences are made from those 
measurements. (Of course, there are arguably other desiderata for measures too, like 
reliability, but these desiderata arguably matter only in terms of their relationship to 
the other desiderata, like how reliability sometimes indicates internal measurement 
validity.)

A third desideratum, however, is comprehensibility: ideally, people would be 
able to comprehend what a measure is saying—to accurately interpret what infor-
mation the measure is intended to convey. After all, the very purpose of a measure 
is to provide information to others, information about what the measure is supposed 
to measure. If the measure is incomprehensible, it is simply not doing its job.

How well, then, do various measures fare against these desiderata?
In response to this question, I have a long answer and a shorter answer.
I explore the long answer in greater detail in a paper that is currently under develop-

ment and possibly will be published by the time you read this (Wilcox, Work in progress).
But here, for the sake of space, I will only provide the shorter answer.
To do so, I will first articulate what I think is the leading candidate measure of 

judgmental accuracy, and I will then critique other measures based on how they fare 
against this leading candidate (although you can skip this critique, if you wish).

A clarification though: In this chapter, although I sometimes use real data, I also 
critique various measures using hypothetical examples that are somewhat simplis-
tic—and possibly unrealistic. This is because these hypothetical examples illustrate 
the concerns about validity in a way that I think is simpler and easier to understand. 
That said, the concerns about validity are not merely hypothetical or unrealistic: to 
some extent, when I criticize a measure’s validity, there is supporting empirical data 
in the aforementioned paper. There,  for example, I report imperfect correlations 
between my favorite candidate measures on the one hand and some alternative mea-
sures on the other, thus reinforcing concerns about the validity of the alternative 
measures.

2.2.2  A Good Measure of Accuracy: Binned Calibration 
and Resolution

As mentioned earlier, we often cannot be certain about many things we have judg-
ments about, but we can hope for appropriate degrees of confidence. We can model 
these degrees of confidence as numerical probability assignments: for example, you 
might be 80% confident that you will stay in your job a year from now, or 99.9999% 
confident that the sun will rise tomorrow, or 0% confident that any elephants can fly.

We will then review measures of judgmental accuracy that are about how to 
measure the accuracy of these degrees of confidence or probability assignments, 
starting with my preferred candidate.
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I call my preferred candidate measure “binned calibration,” although it is also 
sometimes called “calibration-in-the-small” (Lechuga & Wiebe, 2011). Binned 
calibration takes a set of probability assignments and places them in groups which 
are called “bins”: for example, suppose hypothetically that we take all of your 
assignments between 0% and 4.9% and place them in one group or bin, we then take 
all of your assignments between 5% and 14.9% and place them in another bin, and 
so on for all of your assignments. The result is that we have all of your probability 
assignments grouped by the categories, even though these categories are somewhat 
artificial (and I discuss various categorizations more in the aforementioned paper). 
We can then measure your calibration by seeing how far your probabilities are from 
the frequency with which the propositions are true. For example, suppose we have 
a bin containing all of your probability assignments of 90%—or thereabouts. We 
then consider all the propositions that you assigned probabilities to in that bin: we 
could suppose these include  the propositions that the Golden State Warriors will 
win the next NBA championship, that you will be in your job a year from now, and 
so forth. Then if you assign 90% probabilities to propositions that are true only 70% 
of the time, then you are as they say “miscalibrated” by 20%, at least for that bin of 
probability assignments.

Let us take a more concrete example to illustrate this using the Good Judgment 
data. The Good Judgment project was a four-year project funded by the US intelli-
gence community. Among other things, the project aimed to uncover what variables 
correlated with greater forecasting accuracy, especially about geopolitical topics—
that is, topics having to do with the outcomes of wars, elections, international trade 
agreements, and other global dramas. To do this, Good Judgment recruited thou-
sands of volunteers to make literally millions of forecasts over the four-year period. 
For example, questions included “Will Bashar al-Assad remain President of Syria 
through January 31, 2012?” or “Who will win the January 2012 Taiwan Presidential 
election?” Each forecast was a probability assigned to a proposition in answer to a 
question. For example, a forecaster might have assigned an 80% probability (or 
degree of confidence) to the proposition that Bashar al-Assad will remain the 
President through January 31, 2012. The result is a database of 3,143,460 forecasts 
which can be analyzed, most of which are forecasts for events which now have 
known outcomes.

One forecaster from the program was particularly well calibrated: user 5265 
(whoever that is). Over the four-year period, this forecaster made a total of 25,685 
forecasts. Their binned calibration is depicted in Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1 (shown on 
the next page).

As you can see there, this forecaster is remarkably accurate.
Out of all the propositions they assigned approximately 2.5% to, about 2.4% of 

those propositions are true  (although these propositions are not always distinct 
since, for example, they might assign 1% and 3% to the same proposition at differ-
ent times). For example, they assigned a probability of approximately 2.5% to the 
proposition that Egypt would lift the state of emergency in Sinai by April 25, 2015, 
to the proposition that Iran would release Washington Post correspondent Jason 
Rezaian before June 10, 2015, and to 7,109 other propositions—approximately 
2.4% of which were true!
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Table 2.1 Calibration table for user 5265

Middle value of the bin Percentage of true propositions per bin Number of forecasts per bin

2.5% 2.4% 7,111
10% 10.9% 3,655
20% 19.2% 1,920
30% 28.0% 1,516
40% 36.7% 1,214
50% 47.2% 775
60% 60.7% 1,056
70% 69.1% 1,246
80% 76.6% 1,528
90% 85.3% 2,485
97.5% 94.9% 3,179
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Fig. 2.1 Calibration graph for user 5265

They were also pretty well calibrated for other categories: for instance, out of all 
the propositions they assigned approximately 80% to, 76.6% of those were true—
not perfect, but still pretty good. In this case, they assigned a probability of approxi-
mately 80% to the proposition that Takeshi Onaga would be elected governor of 
Okinawa Prefecture in 2014 and to 1,527 other propositions—76.6% of which 
were true.
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The binned miscalibration score for this individual is 1.6%, meaning that their 
probability forecasts were miscalibrated by only 1.6% on average!

This individual demonstrates that one can be calibrated or accurate when assign-
ing probabilities to unique events too. Many of the propositions they made infer-
ences about were quite unique: they concerned specific elections, geopolitical 
crises, and prisoner situations that happened (or did not happen) once in human 
history. For example, consider the proposition that Iran would release Washington 
Post correspondent Jason Rezaian before June 10, 2015. Rezaian was imprisoned 
only once by Iran and was released only once by Iran (although he was released 
after June 10, 2015). In this and countless other cases, user 5265 made calibrated 
inferences about events that are unique, at least at some level of description.

This is significant because some think it is only intelligible to assign probabilities 
to repeatable events—like the outcomes of coin flips or die rolls—but not to unique 
events. (This is closely related to the what is known as the “problem of the single 
case” in philosophy (Hajek, 2019).) User 5265 shows this is not the case: one can 
assign probabilities to unique events, and they can potentially have superb calibra-
tion and accuracy in doing so.

Superb calibration like this is not entirely attributable to luck either. We can tell 
this for a range of reasons: calibration often improves with practice, calibration is 
correlated with variables that we expect to correlate with accuracy (such as statisti-
cal or probabilistic training), and most people perform far better than simulations of 
users who randomly assign probabilities and whose accuracy is demonstrably 
attributed to nothing but chance (Wilcox, Work in progress). These are all things we 
would not expect if poor or good calibration was entirely due to chance. For that 
reason, we can tell user 5265 was genuinely well calibrated and not purely by chance.

But not all forecasters were so good, however: one particularly bad example is 
user 1890. We can see this from Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.2 (shown on the next page).

In this case, they have terrible calibration, at least for some important categories. 
For example, if you take all the propositions they assigned 97.5% to—that is, all the 
propositions they reported being nearly certain of—only 62.3% of those proposi-
tions are true. In that case, they are miscalibrated by a margin of 35.2%, which is 
pretty huge! They also reported 100% probabilities for many falsehoods: that the 
United Nations would pass a new resolution concerning Iran by April 1, 2012; that 
a Turkish military force would invade or enter Syria between October 9, 2012, and 
November 30, 2012; that China would seize control of Second Thomas Shoal (a 
coral reef) by December 31, 2014; and so on. In fact, they assigned 100% probabili-
ties to 169 propositions, but 63 of these were false, about 37% of the propositions 
they appeared to be certain of! So time after time, it looked as though they were 
certain about things that—in fact—were false.

Their poor calibration cannot be attributed to small samples sizes either. Sure, 
they only made a few forecasts for some categories: take their six forecasts which 
approximated 90%, for instance. But they produced a large sample of forecasts in 
other categories: take their 252 forecasts approximating 2.5% as an example. (And 
if you like frequentist confidence intervals for sample proportions, a quick 95% 
interval analysis indicates that in the 2.5% bin, 25% is a lower bound for true propo-
sitions and 37% is an upper bound—far from perfect calibration!)
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Table 2.2 Calibration table for user 1890

Middle value of the bin Percentage of true propositions per bin Number of forecasts per bin

2.5% 31.0% 252
10% 38.1% 21
20% 18.4% 38
30% 29.8% 124
40% 44.0% 25
50% 48.1% 129
60% 53.6% 28
70% 45.2% 31
80% 63.0% 46
90% 66.7% 6
97.5% 62.3% 191
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Fig. 2.2 Calibration graph for user 5265

So that is an illustration of binned calibration.
A quick mathematical aside for technically oriented readers (others should skip 

this paragraph). Binned calibration can be calculated in different ways. Some schol-
ars, for example, present calibration measures which square the distance between a 
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probability on the one hand and the frequency of true propositions on the other 
(Dunn, 2015). In this case, if your 90% probability assignments hit on the truth only 
70% of the time, then your miscalibration score for that category would be 
(.9 − .7)2 = .22 = .04, not .2 or 20%. Such a measure would sometimes deliver dif-
ferent rankings of probability judgments. This is because the squaring procedure 
could more harshly penalize people who are rarely but severely miscalibrated than 
people who are frequently but mildly miscalibrated, while the non-squaring proce-
dures could more harshly penalize in the opposite direction. As a result, in some 
cases, the squaring procedure would rank the rarely but severely miscalibrated indi-
vidual better than the frequently but mildly miscalibrated individual, but the non- 
squaring procedure would reverse the rankings for these two individuals. In some 
cases, the squaring procedure may be better than the other, such as in cases where 
severe but rare miscalibration should be penalized more harshly. In other cases, the 
non-squaring procedure is adequate, but it has the added virtue of increased com-
prehensibility—at least for the less mathematically oriented interpreters of the 
measure.

In any case, the purpose here is to illustrate what a good measure of accuracy is: 
binned calibration.

However, like every measure: it has its limitations. In particular, binned calibra-
tion requires many probability estimates for a bin before you can have confidence 
about the accuracy in that bin. If a person is 90% confident in something and that 
thing turns out to be completely false, maybe their judgments are still accurate over-
all: after all, even a perfectly calibrated individual will assign 90% probabilities to 
things which are false 10% of the time, and maybe they just got unlucky this time. 
To confidently determine whether their 90% confidence levels are accurate, we need 
to sample many such confidence levels—maybe even 50 or more, not just one.

So binned calibration, as a measure of accuracy, requires multiple probability 
assignments, a track record—as I call them in another paper (Wilcox, 2022).

But this, I claim, is an unavoidable limitation: measuring accuracy requires large 
quantities, at least in many cases. To reiterate, many of our judgments are necessar-
ily probabilistic—they are necessarily less-than-certain. As soon as that is the case, 
the only way we can confidently measure the accuracy of such judgments is by 
measuring the accuracy of many such judgments. Simply looking at one or a hand-
ful of cases is often not enough, merely because we might get lucky or unlucky, the 
world may conspire for or against us, and it may produce a biased sample of judg-
ments that misleadingly look accurate or inaccurate. That said, sometimes a handful 
of judgments is enough to get some insight, as I discuss in my long answer to the 
question of how to measure judgmental accuracy (Wilcox, Work in progress). But 
other times, it simply is just not enough: to be confident in who is accurate and who 
is not, large track records of calibration are often necessary (Wilcox, 2022).

However, calibration is not the only thing we may care about; various scholars 
have also pointed out that resolution is desirable too, at least in the presence of cali-
bration (Dunn, 2015; Tetlock & Gardner, 2015). Here, resolution is a matter of hav-
ing probability assignments that are close to 0% or 100%—a matter of having 
assignments that are “informative” in this specific sense. After all, one could in 
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principle become calibrated by randomly assigning a probability of 50% to answers 
in a series of yes-or-no questions, but their assignments would not be particularly 
helpful or informative. For that reason, it is often appropriate to measure judgmental 
accuracy with both calibration and resolution, and I discuss resolution scores and 
measures of resolution in my longer answer (Wilcox, Work in progress).

That said, the kind of calibration I have discussed here is only one kind: binned 
calibration at the level of individuals. There are also other measures of calibration 
and accuracy that we will turn to now.

2.2.3  Less Good Measures of Accuracy

2.2.3.1  Unbinned Calibration

Another measure of calibration is what I call “unbinned” calibration, sometimes also 
called “calibration-in-the large” (Crowson et  al., 2016) or “bias” (Lechuga & 
Wiebe, 2011).

Unbinned calibration is very simple to calculate. First, you take all of the prob-
ability assignments, and you average them. This is what makes it “unbinned” (or we 
might say “one-binned”): unlike binned calibration, the assignments are not placed 
in separate bins first. Let us take a small sample of assignments to illustrate this 
measure (even though good measures of judgmental accuracy should often have 
many assignments). Suppose you assign four probabilities to four propositions: a 
probability of 90% to one proposition, 80% to another, 70% to another, and 60% to 
another. Then, unbinned calibration requires you to average these probabilities 

together: for example, we get an average of 75% from 
9 8 7 6

4

. . . .+ + +
. Finally, 

unbinned calibration requires us to subtract the proportion of true propositions from 
the average probability. So suppose three out of four of the propositions are true. 
Then, the proportion of true propositions is 75%, and subtracting that from the aver-
age probability assignment results in a score of 0%. In this case, then, you have an 
unbinned miscalibration score of 0%—perfect calibration.

If you have perfect binned calibration and a large enough sample of probability 
assignments, then you will have perfect unbinned calibration.

The problem with the unbinned measure, however, is that the reverse does not 
hold: in principle, you could have horrible binned calibration and perfect unbinned 
calibration. For example, suppose you have 200 probability assignments. One hun-
dred of the assignments assign a probability of 50% to 100 propositions, 75% of 
which are true. The other 100 assignments assign a probability of 100% to 100 
propositions, 75% of which are true. Here, you have a very bad binned calibration 
score: Your 50% assignments are underconfident by 25%, and your 100% assign-
ments are overconfident by 25%, so you are 100% confident in things which are 
false 25% of the time! However, you have a perfect unbinned calibration score: if 
you consider the 200 assignments for the 200 propositions, the average probability 
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assignment is 75%, and the proportion of true propositions is 75%, so the measure 
says you are perfectly calibrated when, in this case, you are not. Clearly, unbinned 
calibration is an invalid measure of judgmental accuracy in this context, while 
binned calibration is superior.

Of course, these are theoretical arguments as to why unbinned calibration is a 
limited measure of calibration.

However, in my longer answer, I provide empirical results using real-world data 
which show that unbinned calibration does not correlate especially well with binned 
calibration, so it is less preferable for that reason (Wilcox, Work in progress).

Nevertheless, unbinned calibration can be useful for detecting the absence of 
accuracy given a sufficiently large sample of assignments, even if it is not optimal 
for detecting the presence of accuracy.

2.2.3.2  Brier Scores

Another measure of accuracy is the widely used Brier score (Brier, 1950). The Brier 
score is calculated as follows. Suppose you consider some proposition q and assign 
a probability value of P(q), where P(q) is the probability assigned to q: say you 
attach a probability of 60% to the proposition that Biden will win the 2024 US presi-
dential election, so P(q) = 0.6 and q is the proposition that Biden will win. Then, let 
T(q) be the truth value of that proposition, where T(q) = 1 if q is true and T(q) = 0 if 
q is false. For example, suppose it turns out that it is true that Biden will win the 
2024 US presidential election. In that case, T(q) = 1 and T(¬q) = 0. Then, the Brier 
score in general is calculated as follows:

 
Brier T q P q T q P q� � � � � �� � � �� � � �� �� �2 2

 

In our specific example, then, the Brier score for the probability assignment to q 
is as follows:

 
Brier T q P q T q P q� � � � � �� � � �� � � �� �� � � �� � � �� � �

2 2 2 2
1 0 6 0 0 4 0 32. . .

 

In the literature on geopolitical forecasting, the Brier score is the standard mea-
sure of the accuracy of a forecast. The mean Brier score is also the standard measure 
of the accuracy of a forecaster.

The Brier score is often a useful indicator of judgmental accuracy, so I do not at 
all condemn its use.

That said, I think binned calibration is occasionally preferable to Brier scores. 
This is for two reasons.

The first is that Brier scores are less readily comprehensible for many people, at 
least compared to binned miscalibration scores and resolution scores. For example, a 
miscalibration score of 0.025 or 2.5% is very readily comprehensible: it means that 
someone was miscalibrated on average by about 2.5%. It is also obvious that the lower 
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the miscalibration score, the better. Furthermore, a resolution score of 0.9 or 90% is 
very readily comprehensible: it means that someone’s most extreme probability 
assignment was on average 90%. However, it is more difficult to translate a Brier 
score of 0.32 into anything meaningful. Of course, it is possible, but one needs more 
time and familiarity with Brier scores to get a sense of what it means. Furthermore, for 
some people, it is not immediately intuitive that the lower the Brier score, the better. 
Usually, people think of scores as things we want to maximize—not things we want to 
minimize. It might not be obvious that we want to minimize a “Brier” score at first. 
But it is obvious that want to minimize a “miscalibration” score. In short, Brier scores 
are less comprehensible and interpretable, at least for many people.

This also leads to the second reason that Brier scores are often less preferrable: it 
is sometimes unclear whether higher Brier scores are attributable to miscalibration or 
to low resolution. This is important, because sometimes the evidence is scarce, and 
any reasonable probability assignment will not be particularly resolute, simply 
because there is little information available. It is well known, for instance, that geopo-
litical events are generally more difficult to predict the further they are in the future 
(Tetlock, 2005; Tetlock & Gardner, 2015). In that case, the Brier score for a forecast 
would necessarily be relatively high (which, to remind you, is a bad thing, as per the 
preceding paragraph). When Brier scores are high, however, we might be curious to at 
least know whether the assignments are calibrated. The Brier score by itself does not 
give us this information, but the miscalibration score does. Consequently, miscalibra-
tion scores can sometimes help us better distinguish bad inferences in the presence of 
much evidence versus good inferences in the presence of little.

Let us make this more concrete with a very simplified example. Suppose there 
are two scenarios. In the first scenario, someone—call her “sensible Sarah”—has 
some informative but less than decisive evidence about 100 propositions. She is 
perfectly rational and accurate, so she assigns 80% to each of the propositions, and 
exactly 80% of them turn out to be true. In this case, she has a perfect miscalibration 
score of 0%; she is perfectly well calibrated! In the second scenario, someone 
else—call him “radical Mitchell”—has slightly more informative but less than deci-
sive evidence about 100 other propositions. However, radical Mitchell is much less 
rational than Sarah, so he becomes overconfident and assigns each proposition a 
probability of 99% when, in fact, only 84% of the propositions are true. In this case, 
Mitchell is radically overconfident, being nearly certain (i.e., 99% confident) in 
propositions which are actually false 16% of the time. Instead of being 99% confi-
dent in the propositions, we can suppose he should only be 84% confident in them.

However, according to the Brier score, Mitchell does better than Sarah: Mitchell’s 
average Brier score is 0.31, whereas Sarah’s average Brier sore is 0.32. The reason 
for this is partly that although Mitchell is less calibrated than Sarah, he gets rewarded 
because he is even more resolute when he turns out to be right.

If the Brier score was the only metric by which we assessed the accuracy of 
Sarah and Mitchell, then Mitchell would look more accurate than Sarah, but clearly 
this is not the case: Sarah is perfectly calibrated and merely has a little less evidence 
than Mitchell, while Mitchell is lucky to have a little more evidence but is grossly 
overconfident and miscalibrated.
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This, then, is a concrete example where the Brier score is a less valid measure of 
accuracy, at least compared to calibration and resolution. Other examples like this 
could be given as well.

Ultimately, then, I prefer calibration and resolution to Brier scores.
Of course, one putative advantage of Brier scores is that they are “proper” scor-

ing rules. “Proper” here is a technical term—not to be confused with our ordinary 
understanding of the term “proper.” A scoring rule is proper just in case it is always 
in someone’s interests to announce their true probability assignments (Seidenfeld, 
1985). This is best understood by contrasting it to an “improper” scoring rule. One 
such example is the linear score: here, the score of a probability assignment P(q) = v 
for any proposition q is ∣T(q) − v∣. Suppose, for instance, you have 80% confidence 
in each proposition in a set of propositions. For technical reasons, if each proposi-
tion actually had an 80% chance of being true, then you would probably get a better 
score by this scoring rule if you announced that you were more confident in the 
propositions than you really are. This, however, is not the case for a proper scoring 
rule like (T(q) − v)2: there would not be any probable advantage in announcing that 
you are more confident than you really are.

The binned miscalibration scores are also proper: it is always in the agent’s inter-
ests to announce their true probability assignment (Wilcox, Work in progress).

But, as mentioned, compared to Brier scores, they are more readily comprehen-
sible, and they are sometimes more informative about whether one is less calibrated 
and more resolute or instead more calibrated and less resolute.

2.2.4  Measures of Collective Accuracy

The previous three measures of accuracy—binned calibration, unbinned calibration, 
and Brier scores—focused on measuring the accuracy of individuals.

However, sometimes researchers are interested in measuring what we might call 
collective accuracy—the accuracy of groups, as in cross-cultural psychology 
(Lechuga & Wiebe, 2011).

There are various candidate measures of collective accuracy.

2.2.4.1  Unweighted Binned Calibration

One measure is to use binned calibration in a particular way, but at the collective 
level: that is, to place the probability assignments from the group into the bins and 
then score them for accuracy. (I call this unweighted binned calibration for reasons 
I will explain shortly.) For example, suppose you, I, and some other people in our 
group assign 80% probabilities to some propositions: then, each of our probability 
assignments are placed in the same bin and scored for accuracy as though we were 
one individual. Perhaps we collectively assigned 80% to 100 propositions, 75% of 
which were true, and so we have a collective miscalibration score of 5% for that bin.
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This measure might be useful in some contexts, but it also has its limitations. In 
particular, individuals with more or less accuracy might be over or underrepresented 
in particular bins. For example, some miscalibrated individuals may be overrepre-
sented in some bins, making the rest of the group appear worse than it is. Suppose, 
for instance, we have a friend in our group, “radical Mitchell,” who assigns 100% 
probabilities to many propositions, all of which are true only 70% of the time. And 
suppose the rest of us are much more calibrated and much less confident about 
things, assigning probabilities no greater than 90% to things. Then, radical Mitchell 
will make us all look bad, since the binned calibration score will say the group is 
miscalibrated by 30% in the 100% probability bin, even though it is really just 
Mitchell’s fault and no one else made any 100% probability assignments. So collec-
tive binned calibration is limited insofar as it can underrepresent or overrepresent 
individuals in particular bins, making the group look better or worse than it actually 
is. One might think this could then make the measure of accuracy invalid, at least if 
it is intended to measure the accuracy of the group in a more representative way.

Since this measure of calibration does not weight people’s contributions to the 
collective scores based on what fraction of the group they (or their assignments) 
comprise, I call this unweighted binned calibration.

2.2.4.2  Unbinned Calibration

Unbinned calibration could be applied to the collective level to measure collective 
accuracy. You and I might try measure our accuracy as a group, so we average our 
probability assignments and subtract the proportions of true propositions from that 
average, for example.

But unbinned calibration has its limitations too. To see this, we can modify the 
earlier example from unbinned calibration for individuals. Suppose instead the 100 
assignments of 50% came from me and the other 100 assignments of 100% came 
from you. Then, I will be underconfident by 25%, since 75% of the propositions I 
am 50% confident in are true, while you will be overconfident by 25%, since 75% 
of the propositions you are 100% confident in are true. But according to our collec-
tive unbinned calibration score, we have perfect accuracy: our average probability 
assignment is 75%, and so is the proportion of true propositions, leaving a remain-
der of 0% miscalibration when the latter is subtracted from the former. Clearly, this 
can be an invalid measure of collective accuracy.

2.2.4.3  Brier Scores

Brier scores again can be used at the collective level, but they again inherit the limi-
tations of Brier scores when applied at the individual level: they are less readily 
comprehensible for some people, and they sometimes fail to distinguish calibrated 
(but irresolute) assignments from miscalibrated (but more resolute) assignments.
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2.2.4.4  Weighted Binned Calibration

I think that, generally, the ideal measure of collective accuracy would be binned calibra-
tion but averaged in a particular way. More specifically, binned calibration scores should 
be calculated for individuals and then the collective score should be formed from these 
individual scores. For example, if we are in a group of 100 people and radical Mitchell 
is badly miscalibrated, then his scores should be averaged to only take up his fair share 
of the group. Maybe everyone has a miscalibration score of 0% when averaged over all 
the bins, except Mitchell who has a miscalibration score of 30%. Then, the collective 

miscalibration score averaged over all the bins should be 
.

.
3 0 0 0

100
003

� � ���
�  or 

0.3%. Likewise, if everyone is perfectly calibrated in the 100% category, except for 

Mitchell who has a miscalibration score of 30% for just that category, then his collective 
miscalibration score should be averaged in a similar way to equal 0.3%.

Of course, this requires a lot of probability assignments, but again, this is often 
an inescapable fact about measuring accuracy in less-than-certain contexts: to deter-
mine accuracy, we often need many such assignments.

2.3  Summary

In this chapter, we explored two questions: what is judgmental accuracy, and how 
can we measure it?

To answer the first question, we explored a couple of concepts.
The first concept is correspondence. More specifically, we explored the corre-

spondence theory of truth, according to which propositions—or ideas—are true 
when they correspond to reality. Propositions—or our judgments about them—are 
then like maps that are true to the extent that they correspond to reality. Like maps, 
propositions or judgments may correspond to reality to only a degree; like maps, 
they are sometimes imprecise or contain some falsity, even if they are still some-
what close to the truth. Newtonian mechanics is like this: it described the laws of 
physics very well up to a degree, although relativity theory is now seen as a more 
precise description of reality. Furthermore, according to the correspondence theory, 
propositions can be objectively true only if their truth does not depend on human 
judgments (at least not in the sense that judging something to be true by itself makes 
that thing true). The proposition that the earth revolves around the sun is like this; it 
is true, even if, say, no one judged it was true. But one might think money is not like 
this; it may be true that a note has a value of $10 but only because everyone in the 
relevant community agrees or judges that it has a value of $10.

There are many objections to the notion of objective truth. These often rely on 
misconceptions about objective truth. For example, people often say there is no objec-
tive truth because not everyone agrees, or because we cannot tell the truth, or because 
we have been mistaken about truth in the past, or because truths about money and taste 
are subjective. However, these particular objections conflate whether there is an 
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objective truth with whether everyone agrees about it, or whether we can tell the truth, 
or whether we have been mistaken about it in the past, or whether other truths are 
subjective: there may be an objective truth about some things even if we disagree 
about it, even if we cannot tell the truth, even if we have been mistaken about it and 
even if there are no objective truths about particular other topics. (There are other 
objections to the notion of objective truth which were explored in this chapter too.) 
That said, if objective truth is defined differently—as, say, requiring us to be infallibly 
knowledgeable about everything—then there may very well be no objective truths on 
that particular definition. However, this book does not adopt that definition: here, a 
proposition is objectively true just in case it corresponds to reality and does not depend 
for its correspondence on the judgments of humans, at least not in the sense that such 
judgments by themselves make these judgments true.

Having defended objective truth from these objections, I explained why it was 
important: because there are good reasons to believe in objective truth and no strong 
reasons to doubt it, because this whole book is predicated on the existence of truth 
and because society needs to find objective truths, especially when navigating crises 
like COVID-19.

Aside from correspondence, the second concept that was explored was confi-
dence. Often, we cannot be certain that propositions are true, but only more or less 
confident. Importantly, we want to be able to talk about the accuracy of these less- 
than- certain judgments. To do that, we can follow a tradition in formal epistemol-
ogy, representing these states of confidence with numbers and calling them 
“probabilities”: for example, you might be 80% confident that you will stay in your 
job a year from now, or 99.9999% confident that the sun will rise tomorrow, or 0% 
confident that any elephants can fly.

We can then turn to consider the second question: how do we measure the accu-
racy of less-then-certain judgments—of these probabilities or degrees of confidence?

To answer this question, we first outlined three desiderata for measures of judg-
mental accuracy. The first is that they have internal measurement validity: that they 
are correctly interpreted as measures of accuracy in the contexts where the measure-
ments are made. The second is that they have external measurement validity: that 
they are correctly interpreted as measures of accuracy for other contexts where they 
are intended to represent judgmental accuracy. The third is that they are compre-
hensible: that people can understand what the measures mean.

I then outlined some measures of accuracy, starting with my preferred candidate 
and then evaluating the other candidates against this preferred candidate.

This preferred candidate is called binned calibration—also known as “calibration- 
in- the-small”. Binned calibration assigns each probability to a category called a 
“bin”: all your probability assignments around 90% would be assigned to the bin 
containing all assignments between 85% and 94.9%, for instance. Then, the accu-
racy of these probabilities is measured by measuring the difference between the 
probabilities on the one hand and the frequency with which they attach to true prop-
ositions on the other: for instance, perhaps you are around 90% confident in propo-
sitions which are true only around 70% of the time, in which case you are inaccurate 
or “miscalibrated” by around 20% for that bin. Scores across the bins can then be 
averaged to obtain one’s overall miscalibration score.
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A limitation of binned calibration is that it sometimes requires many assignments 
for a bin before it can accurately measure accuracy, but this is unavoidable for any 
measure. When it comes to probabilities, the only way to measure accuracy is often 
with many probabilities. Otherwise, too few probabilities can be useless. For 
instance, you might be perfectly accurate in your judgments, but also 90% confident 
in a proposition that later turns out to be false. After all, people sometimes are 
unlucky, and even a perfectly accurate person will be 90% confident in things that 
are false 10% of the time. When we try to measure someone’s accuracy with too 
small a sample size, it is often difficult to tell whether they are, say, accurate or 
simply got lucky.

Yet calibration is not the only thing we care about: it is also important to consider 
how resolute we are—that is, how close our judgments are to 100% or 0%. We 
could be perfectly calibrated by randomly assigning 50% probabilities to a series of 
answers to yes/no questions, for instance, but this would not be helpful since we 
want answers that are not only calibrated but also informative in the sense of being 
close to 0% or 100%.

I then compared particular other less desirable measures of accuracy against 
binned accuracy to show their limitations. This includes unbinned calibration: a 
measure where all the probability assignments are averaged without placing them in 
bins and the frequency of truth among the relevant propositions is subtracted from 
the resulting average. The comparison also included Brier scores, a common mea-
sure of accuracy that is often less readily comprehensible and also can fail to distin-
guish judgments that are less resolute but more calibrated from judgments that are 
more resolute yet less calibrated. That said, these and other measures can have their 
utility in some contexts.

I also argued for my preferred measure of collective accuracy—that is, the accu-
racy of a group. This measure involves calculating the binned calibration of indi-
viduals and then averaging such calibration scores across the group in the appropriate 
way. Again, it requires many probabilities to measure this, but this is a necessary 
cost for greater measurement validity.

That said, although I have reviewed these candidate measures and although I 
have made my preferences clear, such measures will not always be used throughout 
this book; sometimes they will be, but sometimes other indicators of accuracy can 
be useful too. The aim, then, is to form an accurate picture of human judgment by 
drawing on a diversity of sources of information.

So, how do humans fare against various measures of accuracy?
That is the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
What We Think: The Accuracy  
of Our Judgments

So we have explored some concepts to do with judgmental accuracy which we saw 
was largely about having appropriate confidence that our ideas are true—that they 
correspond to reality. We also looked at some concrete measures of accuracy, and I 
argued that some measures are better than others.

Now we can explore the question: how accurate is human judgment?
The answer I will give is somewhat simple, but it is true: it depends on the con-

text. In some contexts, we know humans are highly accurate. In others, we know 
humans are worryingly inaccurate. I call this the context-dependent account of 
human accuracy.

These claims are probably not so surprising.
But despite this, people often make full-blown generalizations in either direc-

tion, saying things like “Human are awfully inaccurate!” or “Humans are wonder-
fully accurate!” Yet these statements themselves are to some extent inaccurate: 
sometimes we are great, and other times we are very worryingly inaccurate.

However, what is newsworthy is the fact that the worryingly inaccurate contexts 
are much more pervasive than many would hope or expect, as I will argue through-
out this chapter.

But that is the only the first newsworthy item.

3.1  Who Is Accurate: How Society Flies Blind

The second newsworthy item is that, in many more contexts, we simply do not know 
how accurate humans are. This is worrying, especially because of the prevalence of 
the contexts where we know humans are worryingly inaccurate. Hence, we have 
little ground for unquestioning optimism. But despite this, inaccuracy is often 
unmeasured, and relatively few people seem to care.
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Let us examine this point in more detail though, since it is at once both important 
and bizarre.

Consider a person making judgments about a topic—any topic. It could be an 
intelligence analyst judging the likelihood of an attack from a foreign country, or a 
policy maker deciding whether a policy will be effective, or a doctor diagnosing the 
illness of a patient, or a jury member deliberating on the guilt of a defendant. What 
is obvious is that humans are fallible; sometimes, we are accurate and get it right, 
but sometimes we are inaccurate and get it wrong. What is often not known, how-
ever, is how accurate these humans are.

But in all of these contexts, these people are either accurate or not—well cali-
brated or not.

Perhaps, for example, if the accuracy of their judgments were measured, they 
would have a perfect calibration graph—just like user 5265 below who we saw in 
the previous chapter. User 5265 assigns approximately 2.5% probabilities to things 
that happen 2.4% of the time, and they are calibrated in their other judgments too, 
as per Fig. 3.1.

So any individual could be well calibrated like user 5265.
Or perhaps they would have an imperfect calibration graph—just like user 1890 

who assigns approximately 97.5% probabilities to things that happen only 62.3% of 
the time, as in Fig. 3.2.
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What is worrying, however, is that we often simply do not know how calibrated 
humans are. We do not know whether, if someone is certain of something, that thing 
will actually be true 100% of the time or only 62% of the time like user 1890.

The force of the worry is even more apparent when we consider the importance 
of the decisions that rely on those judgments. On the basis of these judgments, a 
doctor may prescribe a risky medication, a jury may send a person to life in prison, 
or one country may invade another and send thousands, if not millions, to war or to 
an early death.

The situation is comparable to a pilot who flies blind in difficult weather condi-
tions—making decisions on which their fate and the fate of others may depend—all 
while relying on judgments about what probably is out there, albeit without any 
knowledge about how accurate those judgments are.1 Of course, few would feel 
comfortable with having a pilot who flies blind and relies on judgments about the 
world with unknown accuracy.

It is concerning, then, that society largely flies blind—that we do not know how 
accurate we are—in so many areas, including medicine, law, intelligence analysis, 
and others.

That said, there are some ways in which society does not fly blind, two of which 
I will mention here.

Chief among these is science—or perhaps I should say high-quality science. For 
example, there are many high-quality scientific studies that can reliably support the 
accuracy of judgments about, say, whether a particular medication is safe to take. Of 
course, science is not always an infallible guide to reality; poor-quality studies can 
be biased or misleading, for example. But the point is that, to a large extent, science 
helps us to avoid blind flight: it often helps to see the world for how it is so we can 
make better decisions about, for example, how to build rockets and send them to the 
moon, how to create vaccines that prevent the deaths of thousands, and how to pre-
dict and prepare for extreme weather events like storms.

Additionally, there are also a number of contexts where we do not fly blind 
because we have directly measured the accuracy of human judgment to determine 
how good it is. These contexts are the subject of the rest of this chapter, starting with 
cross-cultural psychology.

3.2  How Accurate Are Cultures: Inaccuracy 
in Cross-Cultural Psychology

Many studies have revealed that humans across cultures are generally inaccurate: 
people’s confidence in something does not vary appropriately with the frequency 
with which that thing is true (e.g. see the review of Yates et al. (2002)).

1 Technically, pilots typically have other instruments to navigate when they cannot visually see 
their environment, so the analogy is limited. But the point is that humans often do fly blind insofar 
as they are unaware of the accuracy of the judgments they rely on.
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For example, one study examined the accuracy of two groups, each from differ-
ent cultures (Lechuga & Wiebe, 2011).

Participants were asked to answer questions with various possible answers: for 
example, “Which animal runs faster?... (a) gazelle, (b) leopard.” Participants 
selected an answer and then provided a probability estimate that their answer is cor-
rect. For example, they might have selected the answer “leopard” and assigned a 
90% probability to it being correct.

The results found that participants were overconfident, although the extent to 
which this was the case varied between the groups. In one group from one culture, 
100 students were quite overconfident when we consider specific categories of esti-
mates. For instance, if we consider all of the propositions that anyone of them 
assigned a probability of 95% or more to, it turns out that only approximately 73% 
of them were true. In contrast, the other group of 108 students was more accurate 
but still somewhat overconfident. For example, if we consider all the propositions 
that they assigned a probability of 95% or more to, it turns out that approximately 
87% of them were true. Of course, this study utilized a measure of unweighted 
binned calibration, so we do not know exactly what the distribution of inaccuracy 
for the individuals was (see Sect. 2.2.4.). The generalizability or external validity of 
the study is unclear too, but we can be confident that there was nevertheless some 
significant amount of inaccuracy among these two groups in any case.

Other studies have also reported the presence of overconfidence across various 
cultures (Lundeberg et al., 2000; Neyse et al., 2016; Whitcomb et al., 1995; Wright 
et al., 1978; Yates et al., 1996, 1998).

That said, these studies might not appear so concerning. After all, is it really that 
bad if someone is overconfident about whether a leopard is faster than a gazelle and 
other questions like this? One might think that even if humans are inaccurate about 
these trivial questions, they are more accurate in other more important contexts.

But alas, if only that were the case.
Instead, we have good evidence humans are inaccurate in important contexts 

too—including experts who give advice about real-world topics. Let us consider 
three examples of this: medicine, politics, and law.

3.3  How Accurate Are Medical Professionals: Inaccuracy 
in Medicine

Although it may sound dramatic, it is true that the importance of health cannot be 
overstated. The functioning and well-being of society depends on the health of its 
citizens. Plausibly, many people suffering severe illness can affirm its devastating 
impacts on multiple aspects of life: physical, social, financial, and emotional. And 
one of the hardest things a family can experience is the death of a loved one, espe-
cially if it is untimely and due to preventable health conditions.

Consequently, medical professionals have an important duty in maintaining the 
health of society. To do that, however, they need to have accurate judgments about 
a variety of matters: the causes of specific illnesses, the correct diagnoses of patients, 
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appropriate treatments for illness, and how to correctly execute medical proce-
dures—for example.

Given the importance of their work, one would hope that medical professionals 
would be highly accurate in their judgments.

However, various studies suggest this is not always the case.
Some of these suggest that medical students and medical professionals exhibit 

overconfidence in their knowledge.
One study, for example, examined the accuracy of judgments from 118 physi-

cians in the United States (Meyer et al., 2013). They were asked to provide diagno-
ses that differed in their level of difficulty, as assessed by three experienced 
researchers. The easier cases were ones that most physicians correctly diagnosed; 
the harder cases were ones that most physicians incorrectly diagnosed. The con-
cerning finding, however, was that they had similar levels of confidence about the 
correctness of their judgments in both kinds of cases. The physicians were asked to 
rate their confidence in the correctness of their diagnoses on a 11-point scale rang-
ing from 0 to 10. The average confidence for both kinds of cases differed only 
slightly. They had an average confidence level of 7.2 regarding the easier cases for 
which 55.3% of the diagnoses were correct. Similarly, they had a confidence level 
of 6.4 regarding the more difficult cases for which merely 5.8% of the diagnoses 
were correct. We then have a 49.5% difference in accuracy accompanied by a mere 
0.8 difference in confidence on an 11-point scale. On the basis of this and other find-
ings, the study authors claimed that the physicians were generally “characterized by 
overconfidence in accuracy” (Meyer et al., 2013, p. 1952).

Another study examined the accuracy of physicians’ judgments about cardiopul-
monary variables (Perel et al., 2016). These judgments were important: they underpin 
important decisions which could affect their patients’ lives. Despite that, the authors 
found that physicians had significantly inaccurate judgments about these variables. 
They claimed this demonstrates the “very limited clinical ability of physicians to cor-
rectly assess important physiological parameters” (Perel et al., 2016, p. 517).

Another kind of overconfidence has also been reported in medical students, one 
that refers to a discrepancy between one’s estimated performance and their actual 
performance.

One study assessed the exam performance of 182 neuroanatomy students (Hall 
et al., 2016). The students also completed estimates of their own performance on 
these exams. They found a significant but relatively weak correlation between their 
actual performance and their self-perceived performance. The authors of the study 
conclude that it “provides further evidence to support the hypothesis that medical 
students are unable to accurately determine their own level of knowledge” (Hall 
et al., 2016, p. 493).

Another kind of overconfidence was reported in a study about how well 30 junior 
medical officers carried out particular medical procedures (Barnsley et al., 2004). 
More experienced medical practitioners assessed their performance and concluded 
that a significant number of them incorrectly carried out the tasks—either by omit-
ting key steps or by wrongly executing others. Importantly, though, they did not find 
a significant correlation between the officers’ confidence about how they did and 
how well they actually did according to the assessors. The authors conclude that this 
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“raises serious concerns” about the officers’ ability to “assess their own skills accu-
rately” (Barnsley et al., 2004, p. 366).

Pessimistic findings like these led Westberg and Jason (1994) to conclude that 
“Medicine is dominated by unreflective doing” (p. 278), a sentiment that has been 
echoed decades later (Lam & Feller, 2020).

Of course, one problem with these studies is that they are often just single studies 
that focus on particular contexts that may be unrepresentative of the medical prac-
tice in general.

There are, however, more comprehensive reviews of the literature. For example, 
Berner and Graber (2008) conducted a review of the medical literature, and they 
concluded that “physicians in general underappreciate the likelihood that their diag-
noses are wrong” (p. 52).

Other studies may also provide more insight into the accuracy of judgment, such 
as calibration studies for a variety of conditions, or studies about the prevalence of 
diagnostic errors in more natural settings.

Koehler et al. (2002) reviewed nine studies of the calibration of diagnoses and 
prognoses from physicians. They found that calibration varied from condition to 
condition; physicians were overconfident about some things and underconfident 
about others, but they were also sometimes relatively well calibrated. Importantly, 
however, they found that the biggest factor influencing calibration was the so-called 
base rate—that is, the frequency with which a given prognosis or diagnosis is true. 
For example, if a medical condition was very rare, then physicians were more likely 
to be overconfident that it was the correct diagnosis, whereas if a condition was very 
common, then the physicians were more likely to be underconfident that it was the 
correct diagnosis. Good calibration was achieved when the base rate coincided with 
the probabilities in the right way.

Koehler et  al. (2002) used measures of calibration like those discussed in 
Chap. 2, and their results suggest physicians are often miscalibrated, at least for a 
range of conditions, even if they are well calibrated for others. If this is correct, then 
this suggests there are likely to be an excess of diagnostic errors in natural settings.

We can then triangulate these results with other studies that examine the preva-
lence of diagnostic error (even if they do not use the same calibration measures nor 
tell us anything about the calibration of medical judgment by themselves).

On this note, Arthur Elstein was a cognitive psychologist who studied medical 
decision-making for his entire career. He concluded that 10–15% of diagnoses are 
wrong (Elstein, 1995).

Since then, there have been a variety of research methodologies that investigate 
the prevalence of diagnostic error, each with their strengths and limitations.

One methodology involves autopsy studies which examine deceased patients 
and the possible causes of their deaths. In a review of the literature, Graber (2013) 
states that studies have identified major diagnostic errors in 10–20% of all cases. He 
cites as an example a study from Shojania et al. (2002) who reviewed 225 articles 
and concluded that 10.2% of the autopsy cases indicated a misdiagnosis which 
could have affected the outcome. Elsewhere, Leape et  al. (2002) also state that 
autopsy estimates imply that, each year, 40,000 to 80,000 Americans die “prevent-
able” deaths as a result of missed diagnoses—a death toll at least 13 times higher 
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than the September 11th attacks. Interestingly, Shojania et al. (2002) also indicated 
a relative decrease of such diagnostic errors by 26.2% per decade, yet this was not 
statistically significant (p = 0.1); consequently, it is difficult to conclude whether 
this decrease represents a legitimate trend or merely a statistical fluke.

Regardless, one limitation with autopsy studies is that they do not detect misdi-
agnoses in those who have not died or have not been autopsied.

Physician reviews are then another way to study the prevalence of diagnostic 
error. In this methodology, physicians make diagnoses in various cases, and those 
cases are reviewed by other physicians to assess the probability of a diagnostic error.

In a study across 21 general practices, two reviewers agreed that missed diagnos-
tic opportunities (MDOs) were present in 89 (4.3%) of 2057 consultations 
(Cheraghi-Sohi et al., 2021). Here, missed diagnostic opportunities were defined as 
“missed opportunities to make a correct or timely diagnosis based on the evidence 
available” (p. 977). That said, this study likely undercounts the number of misdiag-
noses for two reasons: first, they only report data for 105 of the 207 cases where at 
least one physician identified an MDO, and second, each reviewer picked up on a 
large number of MDOs which the other did not, thereby suggesting that additional 
reviewers would have picked up on even more MDOs which the other two reviewers 
did not.2 So while their study is useful, these two reasons suggest that their 4.3% 

2 According to the article, two physician reviewers examined 2,057 consultations, and there were 
“207 consultations identified by at least one reviewer as implicating an MDO” (p. 980). A number 
of these 207 consultations were subjected to joint review where both reviewers examined the same 
cases. For some reason, however, statistics are reported for only 105 of these 207 cases. The 
authors note that seven of them were omitted due to “administrative oversight” (p. 980–81), but 
this does not explain what happened to the other 95 cases. In any case, the two reviewers reportedly 
agreed that a missed diagnostic opportunity was present in 89 of the 105 reported cases, yielding 
their MDO rate of 4.3%, or 89 out of 2057.

This study’s method then raises some concerns. For a start, consider the 207 cases where at 
least one reviewer thought a missed diagnostic opportunity was present. If statistics for only 105 
of these are reported—only half!—and if the reviewers both agreed that missed diagnostic oppor-
tunities were present in 89 (86%) of those cases, then might they also have both agreed that there 
would have been even more missed opportunities in 86% of the 102 cases for which statistics are 
not reported. If this is the case, then they would have found around another 86 missed diagnostic 
opportunities, raising the total to around 175 missed opportunities, or 8.5% of the total consulta-
tions reviewed. If that is the case, then the missed diagnostic opportunity rate would have nearly 
doubled from the rate reported in their study. The concern, then, is that the 4.3% statistic is a sub-
stantial undercount of the missed opportunities the reviewers might have uncovered. That is the 
first concern.

The second concern, however, is that both reviewers picked up on many cases which the other 
reviewer did not. When the reviewers first examined the cases independently, they both agreed that 
there was a missed diagnostic opportunity in only 35 (16.9%) of the 207 cases. When they reviewed 
some of the other 207 cases together, however, they both agreed on an additional 54 cases (and 
perhaps even more, if statistics for the other 105 cases were reported). We can then ask the ques-
tion: what would have happened if there was a third reviewer who reviewed the cases? Might they 
have identified another 50 or so cases of missed opportunities which the other reviewers would 
have agreed on if the third reviewer’s cases were also subject to joint review? The worry is that 
there may have been—somewhat ironically—missed, missed diagnostic opportunities which 
would have been picked up on if there were more reviewers. For these reasons, the article’s esti-
mate of missed diagnostic opportunities appears to be an undercount, and possibly a drastic one.
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missed diagnosis rate is an undercount. Instead, if the statistics for the other 102 
cases were reported and if there had been more reviewers, the true diagnostic error 
rate may be even two or three times what was reported, somewhere between 8% and 
15%—and maybe even more.

Another study reviewed three large observational studies and estimated that—
similar to the previously discussed study—5.08% of US adults (a total of 12 mil-
lion) will experience diagnostic errors annually (Singh et  al., 2014). It is more 
difficult to assess the methodology of this paper, since details about, for example, 
inter-rater agreement are omitted from the article. In any case, their article may be 
susceptible to drastic underestimation for reasons similar to the above study.

Regardless, another meta-analysis appears to provide more optimistic estimates, 
at least at first glance. Gunderson et al. (2020) reviewed 22 studies of diagnostic 
errors. They concluded that at least 0.7% of people adults admitted to hospital expe-
rienced a harmful diagnostic error, with European and North American hospitals 
reporting lower rates than those in other continents.

However, their meta-analysis states that it differs from other estimates of diag-
nostic error (such as Singh et al.’s (2014) one above) for two reasons. First, it con-
cerns a particular patient population: people who were admitted to hospital in 
contrast to those who are not. Second, it only examined studies of diagnostic error 
that used a particular methodology: more specifically, they examined only cases of 
“diagnostic errors” that involved patient harm—sometimes narrowly defined as 
harm requiring “prolonged length of stay or disability at the time of discharge” from 
the hospitals (p. 1014).

But of course, many diagnostic errors happen outside of hospital contexts and do 
not necessarily involve such adverse events, at least when they are so narrowly 
defined.

For that reason, this meta-analysis, while useful, is not exactly a generalizable 
measure of the prevalence of diagnostic error to other important medical contexts.

In any case, studies of diagnostic error using physician reviews are limited by 
another factor: the medical records that are reviewed by other physicians are often 
inaccurate. This has been demonstrated in studies involving “standardized 
patients”—that  is, patients who are essentially undercover actors and  present to 
medical clinics with real or fake conditions to assess the clinic’s operations. Such 
studies have found that medical records are often inaccurate and that physicians 
often make misdiagnoses (Graber, 2013; Peabody et al., 2004).

We might then turn to other methodologies to investigate diagnostic error: patient 
and physician surveys. Graber (2013) states these kinds of studies consistently 
report that about half of respondents encountered diagnostic errors on at least a 
monthly basis. For instance, one study of 6,400 clinician respondents indicated that 
nearly half reported seeing errors monthly (MacDonald, 2011). Another study found 
that more than half of 726 pediatricians in the United States reported making a diag-
nostic error at least once a month (Singh et al., 2010), with patient harm being “not 
uncommon” (p. 70).

Another survey used random digit dialing to contact 1,207 members of the US 
public, 42% of whom reported “that they experienced an error in their own care or 
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that of a family member,” with 24% reporting errors with “serious” consequences 
and 10% reporting errors which resulted in death (Blendon et  al., 2002, 
p.  1934–35).  Additionally, 821 physicians also completed the same survey and 
mailed in their responses; these responses were slightly more optimistic but still 
worrying, with 35% indicating they or a family member experienced a medical error 
and 7% reporting errors that resulted in death. That said, the study focused on “med-
ical” errors which were preventable and not necessarily just on “diagnostic” errors 
that may or may not have been preventable.

Another study—not discussed by Graber—surveyed 2,201 respondents and 
found that 35% of them reported experiencing a misdiagnosis, either directly or 
through a friend or family member (TriMed Staff, 2006). Respondents further said 
that, of those errors, 25% resulted in permanent harm or death. Commenting on the 
survey, Professor of medicine Robert Watcher provides a sobering assessment:

Today in America, hundreds of patients will be falsely reassured and panicked, and many of 
them will be medicated, scanned, and even cut open because of the wrong diagnosis. 
(TriMed Staff, 2006)

Studies like these lead the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine (2015) to write, “[i]t is likely that most people will experience at least one 
diagnostic error in their lifetime, sometimes with devastating consequences” 
(p. 355).

Graber (2013) shares similarly pessimistic comments regarding the studies of 
diagnostic error:

In summary, a wide range of different research approaches have been used to estimate 
diagnostic error rates, all suggesting that the incidence is unacceptably high. Although true 
incidence data are lacking, a wide variety of research studies suggest breakdowns in the 
diagnostic process result in a staggering toll of harm and patient deaths (p. ii25)

What these studies suggest is that although physicians and medical professional 
have accurate judgments a lot of time—and perhaps even in a large majority—there 
is a substantial remainder where inaccuracy and overconfidence are present.

Furthermore, such inaccuracy is not a trivial matter: it has important implications 
for the lives of arguably millions of people. And plausibly, for some ill patients at 
least, judgmental accuracy is literally a matter of life and death.

3.4  How Accurate Are Political Experts: Inaccuracy 
in Political Judgment

Overconfidence has also been found in judgments about political matters—such as 
the outcomes of wars, elections, trade agreements, and other international affairs. In 
a groundbreaking 20-year study, hundreds of people made forecasts (i.e., predic-
tions) about future political events (Tetlock, 2005). There, 284 of the people making 
these forecasts were experts. In this context, an expert was defined as “a profes-
sional who makes his or her livelihood by commenting or offering advice on 
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political and economic trends of significance to the well-being of particular states, 
regional clusters of states, or the international system as a whole” (Tetlock, 2005, 
p. 239).

As with medical experts, we would hope that the expertise of these political 
experts ensures that they can make accurate judgments. And this is especially so 
since their opinions occasionally inform the important opinions and decisions, such 
as those from governmental and nongovernmental organizations.

So, then, how well did these experts do?
Again, poorly—at least when considering the long-term predictions of one group 

of experts. Out of all the propositions they assigned an 80% probability to, only 
45% of them were true, and the other 65% were false. And out of all the proposi-
tions they were virtually certain about—the propositions they assigned a probability 
of 1 or thereabouts—approximately 30% of them were false. Additionally, 19% of 
the things they were completely certain would not happen actually did happen.

Of course, those who did so poorly were not all of the experts in the study. It was 
just an inaccurate group of them. So far as I can tell, the study author, Philip Tetlock, 
did not state how big this group was, but another source indicates it was possibly 
189 experts in total (Rieber, 2004).

In any case, we might ask what distinguishes the more accurate experts from the 
less accurate experts. Was it their education, their line of work, their years of experi-
ence, or how relevant their expertise was to the question at hand? After all, one 
might think that these correlate with better accuracy.

Perhaps surprisingly, none of these particular metrics correlated substantially 
with accuracy. As Tetlock (2005) notes:

It made virtually no difference whether participants had doctorates, whether they were 
economists, political scientists, journalists, or historians, whether they had policy experi-
ence or access to classified information, or whether they had logged many or few years of 
experience in their chosen line of work. (p. 68)

There were a couple of exceptional variables though.
One variable correlated particularly well with inaccuracy: fame. As Tetlock 

(2005) notes, “better known forecasters—those more likely to be fêted by the 
media—were less well calibrated than their lower-profile colleagues” (p. 68). The 
idea behind this is as follows. People who are less accurate and more overconfident 
are more likely to jump to conclusions and have extreme opinions. The media then 
often seeks out these people to provide interesting, informative, or counterbalancing 
opinions on subjects that the public cares about. Consequently, they become more 
famous. The result is that those with greater fame have more overconfidence, more 
extreme opinions, and less accuracy—or so that was what Tetlock reported.

But another variable correlated positively with accuracy: particular think-
ing styles. There were some less well-known experts who did quite well, at least 
when it comes to predictions about the short-term future. Tetlock says that they 
exhibited the thinking style of “foxes.” That is, they were:

thinkers who know many small things (tricks of their trade), are skeptical of grand schemes, 
see explanation and prediction not as deductive exercises but rather as exercises in flexible 
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“ad hocery” that require stitching together diverse sources of information, and are rather 
diffident about their own forecasting prowess, and… rather dubious that the cloudlike sub-
ject of politics can be the object of a clocklike science (pp. 74–75)

In contrast, those who did poorly—the ones alluded to above—are what Tetlock 
called “hedgehogs.” He states they were:

thinkers who “know one big thing,” aggressively extend the explanatory reach of that one 
big thing into new domains, display bristly impatience with those who “do not get it,” and 
express considerable confidence that they are already pretty proficient forecasters, at least 
in the long term (p. 73)

The idea is that such inaccurate  experts have thinking styles that make them 
jump to conclusions and blind them to their own inaccuracy. Their status as an 
“expert” then gives them a false sense of confidence in their own mistaken views, 
making them less reliable in their opinions than other experts in the area. The result 
of this is the so-called illusion of knowledge: the illusion that one’s knowledge enti-
tles them to be confident about more things than what they actually know. As Tetlock 
puts it, then, “it should be downright disturbing to discover that knowledge handi-
caps so large a fraction of forecasters” (p. 81).

So we have once again seen evidence of inaccuracy in another important con-
text—this time, political judgments. We have also discussed Tetlock’s views about 
what correlates with accuracy, although we will return to consider correlates of 
forecasting accuracy in Chap. 7. There, we will see that the evidence does indeed 
show thinking styles correlate with accuracy (albeit not exactly along the  “Fox/
Hedgehog” lines that Tetlock (2005) discussed). 

For now, though, we will turn to consider accuracy in another important con-
text: law.

3.5  How Accurate Are Judges and Juries: Inaccuracy in Law

Ideally, the law plays an important role in maintaining a just and flourishing society, 
one that punishes crime, thereby reducing it and promoting justice.

Yet human judgment also plays an important role in the law. This is true at various 
levels. It is true when we consider the politicians who use their judgment to estimate 
which laws are best for society and who then make law accordingly. But it is also true 
in the courts where the law is administered and where, hopefully, justice is served.

Much attention has been devoted to the accuracy of judgments from judges or 
juries who pronounce people’s criminal guilt—or lack thereof—in various cases. 
When a judge or jury makes a judgment of guilt that is rejected in subsequent judi-
cial investigations, this is called an exoneration.

Exonerations are often indicators of inaccurate judgments or false convictions, 
although many false convictions are probably never discovered, so they do not result 
in exonerations.

What follows, then, are some potentially interesting statistics about exonera-
tions. Exonerations are fairly common; as of 2015, there were about three 
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exonerations per week in the United States, most involving rape or murder (Gross, 
2017). There were 1,900 exonerations between 1989 and 2016: out of those, 76% 
were exonerations of convictions from juries, and 7% were convictions from judges; 
23% were cleared with DNA evidence, while 77% were not; and as a conservative 
estimate, 38% of exonerated people spent 10–39 years in prison, with the average 
person spending 9 years in prison for a crime where they were ultimately found to 
be legally innocent (Gross, 2017).

The rate of exoneration differs from crime to crime: murder and rape cases are 
more likely to be exonerated than other crimes—murder cases because their cases 
receive greater attention, resources, and reinvestigation and rape cases because they 
are more likely to have vindicating DNA evidence compared to many other crimes.

The factors that contribute to false convictions in exoneration cases also vary 
from crime to crime. For rape and robbery, mistaken eyewitness identifications are 
the most commonly cited contributing factor; for child sex abuse cases, it is perjury 
or false accusations; for drug crimes, it is misleading forensic evidence, such as 
substances that are misclassified as illegal drugs; and for murders, it is both official 
misconduct and perjury. Gross (2017) thinks racism also plays a role in some false 
convictions, especially since “[o]ther things equal, an African American is about six 
times more likely to be falsely convicted of a crime and then exonerated than a non- 
Hispanic white American” (p. 778).

So ultimately, the causes of false convictions can vary from context to context. 
This lead Samuel Gross to say that “[i]t makes no more sense to talk about the ‘lead-
ing cause’ or even the ‘causes’ of ‘false conviction’ in general than it does to talk 
about the causes of ‘diseases’” (Gross, 2017, p. 772).

Having explored the causes of false convictions, then, we might ask the question: 
what is the false conviction rate? How accurate are the judgments of guilt from 
judges or juries?

Unfortunately, there is currently no way to know the answer to this question with 
a high degree of precision and confidence. A part of the reason for this is that the 
vast majority of convictions are never seriously re-investigated in order for false 
convictions to be identified.

That said, some types of crimes are much more likely to be reinvestigated than 
others, with one type being by far the most likely: crimes resulting in death sentences.

The rate of exonerations for death sentences in the United States is much higher 
than for any other kind of criminal conviction. This is largely because death sen-
tences receive more attention, resources, and reinvestigation before and after the 
conviction. This also explains why defendants who are on death row but then receive 
life sentences are much less likely to be reinvestigated and reconsidered, thus drasti-
cally lowering their chances of exoneration.

Nearly all death sentences come from trials by juries, so they potentially provide 
a better estimate of the accuracy of juries than judges.

To study their accuracy, Gross et al. (2014) examined death-sentence exonera-
tions in the United States and estimated the false conviction rate for death sentences. 
They studied 7,482 defendants who were sentenced to death from 1973 to 2004, 
1.6% of which (117) were exonerated, while the others either were executed 
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(12.6%), died on death row from other causes like suicide (4%), were still on death 
row (46.1%), or were removed from death row but not exonerated (35.8%). Using 
this data, they focused on the proportion of cases that received a high degree of 
attention, and they estimated that 4.1% of death sentence convictions from 1973 to 
2004 were false, meaning that some of the 1,320 defendants executed since 1973 
were innocent. That said, they also think this is a “conservative estimate” which is 
likely an “undercount” (Gross et al., 2014, p. 7243).

The 4.1% estimate is also similar to that of Risinger's (2006) investigation: he 
estimated a false conviction rate of 3.3% to 5% for death sentences in the 1980s 
(although he focus only on those cases where the victim was raped and then 
murdered).

Gross et al.'s (2014) article makes some unsettling claims given that their esti-
mate of 4.1% differs from 1.6% of people who were actually exonerated. In particu-
lar, they claim their study provides the “disturbing news that most innocent 
defendants who have been sentenced to death have not been exonerated, and 
many—including the great majority of those who have been resentenced to life in 
prison—probably never will be” (p. 7235).

They think, however, that further disturbing news comes from the fact that defen-
dants are more likely to be sentenced to life imprisonment if juries have doubts 
about their guilt. They claim that if the juries are more likely to doubt a defendant’s 
guilt, then the defendant is more likely to be innocent. But if that is the case, and if 
they are more likely to be innocent, then they are also more likely to be sentenced 
to life in prison rather than death. So, if that is the case, then they are less likely to 
reinvestigated and less likely to be exonerated. The upshot of all this is that if Gross 
et al. (2014) are correct, then convicted defendants who are more likely to be inno-
cent are less likely to have their innocence proven and are less likely to be exoner-
ated. As they say:

The net result is that the great majority of innocent defendants who are convicted of capital 
murder in the United States are neither executed nor exonerated. They are sentenced, or 
resentenced to prison for life, and then forgotten” (p. 7235)

So, some scholars think the study of false convictions in death sentences pro-
vides saddening news. If a reliable conservative estimate of the false conviction rate 
is 4.1%, then this is obviously too high. Of course, as discussed in Chap. 2, perfect 
judgmental accuracy permits some degree of error: even if a perfectly accurate per-
son was 99% confident that a defendant committed a crime, the defendant would be 
innocent 1% of the time. But if the false conviction rate is 4% or 5%, then juries 
would be perfectly accurate only if they were about 95% confident that the defen-
dant committed such serious crimes, meaning the criminal would be innocent 1 out 
of 20 times. Of course, it is debatable whether any threshold of confidence warrants 
a death sentence, but it should be clear that, at the very least, a confidence level of 
around 95% does not. So there is likely overconfidence among jury members, at 
least when we consider the false conviction rate for death sentences.
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What, then, does this tell us about the false conviction rate in general, including 
for other crimes?

Gross et al. (2014) say it is difficult to extrapolate from death sentence crimes to 
others. This is because authorities are more likely to pursue defendants in court with 
weak evidence if people have been killed, potentially leading to a higher proportion 
of false convictions. Despite that, Gross (2017) does say that “with a 4% error rate 
for death sentences, it’s hard to believe that false convictions occur in a mere frac-
tion of a percent of lesser cases” (p. 769). He also thinks the 4.1% estimate “sug-
gests that the rate for other violent felonies is somewhere in the range from one to 
several percent” (p. 785).

Not all agree with Gross, however. Lawyer Paul G. Cassell (2018) argues that 
the false conviction rate is far, far lower—as low as 0.016–0.062%. This is a sur-
prising calculation for two reasons. First, the exoneration rate for Gross et  al.'s 
(2014) sample of death sentences alone was much higher at 1.6% (bearing in mind 
that this rate is lower than the 4.1% estimate since many death sentences were con-
verted to life sentences, thus reducing the likelihood of their reinvestigation and 
exoneration). Second, if Cassell is right, and if the jurors are perfectly calibrated, 
then they would need to have an average confidence level of at least 99.94% per 
conviction. Calibration like this seems unlikely, especially since other evidence 
suggests miscalibration is very pervasive. For these two reasons, Cassell’s claims 
are suspicious.

However, the false conviction rate is also a politicized topic. Zalman and Norris 
(2021) claim that “all who write about innocence in the criminal legal system (or 
about other legal or social topics), including ourselves, are influenced by ideological 
preferences” (p.  614). For example, they claim Gross is an avowed liberal who 
argued against capital punishment in the 1990s, and his later work provided impor-
tant data for the “Innocence Project,” a nonprofit organization to free the innocent 
and prevent false conviction. They also claim Cassell is a conservative lawyer who 
has a history of making questionable arguments for specific policies. In particular, 
they cite his arguments that there is a very low rate of false convictions that are 
based on false confessions (Cassell, 1997). They also refer to Leo and Ofshe's 
(1997) critique of those arguments. Leo and Ofshe made a number of methodologi-
cal criticisms of Cassell (1997), including that key quantities to estimate his rate are 
unknown (such as the number of confessions) and that numerous false confessions 
are unreported—among other topics. Leo and Ofshe then claim “Cassell’s quantifi-
cation scheme is merely a rhetorical device to permit him to argue for the superior-
ity of his policy preferences” (p.  563). They further seem to suggest “we must 
necessarily reject his conclusions as ideologically driven and the products of a com-
mitment to the advocacy of a particular value position rather than to the empirical 
ascertainment of truth” (p. 562–563). Zalman and Norris (2021) say that they “find 
Leo and Ofshe’s critique persuasive” (p. 614).

For these reasons, it is not clear how many scholars take Cassell’s arguments 
seriously. Nevertheless, it is suspicious that Cassell’s estimate is drastically lower 
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than even just the bare exoneration rate for death sentences which itself is likely an 
undercount of the true prevalence of false convictions for reasons discussed by 
Gross et al. (2014).

3.6  Other Evidence of Inaccuracy: Disagreement

Of course, the aforementioned studies are arguably not the only evidence of inac-
curacy. Another source of evidence is disagreement. It is obvious that when two 
people disagree on a question, each espousing incompatible answers, at least one of 
them must be wrong.

And yet disagreement proliferates throughout society. One would hope that this 
disagreement is quickly and efficiently resolved. Perhaps science is like this—at 
least some of the time. But in other contexts, it is clear that it is not like this. We can 
see this when we consider topics in religion or politics, for example. There, millions 
of people disagree with each other about, for example, whether there is a God who 
was embodied in Jesus, whether gun control saves lives or whether nuclear power is 
safe. Furthermore, these issues are potentially important: our judgments about reli-
gious or political issues can determine whether one aborts a baby or brings a new life 
into existence, or whether guns are banned, thereby potentially reducing mass shoot-
ings and saving lives. So millions of people disagree with each other, each believing 
opposing things which cannot be simultaneously true. And even if some of these 
groups of people are right, the remainder must be wrong, thereby indicating that 
inaccuracy, at least on some measures of it, is both pervasive and tremendously con-
sequential (Kahneman et al., 2021). This, in fact, is closely related  to Kahneman 
et al.’s book Noise (2021): there, they argue that there is an unacceptably high amount 
of “noise” or disagreement—and hence inaccuracy—in medicine, in  fore-
casts, in child custody decisions, in forensic science, and in many other areas—basi-
cally “wherever there is judgment”.

3.7  Contexts with Underconfidence

But this chapter also makes it clear that not everybody is always equally overconfi-
dent—take Tetlock’s fox-like forecasters, for example.

There are also various contexts in which people can be underconfident in their 
judgments. One concerns easy questions. Occasionally, people are underconfident 
in easy questions but overconfident in hard questions. This is called the hard-easy 
or difficulty effect (Yates et al., 2002).

Another context concerns the forecasts of particular intelligence analysts. 
Mandel and Barnes (2014) studied the accuracy of 1,514 intelligence forecasts from 
various Canadian intelligence reports. They found that the forecasts were very well 
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calibrated, although there was some degree of inaccuracy. In particular, the fore-
casts were often underconfident, especially in forecasts about harder questions or 
more important questions. For example, the forecasts assigned 70% probabilities to 
events that happened closer to 80% of the time (Mandel & Barnes, 2014). So that is 
one context where underconfidence may be present.

It is also possible that sex and gender play a role in other contexts. One study 
found that, sadly, female students were more likely to underestimate their perfor-
mance on neuroanatomy examinations (Hall et al., 2016). Another study reported 
that female students underestimated their mid-clerkship performance, even though 
they outperformed their male counterparts (Lind et al., 2002). In saying that, two 
other studies did not find similar results. One study failed to find a statistically sig-
nificant difference among gender assessments of self-competence (Minter et  al., 
2005). Another study found that women were more likely to underestimate their 
surgical skills, but this difference disappeared when other variables were taken into 
account (De Blacam et al., 2012). The authors claimed that “although women did 
underestimate their competency, the trend cannot be ascribed to gender” (p. 730). 
Consequently, the studies on gender show mixed findings about underconfidence.

3.8  Summary

So we have reviewed evidence from different fields, including studies of general 
knowledge across cultures, of medical judgment, of political judgment, and of crim-
inal convictions in law.

In general, the picture they paint is one of inaccuracy. Across these fields, people 
are often overconfident in the correctness of their judgments.

But there are also some contexts where individuals are underconfident. Some 
studies have found that people can even be underconfident about especially easy 
questions. Also, some intelligence analysts are well calibrated, albeit somewhat 
underconfident. There is also mixed evidence that gender may play a role too, with 
some studies indicating that women are underconfident in their knowledge and abil-
ities while other studies paint a different picture.

But it is misleading to say that humans are inaccurate simpliciter.
This is for two reasons.
First, there are many contexts where we have judgments that are perfectly accu-

rate, at least for our purposes. For example, people typically have accurate judg-
ments about where they live, whether they need to breathe oxygen, and a myriad 
other things where our accuracy is so commonplace and boring that we simply fail 
to even notice it. Meteorologists are also  often pretty accurate at predicting the 
weather, potentially because they rely heavily on statistics, although some studies 
also suggest they are still somewhat miscalibrated for more rare events like extreme 
storms (see a review in Koehler et al. (2002)). Regardless, we have not focused as 
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much on these contexts of accuracy. This is for several reasons: there are unlikely to 
be studies announcing mundane facts that, say, humans are perfectly accurate and 
calibrated when recalling where they live; readers of this book are unlikely to be 
interested in these mundane facts; and, most importantly, I think society is likely to 
benefit more from focusing on areas for improvement—on areas where we are inac-
curate in ways that can be mitigated.

Regardless, the second reason it is misleading to say that humans are  
simply inaccurate is that even in the contexts where humans are worryingly inac-
curate, they still get it right to some extent. The available evidence suggests that 
when doctors, juries, or humans are 100% certain of things, they are often still right 
most of the time, whether that is 60% of the time, 90% of the time or somewhere in 
between.

But it is genuinely worrying, however, that humans are not perfectly accurate: 
that, say, doctors may be certain that some patients have diseases that they do not 
have, that political experts will be certain of some events that will not happen, and 
that juries may be certain of the guilt of some innocent people. The result of this 
inaccuracy is significant: thousands of people will fall sick and die of preventable 
conditions, thousands may die in wars waged on false premises, and hundreds of 
innocent people will be executed or sent to life in prison.

Yet humans are not simply accurate or inaccurate. Instead, their accuracy varies 
from context to context; this is the key idea of the context-dependent model of accu-
racy. In some contexts, humans are perfectly accurate; in other contexts, they are 
disturbingly inaccurate. But in many more contexts, we simply do not know, merely 
because accuracy is not reliably assessed.

However, the inaccurate contexts provide little ground for unquestioning opti-
mism, and they make it clear that we can truthfully add various qualifiers to our 
claims about inaccuracy: for example, humans are often much less accurate than we 
would hope or expect, with emphasis on qualifying words like “often,” “much less,” 
and so forth.

We might then ask what explains why we are so inaccurate. This question is 
spoken to by the following three chapters of this book: one on so-called metacogni-
tion, another on the so-called heuristics by which people often arrive at their judg-
ments, and another chapter on the evolution of our psychology. In the fourth chapter 
on metacognition, we will see that people often have inaccurate judgments about 
their own accuracy; this can partially explain why inaccurate judgments persist. In 
the fifth chapter on heuristics, we will see that people often employ heuristics which 
produce biased judgements; this can partially explain in more detail how such inac-
curate judgments develop. In the sixth chapter on evolution, we will examine 
accounts of how our fallible psychology is somewhat expectable given our origins. 
If true, these evolutionary accounts would partially explain why our minds and rea-
soning processes are so sub-optimal for truth-seeking in the first place.
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Chapter 4
How We Evaluate Our Thinking: 
The Accuracy of Our Metacognition

The preceding chapter indicated that people are often inaccurate in their judgments. 
Of course, such judgments involve human cognition—that is, the thoughts that peo-
ple have.

Beyond that, though, there is a sense in which people are frequently also inac-
curate in their metacognition—that is, in the thoughts that they have about their own 
thoughts. More specifically, they are often inaccurate when they estimate their own 
accuracy, especially in relation to other people.

This can in turn explain why inaccuracy persists: after all, if our judgments are 
often inaccurate, it would not be surprising to see this inaccuracy persist if we also 
have inaccurate judgments about just how inaccurate we really are.

We will then review evidence of this so-called metacognitive inaccuracy in this 
chapter, followed by various potential explanations of why it happens.

4.1  Evidence of Metacognitive Inaccuracy

To some extent, metacognitive inaccuracy was obvious from the studies surveyed in 
the previous chapter. In some of them, such as Lechuga and Wiebe's (2011) study, 
participants had to give judgments in the form of their best guesses about the 
answers to questions. Then, they had to give their probability estimates that those 
answers were correct. And there is a sense in which we might think of these esti-
mates as metajudgments—that is, as judgments about judgments. After all, they 
made a judgment in the form of a guess about which answer is correct, and then they 
made a probabilistic judgment about that judgment being correct. And if that is the 
case, then one might conclude that such metajudgments were inaccurate. To that 
extent, we might interpret much of the literature on accuracy as evidence for the 
inaccuracy of our metacognition.
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But even if we do not interpret it this way, we did not need to look at this litera-
ture to find evidence of inaccurate metacognition.

Instead, there is already a large literature on the inaccuracy of metacognition. 
The studies in this literature often focus on what is called the unskilled-and-unaware 
effect, also known as the Dunning-Kruger effect. Put simply, this refers to when one 
is both unskilled in a particular domain and unaware of just how unskilled they are. 
In our context, though, perhaps the term “inaccurate” is more apt than “unskilled,” 
since people are obviously inaccurate in many contexts, but it is not obvious that 
being inaccurate is straightforwardly the same as lacking a skill.

Regardless, academic performance is often cited in support of the effect. 
Numerous studies have found that underperforming students overestimate how well 
they do on academic tests, thereby lacking self-awareness of their own underperfor-
mance (Callender et al., 2016; Ehrlinger et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2016).

However, there have been challenges to the existence of this effect.
In particular, Miller and Geraci (2011) suggested that the unskilled are not so 

unaware. They base their suggestion on the finding that some underperforming 
groups also reported less confidence in their judgments about how well they did 
compared to those who overperformed.

In saying that, another study from Händel and Dresel (2018) critiqued this sug-
gestion. Like Miller and Geraci (2011), they found that underperforming students 
were less confident in their assessments of their own accuracy. However, they found 
that this confidence about their own judgments did not correlate with the accuracy 
of those judgments. In other words, they were likely to be similarly as confident 
about their wrong answers as compared to their right ones. For this reason, Händel 
and Dresel (2018) concluded that underperforming students had lower levels of 
confidence for irrational reasons. One such reason is having a lower level of confi-
dence by default, one that is fairly insensitive to their own actual performance. In 
any case, Händel and Dresel failed to find support for the notion that the underper-
forming students possessed some previously unappreciated awareness of when they 
were right versus when they were wrong.

Nevertheless, the literature generally finds that underperforming students tend to 
overestimate their competence.

But the studies on the Dunning-Kruger effect also reveal a paradox that is in ten-
sion with this finding. Kruger and Dunning (1999) asked participants in their studies 
to rank how well they did relative to others. When they did this, they found that, 
perhaps unsurprisingly, underperforming participants ranked themselves higher 
than they really were. But what is more surprising is that higher performing partici-
pants also ranked themselves lower than they really were.

At first, this might seem like evidence of a kind of underconfidence.
However, such higher performing participants were still overconfident in their 

over competence, a finding replicated in a different study by Händel and Dresel 
(2018). Instead, Kruger and Dunning suggested that such participants merely under-
estimate how competent they are relative to others—not in absolute terms. They 
initially suggested that this was not an expression of underconfidence, but rather of 
the false consensus effect: the tendency to think that others are more similar to 
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oneself than they actually are (Ross et al., 1977). After all, if one is competent and 
they mistakenly think that others are like themselves, then it is unsurprising if they 
also think others are more competent than they really are—perhaps even more com-
petent than oneself. However, a recent study failed to find support for the idea that 
high performers overestimated the competence of others in absolute terms, even 
though they still underestimated their own performance relative to others (Tirso 
et al., 2019). Consequently, it is unclear as to what explains this paradox.

In any case, the available evidence suggests humans are frequently inaccurate in 
their metacognition.

4.2  Explanations of Metacognitive Inaccuracy

We might then ask what explains this metacognitive inaccuracy.
Kruger and Dunning claimed that metacognitive inaccuracy is explained by idea 

that the same things that are necessary for accurate judgments are also necessary for 
accurate metajudgments. In a highly cited paper, they state:

In essence, we argue that the skills that engender competence in a particular domain are 
often the very same skills necessary to evaluate competence in that domain—one’s own or 
anyone else’s…. For example, consider the ability to write grammatical English. The skills 
that enable one to construct a grammatical sentence are the same skills necessary to recog-
nize a grammatical sentence, and thus are the same skills necessary to determine if a gram-
matical mistake has been made. In short, the same knowledge that underlies the ability to 
produce correct judgment is also the knowledge that underlies the ability to recognize cor-
rect judgment. To lack the former is to be deficient in the latter. (Kruger and Dunning, 1999, 
pp. 1121–1122)

So that is one possible explanation.
Another possible explanation is that those with inaccurate metacognition lack 

incentives to be accurate. However, support for this explanation is currently lacking, 
at least according to my review of the literature. For example, one study tried to 
improve accuracy by offering students a prize of $50 for the most accurate predic-
tion of their grade, and the prize was repeatedly emphasized to make it salient 
(Saenz et  al., 2019). However, accuracy did not improve despite this incentive. 
Consequently, it is not clear that inaccuracy always results merely from a lack of 
motivation to have accurate metacognition.

Another couple of factors may explain metacognitive inaccuracy—or at least the 
persistence of such inaccuracy.

One factor is that it is not clear that people track the past accuracy of their judg-
ments: there is a lack of record keeping, so to speak. After all, if one has inaccurate 
judgments and if they fail to pay attention to the track record of their judgments, 
then it is not surprising that they would fail to realize how inaccurate they really are.

Further support for this comes from studies that report increases in accuracy 
when participants are given feedback about their past accuracy (Callender et al., 
2016; Moore et  al., 2017; Saenz et  al., 2019). For example, Moore et  al. (2017) 
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report an experimental study in which some participants were given feedback about 
their accuracy. These participants saw a substantial improvement in their accuracy, 
mainly by reducing overconfidence. In saying that, it is difficult to know precisely 
how much of this is attributable to other variables, since their participants and others 
received instruction about other things aside from just feedback on their past 
accuracy.

Aside from the lack of record keeping, there is another factor that might explain 
the persistence of metacognitive inaccuracy: people may have motivational biases 
not to realize how inaccurate they are. As we shall see later, some evidence suggests 
our motivations may influence the processes by which we seek information and 
reason from it. For example, Jang (2014) studied the types of information that 
American adults exposed themselves to online. He found that individuals often 
exposed themselves to information which contradicted their opinions, but particular 
individuals were less likely to do this. More specifically, individuals who saw them-
selves as knowledgeable about science were less likely to view scientific articles 
purporting to contradict their previously held views. Jang consequently thought this 
was probably attributed to their desire to avoid information that challenged them. 
However, the way in which it challenged these people was potentially different: 
other participants in the study often examined evidence against their opinions, but 
what made these self-reportedly “knowledgeable” individuals different was their 
opinion about themselves. In particular, individuals who saw themselves as more 
knowledgeable about science may have been less likely to examine information that 
undermines their opinions, not because the information undermines their opinions, 
but rather because the information also undermines their self-esteem and their opin-
ions of how knowledgeable they are.

So it is possible that metacognitive inaccuracy sometimes persists partly because 
we ignore evidence of inaccuracy due to a desire to preserve self-esteem.

But what’s more, some may seek not only to ignore the evidence of their inac-
curacy, but to actively distort or dismiss it. For example, recall Tetlock’s (2005) 
study of political judgment. To refresh your memory, he found that many “experts” 
in political affairs were startingly inaccurate in their judgments. But beyond that, he 
also found that when some participants were confronted with evidence of their inac-
curacy, they protested  against the very standards by which their accuracy was 
assessed. Consequently, they demanded numerous adjustments to the procedures 
that scored the accuracy of their forecasts about future events. As Tetlock (2005) says:

We confronted more and more judgment calls on how far to go in accommodating these 
protests. And we explored more and more adjustments to procedures for scoring the accu-
racy of experts’ forecasts, including value adjustments that responded to forecasters’ pro-
tests that their mistakes were the “right mistakes” given the costs of erring in the other 
direction; controversy adjustments that responded to forecasters’ protests that they were 
really right and our reality checks wrong; difficulty adjustments that responded to protests 
that some forecasters had been dealt tougher tasks than others; and even fuzzy-set adjust-
ments that gave forecasters partial credit whenever they claimed that things that did not 
happen either almost happened or might yet happen. (p. 9)
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Ultimately, however, these experts performed poorly by all of these standards. He 
indicates that he found “the composite statistical portraits of good judgment to be 
robust across an impressive range of scoring adjustments” (p. 9). If anything, this 
served to reinforce Tetlock’s confidence in the overconfidence of the experts' 
judgments.

But beyond that, this leaves one with the impression that those who would be 
most devasted by evidence of their inaccuracy will also go to great lengths to 
dismiss it.

4.3  Summary

In sum, then, not only are humans often inaccurate in their judgments, but they are 
also often inaccurate in their metacognition about those judgments.

There are various explanations of why this is the case.
One explanation is that humans lack the motivation to have accurate self- 

assessments, but there is little (if any) evidence currently supporting this explana-
tion. Instead, some evidence found that particular incentives failed to reduce 
inaccuracy.

Regardless, other evidence suggests that two factors may explain why this mega-
cognitive inaccuracy persists: first, people often do not track the accuracy of judg-
ments, and furthermore, they are susceptible to dismiss evidence of their inaccuracy 
to the extent that such evidence can compromise their self-esteem. In a sense, moti-
vation might not suffice for accurate metacognition (since track records or other 
things may be necessary too), but motivation may suffice for inaccurate metacogni-
tion (since, for example, it can lead one to dismiss track records).

However, while these factors may explain why this inaccuracy persists, they 
might not explain why it arises in the first place.

Kruger and Dunning (1999) offered an explanation: the abilities that make us 
competent in a domain are also the skills that are necessary to recognize when we 
are incompetent in that domain. In other words, we need to the ability to form accu-
rate judgments in order to accurately judge how accurate those judgments really are.

This explanation may be true, but even so, it does not really explain how people 
do arrive at their judgments, even if they do so in ways that do not conduce to 
accuracy.

So, we might then wonder: how do we arrive at our judgments?
That is the subject of the next chapter. There, we will see that not only are people 

often unaware of the accuracy of their judgments, but if dual-systems theory is any-
thing to go by, then they are often somewhat unaware of the unreliable ways in 
which they arrive at their judgments in the first place.

4.3 Summary
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Chapter 5
How We Think: The Rationality  
of Our Reasoning

We have seen that people are often inaccurate, both in their judgments, as well as in 
their metajudgments about the accuracy of those judgments.

But how do people get to be so inaccurate in the first place?
To some extent, we can explain the inaccuracy of our judgments by examining 

the processes that formed those judgments. For the most part, I refer to such judg-
ment forming processes as our reasoning (although note that others, such as Mercier 
and Sperber (2017), use the term “reasoning” in a more restricted sense).

5.1  Rationality, Heuristics, and Biases

Philosophy and psychology are especially concerned with standards by which to 
assess the rationality of our reasoning.

But what does “rationality” mean in this context?
Well, there are different understandings of rationality. Philosophers commonly 

distinguish between epistemic or theoretical rationality and practical or pragmatic 
rationality (Audi, 2003). In Robert Audi’s (2003) words, epistemic rationality has 
to do with “the rationality of cognitions, such as beliefs, in virtue of which we are 
theorizing beings seeking a true picture of our world” (p. 18). In contrast, pragmatic 
rationality has to do with “the rationality of elements, such as actions, in virtue of 
which we are practical beings seeking to do things, in particular to satisfy our needs 
and desires” (Audi, 2003, p. 18). Furthermore, pragmatic rationality is sometimes 
also understood in two different ways: procedural rationality, which is a matter of 
having desires that are in some sense implied by one’s other desires and judgments, 
and substantive rationality, which is a matter of having desires that are in some 
sense the right desires to have, regardless of whether those desires are implied by 
one’s other desires and judgments (Hooker & Streumer, 2004).
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Not all of these understandings are incompatible: one might think, as Audi 
(2003) does, that there are two distinct types of rationality, one epistemic and one 
pragmatic, both of which are interconnected. For example, if we are to pragmati-
cally act in ways that satisfy our desires, then we often need epistemically rational 
judgments about what will satisfy those desires.

In any case, there are different understandings of rationality, and not all of them 
are described in exactly the same ways. Stanovich et  al. (2016), for instance, 
describes epistemic rationality in terms of how well our beliefs “map onto the actual 
structure of the world” (p. 6).

Here, we will focus on the epistemic rationality of our judgment forming pro-
cesses, loosely understood as the extent to which such processes conduce to accu-
rate judgments.

In the study of reasoning, judgments are typically assessed by their conformity 
to the standards of logic and probability theory (Chater & Oaksford, 2012).

As it turns out, however, people’s thinking processes often depart from these 
standards, and the heuristics and biases research program has uncovered a wealth of 
insight into why this is. Here, the term “bias” refers to a deviation from a normative 
standard of rationality (Gilovich & Griffin, 2002). A “heuristic” then refers to a kind 
of thinking process—one which can explain how the bias was produced. Kahneman 
states that, “[t]he technical definition of heuristic is a simple procedure that helps to 
find adequate, though often imperfect, answers to difficult questions” (Kahneman, 
2011, p. 98).

5.2  Dual-Process Theory: System 1 and System 2

The heuristics are often described in the context of dual-process theory. Dual pro-
cess theory is extremely popular, both in and outside of cognitive psychology. 
Despite this, some scholars disavow dual-process theory, such as Mercier and 
Sperber (2017) who claim (rightly or wrongly) that dual-process theory is on the 
decline in cognitive psychology.

Dual-process theories describe psychological phenomena—such as reasoning, 
emotion regulation, or other things—in terms of two kinds of processes. Each of 
these processes are said to be carried out by a different “system” in the mind. The 
labels and precise characterizations of these processes often differ: in fact, Stanovich 
(2012) identified 27 (!) distinct ways that scholars have tried to distinguish these 
processes in the literature. Regardless, we will follow Kahneman and Stanovich in 
referring to these two processes with the imaginative labels “Type 1” and “Type 2” 
processes, each of which are carried out by “System 1” and “System 2,” respectively.

We will also follow Stanovich’s account of these systems. Stanovich et al. (2016) 
call the reasoning of System 1 “Type 1 processing”. According to them, the “defin-
ing feature of Type 1 processing is its autonomy” (Stanovich et al., 2016, p. 17). By 
that, they mean that such processes “execute automatically upon encountering their 
triggering stimuli, and they are not dependent on input from high-level control 
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systems” (Stanovich et al., 2016, p. 17). (We will see shortly what such a “high level 
control system” amounts to.) Type 1 processes typically have other features: they 
are rapid, they are not burdensome on one’s cognitive faculties, and they tend to be 
associative (i.e., they are often a matter of making simple associations between one 
thing and another thing). Regardless, Stanovich et al. (2016) claim that these fea-
tures are not essential to Type 1 processing; they are just correlated with it.

Kahneman (2011) uses a perceptual example of a Type 1 process: the visual 
recognition of facial emotions. We can quite often automatically recognize people’s 
emotions from their faces: a happy face immediately looks happy, and a sad face 
immediately looks sad. There is often little cognitive processing to determine what 
emotions are expressed by someone’s face.

Contrast this to System 2 thinking. Again, this is characterized differently from 
author to author. But it typically has the following features: it is relatively slow, it is 
cognitively burdensome in the sense that it is often difficult and requires relatively 
heavy use of cognitive faculties like attention and memory, and it is serial in the 
sense that it focuses on one task at a time, rather than Type 1 processes which, in 
theory, can operate rapidly in parallel (Stanovich et al., 2016).

Kahneman uses a mathematical example to illustrate Type 2 thinking: for exam-
ple, try to multiple 17 by 24. If you do, you will find that the thinking process is very 
different to when we recognize emotions from faces. Instead, the multiplication 
process is much slower and cognitively burdensome. That, then, is a System 2 think-
ing process.

Stanovich further characterizes System 2  in terms of two, if you like, sub- 
systems: the algorithmic mind and the reflective mind. The “algorithmic mind” 
refers to cognitive abilities when reasoning. This includes, for example, the cogni-
tive abilities at play when recalling information about the frequency of something 
(like the frequency of shark attacks) and using that to estimate the probability of 
that thing.

The “reflective mind” refers to thinking dispositions—or “cognitive styles” as 
they are sometimes called. Examples of thinking dispositions include the tendencies 
to gather more evidence before reaching a conclusion, to consider alternative view-
points, to consider both the pros and the cons of a proposed course of action, and so 
forth. The reflective mind is then a “high level control system” which initiates the 
override of conclusions from Type 1 processes, while the algorithmic mind carries 
out the processes that are necessary to replace the conclusions of such Type 1 pro-
cesses with better ones.

Of course, I follow others in using the labels “system” and “mind,” but I do not 
claim that the mind is in some sense metaphysically complex, thereby comprised of 
different parts with different labels. Maybe such a claim is true; maybe it is not. 
Rather, the labels are used simply to denote different types of thinking processes, 
regardless of the metaphysics of the thing that carries out the processes. I have sim-
ply followed others in using their labels to refer to these processes.

One’s thinking can then be evaluated in terms of these processes. Rationality and 
good reasoning are often then characterized in terms of having specific thinking 
dispositions and cognitive abilities, like those mentioned earlier. Practically, this is 
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largely measured by tasks that prompt incorrect Type 1 reasoning. Good reasoners, 
it is thought, are those who override such Type 1 processes with Type 2 reasoning 
involving such dispositions and abilities.

The heuristics have typically been studied through tasks that prompt biased Type 
1 reasoning, since such biases are thought to provide insight into the operations of 
the mind and these heuristics.

5.3  Misconceptions About Heuristics and Type 1 Processing

However, there are various potential misconceptions about these heuristics and 
systems.

The first is about whether the biases and heuristics are always the automatic 
products of lazy minds or whether they can also result from controlled and deliber-
ate thinking. Some refer to quick, automatic, and lazy judgments as the judgments 
of a “cognitive miser”—someone who expends as little cognitive effort as possible 
(Stanovich et al., 2016). One might then think that such biases and heuristics result 
purely from cognitive miserliness—so to speak.

However, Tversky and Kahneman (1983) explicitly saw heuristics as being strat-
egies that may or may not be used deliberately. Further support for this perspective 
comes from a study of Camerer et al. (1999). They reviewed 74 experiments and 
found that financial incentives sometimes improved performance, but not always: in 
fact, often they do not. Instead, they claim that “no replicated study has made ratio-
nality violations disappear purely by raising incentives” (Camerer et  al., 1999). 
Gilovich and Griffin (2002) suggest such findings show that heuristic thinking and 
biases are not always attributable to cognitive miserliness, even if they often are. 
Instead, such biases are often understood as cognitive illusions, illusions that are 
often difficult to detect and to override since System 2 may have “no clue to the 
error” (Kahneman, 2011, p. 28). This, for what it's worth, also resonates with my 
own experimental research on biases which have not disappeared merely by raising 
incentives; such biases often look more like cognitive illusions than products of lazy 
thinking.

A second misconception is that heuristics and Type 1 processes are always irra-
tional in the sense that they never conduce to truth. This, however, is not the case.

Sometimes they produce efficient judgments that are accurate enough for the 
context. This can occur if the environment is said to be “benign”—that is, contain-
ing useful cues that can be utilized by Type 1 processes to produce accurate judg-
ments or adaptive behavior (Stanovich et  al., 2016). The study of ecological 
rationality refers to the study of the environments where a heuristic will “succeed” 
and those environments where it will “fail,” to use the words of Gigerenzer and 
Brighton (2009). Gigerenzer and Brighton (2009) also argue that there are some 
environments where heuristics perform better than other ways of thinking. These 
environments exhibit a less-is-more effect—a phenomenon where less information, 
time, and processing can improve accuracy. Type 1 thinking can also be adequate in 
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contexts where proficiency in a domain is practiced and the relevant judgmental 
processes become both automatic and accurate (Kahneman, 2011).

However, it is clear that heuristics and Type 1 processes often produce inaccurate 
judgments. This is especially the case when environments are said to be “hostile” 
(Stanovich et al., 2016). Such hostile environments are those that contain insuffi-
cient cues that are misleading or other agents who will try to exploit Type 1 pro-
cesses (as in the case of manipulative advertising).

5.4  Search Heuristics and Inference Heuristics

So we have discussed dual-process theory, as well as the heuristics which influence 
how people arrive at their conclusions.

It will be useful to further divide these heuristics in two kinds: search heuristics 
and inference heuristics. A “search heuristic” refers to a thinking process by which 
we seek out or search for information. An “inference heuristic” refers to a thinking 
process by which we arrive at conclusions on the basis of the information we have. 
The former kind refers to how we find facts and the other to how we use those facts 
to arrive at conclusions.

Heuristics of both sorts can explain how humans arrive at inaccurate judgments, 
and we will now review some of these.

5.4.1  Motivation, Search Heuristics, and Confirmation Bias

It is clear that our motivations influence how we arrive at our conclusions. This is 
not always in a bad way: we might be motivated to examine as much evidence as 
possible and to examine it in as fair a way as possible, for instance.

More generally, then, the psychology of reasoning distinguishes several ways in 
which motivations can influence how we arrive at our conclusions.

One of these concerns the distinction between outcomes and strategies: one 
might be motivated to reach a specific outcome of their investigation, or they might 
be motivated to employ a specific strategy in their investigation, regardless of the 
strategy’s outcome (Molden & Higgins, 2012).

Furthermore, another distinction concerns the types of outcomes one might 
desire: the distinction between directional and nondirectional outcomes. One 
desires a “directional” outcome when they are motivated to think in ways that lead 
them to a specific conclusion. Various motives have been studied in this respect, 
including the motive to reach specific conclusions which enhance or preserve things 
like self-esteem (Sanitioso et al., 1990), like social connection with others (Molden 
& Maner, 2013), or like feelings of control and meaning (Heine et  al., 2006). 
Examples of such conclusions may be, for example, the conclusions that you are 
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intelligent, that your opinions are not mistaken, that you are similar to someone who 
you are romantically interested in, and the like.

In contrast, one desires a “nondirectional” outcome when they are motivated to 
think in ways that lead them to a conclusion with specific attributes, regardless of 
what that particular conclusion is. One might be motivated, for instance, by the 
desire to reach a conclusion that is accurate (Neuberg & Fiske, 1987) or that satis-
fies one’s need for closure (Kruglanski & Webster, 1996). Such attributes are, in 
principle, compatible with a wide range of specific conclusions; an accuracy moti-
vation can lead you to the conclusion that you are intelligent or to the opposite, 
depending on which conclusion you ultimately think is more accurate.

Of particular importance is one search heuristic: seeking out information that is 
compatible with your opinions (or your desired opinions). This is also called confir-
mation bias, selective exposure, myside bias or congeniality bias (Hart et al., 2009).

Some studies are consistent with the possibility that humans exhibit confirma-
tion bias.

For example, Jang (2014) conducted a study with a demographically diverse 
sample of 238 American adults. Participants filled out a survey about their personal 
views and were then free to browse science articles on a science news website. He 
tracked what kinds of information participants exposed themselves to.

Participants generally exposed themselves to information that challenged their 
previous views on topics such as stem cell research and genetically modified foods. 
He states his findings suggest that “online users may not be as susceptible to confir-
mation bias” as some researchers think (Jang, 2014, p. 159). To that extent, many 
appeared free of confirmation bias.

Others, however, did not. In particular, he found that two groups of people were 
less likely to view information contradicting their opinions: those who thought they 
had a lot of knowledge about science already and those who were highly religious. 
Religious people, for instance, had no aversion to reading articles supporting their 
views on topics like stem cell research and evolution. However, they were signifi-
cantly less likely to read science news articles against such views. Jang also claims 
that those who thought they knew a lot of science and felt confident in their opinion 
probably “would not want to confront challenging information that may result in 
cognitive dissonance” (Jang, 2014, p. 160).

There is, however, a difficulty in interpreting studies like these: sometimes it is 
rational to let prior beliefs discount conflicting evidence. For example, suppose you 
came across an opinion piece from a scientist who claimed to have produced evi-
dence that the earth is completely flat instead of being round. You might quite rightly 
think this opinion piece undermines the credibility of the scientist more than your 
views about whether the earth is round, and so you might decide not to look at the 
opinion piece for that reason. In this case, your prior beliefs might be based on very, 
very good evidence, so much so that it merits discounting conflicting evidence like 
the scientist’s opinion. For that reason, it is difficult to determine whether selective 
exposure to conflicting evidence is irrational or not. This idea has come to be 
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associated with what is called the knowledge projection argument in the psychologi-
cal literature (Stanovich, 2021).1

In any case, Jang’s (2014) study is certainly consistent with the possibility that 
some people exhibit pernicious confirmation bias when searching through evidence.

There are broader reviews of studies about confirmation bias. A widely discussed 
classic is from Kunda (1990). At the time she wrote her article, she argued that the 
available evidence was consistent with a specific account of motivated reasoning. 
On her account, one’s motivation for a conclusion to be true may lead themselves to 
pose so-called directional questions. For example, they may be motivated to think 
that they are healthy, and so they ask the question “Am I healthy?” instead of “Am I 
ill?”. Or they may be motivated to think they will win a competition, and so they ask 
the question “Will I win this competition?” instead of “Will I lose this competi-
tion?”. Once they pose a directional question, they then selectively search for evi-
dence that confirms the affirmative answers, but not directly because they desire 
those answers to be true. Instead, the influence of motivation is indirect: their moti-
vation leads them to pose the question in a particular way, and then they seek evi-
dence for an affirmative answer merely because humans have a greater tendency to 
seek confirming evidence for hypotheses rather than disconfirming evidence 
(regardless of whether they want the hypotheses to be true or not). Of course, Kunda 
stated that other accounts of the role a motivation are possibly true. Nevertheless, 
she said that “[i]t is difficult to tell, at this point, whether the effects of motivation 
of reasoning go beyond the posing of directional questions” (Kunda, 1990, p. 495).

While Kunda’s classic piece helpfully charts out some theories about motivation, 
more comprehensive reviews of the literature have since been published.

One of these is a meta-analysis that examines confirmation bias across 67 articles 
describing 91 studies with just under 8,000 participants (Hart et  al., 2009). The 
authors report that the studies reveal a general confirmation bias in their partici-
pants: that is, a preference for exposure to information that accorded with their 
views. However, they state that the bias was not always present, and it was influ-
enced by several variables. For instance, confirmation bias was more likely among 
participants when their attitudes, judgments, and behaviors were relevant to their 
values or were held with conviction. It was also more likely when participants 
scored high on measures of closed-mindedness, as assessed by questions about, for 
example, their openness toward people who think differently.

However, this meta-analysis has drawn some criticism. Hahn and Harris (2014), 
for instance, claim that it conflates the desire for information that is consistent with 
one’s beliefs with the desire for information that is consistent with their likings—or, 
as psychologists say, their attitudes. They claim that the former is an irrational form 
of motivated reasoning whereas the latter is not necessarily irrational, since there 
are objective standards for evaluating one's beliefs as true but no similarly objective 
standards for evaluating one's likings.

1 Stanovich (2021) also provides an excellent overview of the literature on myside bias. But that 
said, it focuses more on distal beliefs or convictions which concern ethical topics, like whether 
abortion or guns should be banned. For that reason, Stanovich’s excellent work is beyond the pur-
view of this book, which, as mentioned in the introduction, concerns more descriptive judgments 
than ethical ones.
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In any case, it is plausible that people seek out information in accordance with 
their motivations. The important point is that these motivations may sometimes 
deter individuals from accuracy by, for instance, deterring them from counter- 
evidence to their judgments. To that extent, the motivation to find evidence consis-
tent with one’s judgments can be regarded as a search heuristic that compromises 
accuracy.

Of course, this is just one search heuristic, and there may be others. But the topic 
of search procedures has received less attention in the literature than the other kind 
of heuristic: inferential heuristics, processes by which we arrive at our judgments on 
the basis of the information we have. We will consider some of these now.

5.4.2  Availability Heuristic

One important heuristic is the availability heuristic. The heuristic has been described 
differently by different authors (Higgins, 1996; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973), and 
some use terms like “retrieval fluency” to refer to it or similar concepts (Schooler & 
Hertwig, 2005).

Regardless, we can understand the heuristic as such. Suppose one is estimating a 
probability or a frequency: for example, the probability that a randomly selected 
individual died by homicide, or the frequency with which homicides occur. Then, 
the availability heuristic is the process whereby probabilities or frequencies are esti-
mated based on the mental “availability” of relevant instances—that is, the ease 
with which relevant instances can be called to mind.

One study examined participants’ perception of the frequency with which people 
die as a result of various causes (Lichtenstein et al., 1978). They report that people 
overestimated “sensational” causes of death, such as tornadoes, homicides, and car 
accidents (Lichtenstein et al., 1978). For instance, the study reports that participants 
thought that more people died from floods than from asthma, even though the 
reverse is true: at the time, asthma claimed nine times as many lives as floods. They 
further report that measures of availability did a good job of predicting participants’ 
overestimation, and they claimed availability appeared relevant to explaining their 
findings.

Some think that media coverage is in turn responsible for what things are more 
available than others in the public consciousness. Reber (2017) claims that violent 
crimes are frequently covered in the media and are consequently more men-
tally available, thus leading to overestimation of the frequency of violent crimes.

Schwarz and his colleagues have also examined whether this kind of inferential 
bias results from either of two causes: 1) the ease with which instances can be called 
to mind or 2) the amount of instances that can be called to mind. For example, in a 
series of studies, they asked participants to rate their own assertiveness or unassert-
iveness (Schwarz et al., 1991). Prior to this, some participants were asked to recall 
12 instances where they were assertive, and others were asked to recall 6 such 
instances. Those who tried to recall only 6 instances rated themselves as more 
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assertive compared to those who tried to recall 12. They claimed that participants 
appeared to conclude that “they can’t be that assertive (or unassertive) if it is so dif-
ficult to recall the requested number of examples” (Schwarz et al., 1991, p. 201).

It seems that, according to them, the inferential influence of availability is medi-
ated by “second-order” beliefs about the availability: participants consciously 
believe that high availability supports high probability or frequency estimates and 
low availability should reduce these estimates. That, then, is Schwarz et al.’s take, 
although I will reconsider this take shortly.

In any case, the availability heuristic often influences judgments, but not always. 
Some evidence suggests its influence is either reduced or absent in two contexts.

One context concerns cases where the topic is of high personal importance. In 
two sets of studies, individuals were asked to estimate their risk of experiencing 
something bad—sexual assault in one set of studies (Grayson & Schwarz, 1999) or 
heart disease in the other (Rotliman & Schwarz, 1998). The studies' authors reported 
that, on average, availability played a reduced role for those who thought that the 
risks were especially relevant to them: these were people who believed that anyone 
like themselves one could experience sexual assault in the former study and people 
who had a family history of heart disease in the other. For these people, they were 
reportedly  more likely to rely on the specific content of what they could recall, 
rather than the availability of what they could recall.

A second context concerns when the participants consciously believe that avail-
ability is not diagnostic: that is, the participants believe that their mental availability 
is not informative about the frequency or probability they are estimating. In two sets 
of studies, for instance, availability reportedly played a reduced role when partici-
pants were told that some background music would inhibit the ease with which they 
could recall relevant instances (Haddock et al., 1999; Schwarz et al., 1991). The 
idea was that participants attributed their difficulties in recollection to the music, 
which they heard, and so they would not treat this difficulty as informative about the 
frequency or probability, which they were estimating.

Again, from these studies, it appears that the influence of availability is mediated 
by conscious beliefs about the significance of availability.

But in saying that, it is not obvious that this is the final word.
In particular, it is not obvious that the inferential impact of availability is always 

mediated by conscious beliefs about the significance of availability, even though it 
may be mediated as such in Schwarz’s experiments. Instead, it seems quite plausible 
that the inferential impact of availability could frequently be more automatic: that 
is, availability somewhat influences probability and frequency estimates without the 
participants having conscious beliefs about it. If it is automatic in some conditions, 
then Schwarz’s experiments may provide evidence of other conditions where con-
scious beliefs can interact with availability to influence its inferential impact: in 
particular, participants can reduce probability and frequency estimates on the basis 
of conscious beliefs about a lack of availability, and the influence of these conscious 
beliefs can in turn diminish when participants also believe that this lack of avail-
ability is not significant.
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Some studies also suggested that the vividness of recalled information can affect 
judgment, either by making the information more available (Reyes et al., 1980) or 
possibly by other means (Blondé & Girandola, 2018; Shedler & Manis, 1986). 
Regardless, other studies have failed to find evidence for the influence of vividness 
(Bell & Loftus, 1988; Collins et al., 1988; Rogers et al., 2016). Consequently, it is 
still unclear about under what conditions, if any, vividness influences judgments.

5.4.3  Representativeness Heuristic

Another widely studied heuristic is known as the representativeness heuristic.
The most famous illustration of its application is the case of Linda (Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1982, 2002). In one study, a group of 88 students were given the follow-
ing description of Linda:

Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very bright. She majored in philosophy. As a 
student, she was deeply concerned with issues of discrimination and social justice and also 
participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations. (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982. p. 92)

They then had to rank the probability of various statements about Linda. Interestingly, 
participants thought it was more probable that “Linda is a bank teller and is active 
in the feminist movement” than that “Linda is a bank teller”. But clearly this is 
erroneous: it cannot be the case that Linda is more likely to be a feminist bank teller 
than that she is a bank teller who may or may not be a feminist. After all, the set of 
all bank tellers includes the set of all bank tellers who are feminists, and one cannot 
be more likely to be in a subset of all bank tellers than in the set of bank tellers 
themselves. The participants’ rankings then exhibited the conjunction fallacy, a fal-
lacy whereby a conjunction of propositions is regarded as more probable than one 
of its conjuncts.

Tversky and Kahneman (1982) proposed that this judgment was made because 
Linda seems more representative of the category of feminist bank tellers compared 
to the category of bank tellers in general. The idea is that participants consider the 
information about Linda and then compare her to stereotypical instances of both 
feminist bank tellers and bank tellers more generally. The stereotypical feminist 
bank teller is presumably a woman who cares about social justice. But the stereo-
typical bank teller is not necessarily a feminist, nor a woman, nor someone who 
cares about social justice. However, since Linda is a woman who, among other 
things, is concerned about social justice, she seems more similar to a stereotypical 
feminist bank teller than to a stereotypical bank teller. According to the representa-
tiveness heuristic, the probability that she belongs in either category is then esti-
mated on the basis of how similar she is to the stereotypical instances of either 
category. Consequently, the representativeness heuristic can explain why partici-
pants thought Linda is more likely to be a feminist bank teller than a bank teller in 
general.
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Note that availability may also play a role here. In particular, the stereotypical 
instance of a category may be nothing more than the most “available” instance of 
that category which comes to mind.

In any case, there have been numerous challenges to the existence of this bias, 
but  this bias in participants’ judgment has also persisted under various modifica-
tions of the experiment. For instance, in a later study, participants used a rating scale 
to rate the probability these two statements:

T&F: Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement.
T*: Linda is a bank teller whether or not she is active in the feminist movement.

Participants on average still rated the former statement (T&F) as more probable 
than the latter statement (T*), and this is despite that fact that the latter statement 
explicitly involved the possibility that Linda was a feminist bank teller (Tversky & 
Kahneman, 2002).

The Linda case, then, is the most well-known illustration of representativeness, 
a well-replicated phenomenon.

More generally, though, representativeness refers to when someone or some-
thing’s membership in a category is estimated based on how similar that person or 
thing is to the most typical or available instance of that category.2

Representativeness has also been used to explain numerous other biases, includ-
ing the biases known as “base-rate neglect”, the “gambler’s fallacy”, and belief in 
the so-called “law of small numbers” (Teigen, 2017).

5.4.4  Anchoring Heuristic

Another heuristic is known as the anchoring heuristic, or the anchor and adjust-
ment effect.

An early example of anchoring is described by Tversky and Kahneman (1974). 
Participants were asked to estimate the percentage of African countries in the United 
Nations. To do this, the experimenters spun a wheel of fortune in front of the partici-
pants, and the wheel randomly selected a number between 0 and 100. This number 
is what would be called the anchor—the number or the initial estimate presented to 
a participant for their consideration. Participants were asked to indicate whether the 
percentage of African countries in the United Nations was greater or less than the 
anchor and to then to estimate the true percentage by moving up or down from that 
anchor. The results found that the arbitrary anchors affected the estimates of partici-
pants: the group with an anchor of 10 had a median estimate of 25 and the group 

2 Tversky and Kahneman (1982) define representativeness as “a relation between a process or a 
model, M, and some instance or event, X, associated with that model” (p. 85). They do not pre-
cisely define what they mean by “a model,” but they say such models “could be of a person, a fair 
coin, or the world economy,” while the things that are associated with that model might include “a 
comment, a sequence of heads and tails, or the present price of gold” (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982, 
p. 85). Aside from that, I found it difficult to get clearer on precisely what they think the heuristic 
involves.
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with an anchor of 65 had a median estimate of 45. The use of incentives also failed 
to reduce this effect.

Since then, the anchoring heuristic has been found in a variety of other contexts, 
including estimates of risk and probability (Wright & Anderson, 1989), willingness 
to pay for consumer products (Ariely et al., 2003), and one’s evaluation of their abil-
ity to meet the requirements of a given situation (Cervone & Peake, 1986).

It is not clear as to precisely what explains the anchoring effect, even though 
various explanations are potential candidates.

One explanation involves selective accessibility—the phenomenon where the 
anchor makes select information more accessible than other information (Mussweiler 
& Strack, 2000). Mussweiler and Strack (2000) described some studies in support 
of this explanation. However, a later replication attempt failed to replicate their find-
ings (Harris et  al., 2019), even though the replication still revealed evidence of 
anchoring. Consequently, it is unclear as to whether this explanation is true.

A second explanation is that some effects are just a result of a “basic anchoring” 
effect, without regard to any increased accessibility of information (Critcher & 
Gilovich, 2008). Critcher and Gilovich (2008) described some studies in support of 
this explanation. But again, a subsequent replication attempt failed to replicate their 
findings (Open Science Collective, 2018), and so it is also unclear as to whether this 
explanation is true.

A third explanation is scale distortion theory. Frederick and Mochon (2011) 
describe this theory with an analogy. They claim that the teeth of someone with dark 
skin appears whiter than the teeth of someone with whiter skin. They think this 
illustrates that our perception of something is influenced by the contextual consid-
erations which it is compared with. In scale distortion theory, however, the contex-
tual considerations do not influence one’s perception of the thing they are estimating, 
such as the quantity of African countries in the United Nations. Instead, the contex-
tual considerations influence the one’s perception of the scale used to communicate 
that thing. Frederick and Mochon’s (2011) idea is no different: “the perceived mag-
nitude of a number is affected by other numeric values on that scale with which it is 
compared. For example, 900 pounds seems larger if compared with 20 pounds and 
seems smaller if compared with 5,000 pounds” (p.  1). Consequently, one might 
have an impression of something’s weight, but use a different number to communi-
cate that same impression depending on whether an anchor makes the number look 
bigger or smaller. They likewise describe some studies in support of their theory 
(Frederick & Mochon, 2011; Mochon & Frederick, 2013), but, so far as I can tell, 
these are yet to be replicated by other researchers.

In any case, evidence for the anchoring effect has been replicated (Furnham 
et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2016; Marcus & Philipp, 2017; Teovanović, 2019), even 
though some evidence for particular explanations of it has not.
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5.4.5  Motivated Reasoning

Earlier, we saw that motivation might affect the way in which individuals search for 
information to inform their conclusions.

However, motivation may also play a role in inference—that is, a role in how 
people arrive at their conclusions on the basis of information they already have. 
(This is sometimes called “selective interpretation” of information, as opposed to 
“selective exposure” to information.) In two studies, for example, a combined total 
of 96 heterosexual undergraduates viewed profiles of people of the opposite sex 
(Slotter & Gardner, 2009). In each study, the undergraduates were split into two 
groups: the experimental group and the control condition. The experimental group 
saw profiles of fellow students of the opposite sex on a dating website. The control 
group saw essentially the same profiles, but on a non-romantic website featuring the 
profiles of fellow students running for student government offices. The participants 
were then asked to rate their similarity to the individuals in the profiles. They report 
that participants in the experimental group rated themselves as more similar to the 
individuals in the profiles on average than the participants in the control group. This 
was the case even for qualities that participants had previously indicated were not 
characteristic of themselves two weeks earlier. The study authors attribute this dif-
ference in ratings to differences in motivations: those in the experimental group 
were more motivated to see themselves as similar to the individuals in the profiles 
since it was in their romantic interest to see themselves as similar.

That said, there have not yet been published attempts to replicate these findings, so 
they must be interpreted with caution. And even then, it is not clear whether partici-
pants believed they were more similar in the experimental condition or instead whether 
they merely reported that they were more similar, perhaps because they thought doing 
so might affect their chances of interacting with the potential romantic interests.

Regardless, these studies at least suggest that it is possible that motivation can 
affect not only how people search out information but also how they reason from 
information they already have. After all, the participants in the conditions did not 
differ in terms of the information they had about their similarity to those in the pro-
files. They differed only in that they viewed the profiles in different contexts. These 
contexts may have sufficed to motivate individuals to recall or interpret their avail-
able evidence in ways that led them to desirable conclusions.

5.5  Social Influences

So we have surveyed a variety of processes through which we arrive at our 
judgments.

However, to a large extent, we have focused mainly on processes at the individ-
ual level: for instance, availability, representativeness, and other heuristics are pro-
cesses that take place in an individual’s mind.

5.5 Social Influences
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Yet we all are embedded in societies that influence the way we arrive at our 
beliefs. While an exhaustive examination of this influence is impossible here, we 
can at least consider some sources of social influence.

Philosopher of science Cailin O’Connor and physicist James Weatherall (2019) 
identify various social factors that explain the development or persistence of false 
beliefs.

One of them is conformity—or, in this case, specifically the phenomenon of con-
forming one’s beliefs to those of their peers. O’connor and Weatherall cite the 
famous and widely replicated studies of Solomon Asch (Asch, 1951; Larsen, 1990; 
Ušto et al., 2019). In these studies, a participant gives an obviously incorrect answer 
to an easy question merely because they are surrounded by actors who act as genu-
ine participants but who intentionally affirm the obviously incorrect answer. 
O’connor and Weatherall think this phenomenon can explain the persistence of false 
beliefs in communities, such as anti-vaccination attitudes in the Somali community 
of Minnesota. The idea is that if many members of a community come to suddenly 
accept a belief, conformity can ossify the belief and make it resistant to change or 
counter-evidence. Furthermore, O’connor and her colleagues conducted computer 
simulations to model how conformity affects the ability of the scientific community 
to reach the truth and to form consensus about it. Her results indicated that confor-
mity inhibited the spread of good new ideas among scientists. Furthermore, she 
found that “on average, the greater their tendencies to conform, the more often a 
group of scientists will take the worse action. When they care only about perform-
ing the best action, they converge to the truth most of the time” (O’Connor & 
Weatherall, 2019, p. 86).

Another social factor that explains the development and persistence of false 
beliefs is what philosophers of science Bennett Holman and Justin Bruner call 
industrial selection (Holman & Bruner, 2017). Industrial selection occurs when 
companies fund research groups that already use methods that favor the interests of 
the companies. The funding in turn helps the research groups acquire resources and 
positions of prominence so that their ideas can spread. In essence, it is when com-
panies fund and support the proliferation of ideas which profit them. In this way, it 
resembles evolution; natural selection favors species that are evolutionarily fit, 
while industrial selection favors ideas that are profitable. O’connor and Weatherall 
(and Holman and Bruner) claim that industrial selection explained the proliferation 
of antiarrhythmic drugs, that is, drugs that prevented irregular heartbeats. In particu-
lar, they claim corporations funded researchers using methods that found that anti-
arrhythmic drugs prevented irregular heartbeats. Because these researchers already 
employed these methods prior to funding, however, they could claim that industry 
did not in any way bias their research. Yet because of the funding, their ideas prolif-
erated. The public and many institutions then came to believe in the safety of these 
drugs. Unfortunately, however, the drugs actually caused heart attacks, even though 
they prevented irregular heartbeats. As a  result, not only did industrial selection 
cause false beliefs to spread, but it resulted in a false confidence in the drugs which 
killed many Americans. And indeed, one writer goes as far as placing the death toll 
in the tens of thousands (Moore, 1995).
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Of course, while this is far from a comprehensive review of the social influences 
of belief, it served to highlight the role that such influences can play, sometimes 
perniciously.

5.6  Summary

This chapter considered how we arrive at inaccurate judgments by considering the 
rationality of the reasoning processes by which we arrive at our judgments in the 
first place. In this chapter, the focus was on epistemic rationality, which concerns 
the accuracy of how we arrive at our judgments.

Dual-process theory states that people arrive at their judgments through either 
one of two kinds of processes: Type 1 processes, which are fast, intuitive, and often 
less reliable, and Type 2 processes, which are slower, more deliberate, and often 
more reliable.

People employ a range of heuristics through either process, heuristics which can 
explain how they arrive at their judgments. This chapter discussed the most widely 
known heuristics, including the representativeness heuristic (where the probability 
that something belongs to a category depends on the extent to which it appears rep-
resentative of that category), the availability heuristic (where the probability or fre-
quency of something is estimated based on how easily it comes to mind), and others. 
There is strong replicable evidence for the operations of each of them. There are 
also other kinds of heuristics discussed by others (e.g. Gigerenzer & Brighton, 2009).

These biases and heuristics are not always the result of lazy or unmotivated 
minds, nor are they always irrational or inaccurate. They can result from more delib-
erate thinking too, and sometimes they produce rational and accurate judgments.

Aside from the heuristics, social factors can influence how we arrive at our judg-
ments as well, including conformity and industrial selection.

Ultimately, then, these heuristics and social factors can often explain how we 
arrive at inaccurate or epistemically irrational judgments.

By why would we have minds that are capable of such sub-optimal heuristic 
thinking in the first place? That is the topic of the next chapter on our evolutionary 
origins.
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Chapter 6
How We Were Made: The Evolutionary 
Origins of Thought

So we have examined human psychology from several angles: the accuracy of our 
beliefs, the accuracy of our metacognition, and the heuristics by which we form our 
beliefs. Each angle paints a picture of our truth-seeking abilities that is less than 
optimal—to say the least.

What might explain, then, why our psychologies are often sub-optimal at seeking 
the truth?

Psychologists have offered various explanations, with two competing explana-
tions receiving significant attention in a recent influential book The Enigma of 
Reason (2017) by cognitive scientists Hugo Mercier and Dan Sperber. In this chap-
ter, I will present these two explanations and Hugo and Mercier’s critique of them, 
and then I will critically examine some aspects of their arguments.

6.1  Evolution, Functions, and the Intellectualist View

One of historically influential view of our reasoning faculties is what Mercier and 
Sperber call the “intellectualist tradition” (Mercier & Sperber, 2017). According to 
Mercier and Sperber’s (2017) description, the intellectualist view maintains 
that  “reason evolved to help individuals draw better inferences, acquire greater 
knowledge, and make better decisions” (p. 182). Put simply, then, the intellectualist 
view is that reason has the function of producing true judgments and making good 
decisions. Let us unpack what this means.

The word “function” has a very specific meaning in evolutionary theory. As evo-
lutionary psychologist David Buss (2015) says, “The function of an adaptation 
refers to the adaptive problem it evolved to solve, that is, precisely how it contrib-
utes to survival or reproduction” (p. 36). For example, some butterflies have wings 
with patterns that disguise them from prey like birds; think of a butterfly with wings 
that look like the bark of a tree, for instance. (In biology, this is called crypsis, a 
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technical term referring more or less to “camouflage”.) In such a case, the function 
of the butterfly’s wing pattern is to disguise it from prey. The reason that this is the 
pattern’s function is because this disguise is how the pattern contributed to the but-
terfly’s survival and reproduction.

How, then, do these functions arise? According to dominant evolutionary theory, 
they arise via random mutations. More specifically, when members of a species 
reproduce to create offspring, the fusion of the members’ DNA will result in new 
mutations in the new offspring’s DNA, mutations that are not present in the parents’ 
DNA and which Buss calls a “copying error”. The rest of the story is well told 
by Buss:

Initially, a mutation, a copying error in a piece of DNA, occurs in a single individual. 
Although most mutations hinder survival or reproduction, some, by chance alone, end up 
helping the organism survive and reproduce. If the mutation is helpful enough to give the 
organism a reproductive advantage over other members of the population, it will be passed 
down to the next generation in greater numbers. In the next generation, therefore, more 
individuals possess the characteristic that was initially a mutation in a single person. Over 
many generations, if it continues to be successful, the mutation will spread to the entire 
population, so every member of the species will have it. (Buss, 2015, p. 37)

On this story, the butterfly’s disguising pattern arose first as a result of random 
mutations. These mutations gave an evolutionary advantage to the disguised but-
terflies, because disguised butterflies are more likely to survive and reproduce than 
those butterflies who are visible to prey and are eaten. This then enabled the dis-
guised butterflies to reproduce to make even greater numbers of disguised butter-
flies, eventually dominating the entire species of that particular kind of butterfly.

Every believer in evolution would then accept two things. The first is that random 
mutations led by a long process to the development of reason in humanity’s ances-
tors. The second is that reason was so advantageous that it (eventually) dominated 
the species.

However, what differentiates psychologists is their views about how reason con-
duced to survival and reproduction—that is, on what the evolutionary function of 
reason is.

According to the intellectualist view, reason conduced to survival and reproduc-
tion by enabling us to get true beliefs and make better decisions. Perhaps, for exam-
ple, an intellectualist might think our ancestors used reason to figure out answers to 
various questions: Which foods are poisonous or safe to eat? How can we find food 
or water? How can we treat and prevent illnesses? How can we safely raise chil-
dren? The intellectualist might think that if reason helped us answer these questions 
correctly and act appropriately, we would be more likely to survive and reproduce 
than if we didn’t answer them correctly—that is, than if we did not know which 
foods are poisonous to eat, how to find food or water, and so on.

Many psychologists and philosophers seem to think some kind of good reason-
ing conduced to survival and reproduction in this way. For instance, in agreeing 
with Daniel Dennett, Jerry Fodor (1981) states, “Darwinian selection guarantees 
that organisms either know the elements of logic or become posthumous” (p. 121).
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6.2  Mercier and Sperber’s Interactionist Approach

Mercier and Sperber have an influential discussion of the intellectualist view and 
their proposed replacement for it. In describing their views, I will quote copiously 
from their work, in part to minimize the possibility of false interpretations which 
inform my critique later.

They say that most philosophers and psychologists they have talked to endorse 
the standard “intellectualist” view of reason. But they think that it’s the wrong view; 
it is “little more than hand waving” that “seems to point in a wrong direction” 
(Mercier & Sperber, 2017, p. 3).

They think this because the intellectualist view says reason serves a function 
that, in fact, it often systematically serves poorly: if the function of reason is to get 
true beliefs or make good decisions, why do pervasive “flaws” of reason like confir-
mation bias so severely compromise our truth-seeking and decision-making?

Their answer is that simply that the function of reason must be something else: 
“A biological mechanism described as an ill-adapted adaptation is more likely to be 
a misdescribed mechanism. Reason as standardly described is such a case” (Mercier 
& Sperber, 2017, p. 4).

Instead, they think reason must have a different function—or rather, two differ-
ent functions.

The first function concerns justification; it concerns how we justify our beliefs 
and actions to others, and how we evaluate the justifications from others. This func-
tion, they claim, was selected by evolution because it solved an evolutionary prob-
lem of cooperation between our ancestors. More specifically, cooperation is essential 
to our species, but to cooperate, we need to determine who is reliable. When deter-
mining who is reliable, our direct observations of others is “limited to one’s obser-
vations and is typically open to a variety of interpretations” (Mercier & Sperber, 
2019, p. 72). For that reason, to determine reliability, we instead rely on the testi-
mony of others, and this determines a person’s reputation. A good reputation is then 
necessary for social success and biological fitness. Consequently, we have strong 
incentives to “protect and improve our reputation by explaining and justifying our-
selves” (Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 72). We also have a strong incentive to “evalu-
ate and possibly challenge these self-justifications” when they come from others 
(Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 72). For that reason, they say “[p]roducing justifica-
tions and evaluating them is, we claim, one of the two functions of reason” (Mercier 
& Sperber, 2019, p. 72).

The second function concerns argumentation; it concerns how we present argu-
ments about what others should think or do, and how we evaluate the arguments 
from others. For Mercier and Sperber, argumentation is something that can occur 
successfully regardless of whether there is trust between the arguing parties. This 
helps us humans to engage in “much finer grained discrimination between valuable, 
and inaccurate and harmful messages,” thereby enabling us to receive useful infor-
mation and change our minds even when our “trust in the source would not have 
been strong enough for us to do so” (Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 72). 
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They call this the “interactionist” account—presumably because their posited func-
tions have to more do with social interactions rather than with solitary intellect. How, 
then, do they support their account? They describe their general methodology for sup-
porting their account, an account that is essentially the “adaptive hypothesis” that 
reason is an adaptation to produce and exchange justifications and arguments:

There is much misunderstanding about the way to test adaptive hypotheses…What matters 
is the existence of a match between the function of an organ, or a cognitive mechanism, and 
its structure and effects. Do the features of the eye serve its function well? By and large, yes. 
Do eyes achieve their function well? By and large, yes.

We can use the same logic to guide our examination of the data on human reason. Do the 
features of human reason serve best the functions posited by the intellectualist or the inter-
actionist approach? … Does reason help him discard misguided beliefs and reach sounder 
conclusions? (Mercier & Sperber, 2017, p. 205)

Elsewhere, they reiterate their criticism of the intellectualist approach: “A genuine 
adaptation is adaptive; a genuine function functions” (Mercier & Sperber, 2017, 
p. 331).

Put simply, then, their approach utilizes the key premise that functions function 
well—or at least well enough to some degree which will be a subject of my critique 
later. More specifically, if a putative function does not serve its function well, then 
this would be evidence that this putative function is not the right function. So, if 
reason had the function of seeking truth and making good decisions, then it would 
serve this function well. But confirmation bias and other supposed “flaws” in reason 
would undermine this function, thereby casting doubt on whether this really is the 
function of reason.

But in contrast, they think there is good evidence for their account since their 
functions function well, at least in comparison. In particular, if their account is cor-
rect and reason had primarily social functions, then reason would have different 
features when it serves different roles—when it serves the role of producing reasons 
for oneself versus when it serves the role of evaluating reasons produced by others.

Regarding the first role: they claim that if their account of reason is correct, then 
the production of reasons would be biased and lazy. It would be biased in the sense 
that people would produce reasons mostly for their own side. They also claim rea-
son would be lazy in the sense that people would not be very demanding of their 
own reasons: they may produce poor reasons for their actions or views without 
subjecting them to much scrutiny, for example.

They claim this role can explain several features of reason.
First, they claim their account explains “an otherwise puzzling feature of rea-

son,” namely, myside or confirmation bias. They claim this bias would be expected 
because it preserves reputation and better convinces others: “We’re not going to 
appear more rational by providing reasons why what we did was stupid; we’re not 
going to convince someone by giving them arguments for their point of view or 
against ours” (Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 73).

Second, it explains why “a solitary reasoner generally fails to correct their own 
mistaken intuitions: as reasons pile up to support these intuitions, the reasoner even 
risks becoming more confident or more polarized” (Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 74).
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Third, it explains why “[w]hen a solitary reasoner doesn’t have a strong intuition 
to begin with, reason pushes them towards the decision that is most easily justi-
fied—whether it is an otherwise good decision or not” (Mercier & Sperber, 
2019, p. 74).

Of course, one might object that if reason served the social function of justifying 
oneself and arguing for one’s own perspectives, then we would expect reason to 
“produce very strong reasons, to better defend ourselves and convince others” 
(Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 73).

But they anticipate this objection. They claim that the reason we do not find 
strong reasons to justify ourselves and convince others is that this is a “cognitively 
burdensome task,” and obtaining strong reasons is better achieved by getting feed-
back from others. That way, we might lazily produce reasons that are “pretty banal” 
at first, although we can “adapt” from feedback and counter-arguments from others 
(Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 74).

They then argue that if their account is correct, reason would have different fea-
tures when it serves the other role—the role of evaluating reasons produced by oth-
ers. In particular, they expect reason to be unbiased and demanding in evaluating 
others’ opinions rather than biased and lazy. Because it is unbiased, it accepts good 
reasons from others, even when those reasons “challenge our prior beliefs and come 
from sources we do not completely trust” (Mercier & Sperber, 2019, p. 74). Because 
it is demanding, it will reject weak reasons from others so as to not make us unjus-
tifiably convinced.

They claim that this explains other kinds of evidence.
First, it explains why “the exchange of reasons allows good ideas to spread, and 

performance to increase, has been observed with a wide variety of contexts, from 
logical problems to forecasting or medical decisions” (Mercier & Sperber, 
2019, p. 74).

Second, it explains why, when it comes to morality, “good reasons can change 
people’s minds, even on moral and emotional matters” (Mercier & Sperber, 
2019, p. 75).

Third, it explains the history of science which shows that scientists are those who 
are “in constant exchange (or at least revisiting past exchanges and anticipating new 
ones), who push each other to develop better arguments, and whose theories can 
rapidly take over a field, as soon as they are supported well enough” (Mercier & 
Sperber, 2019, p. 75).

Ultimately, then, they think the case for their account is demonstrably superior 
while the intellectualist approach flounders terribly.

As they say:

Actually, the usual defenses of the intellectualist approach to reason are themselves good 
examples of biased and lazy reasoning. It is an undisputed fact that individual reasoning is 
rarely if ever objective and impartial as it should be if the intellectualist approach were 
right. In discussing what to do with this mismatch between theory and evidence, the 
 possibility that the approach itself might be mistaken is rarely considered. Failures of rea-
soning are lazily explained by various interfering factors and by weaknesses of reason 
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itself. Again, this doesn’t make much evolutionary sense. A genuine adaptation is adaptive; 
a genuine function functions. (Mercier & Sperber, 2017, p. 330–1)

6.3  Critical Evaluation of Mercier and Sperber’s Arguments

That is a summary of Mercier and Sperber’s account, as well as the arguments they 
present for it. What, then, should we think of their account and their arguments?

Ultimately, I think their interactionist theory makes a valuable contribution to the 
literature. It is a possibly true account of the functions of reason, and indeed social 
forces may very well play an important part in evolutionary explanations of how 
reason came about. For that reason, I think their account, and its emphasis on social 
functions in particular, is an important viewpoint to consider.

That said, I am still open to both the intellectualist and interactionist approaches: 
I countenance both as live options but side firmly with neither.

But while I think Mercier and Sperber’s theory may or may not be true, there are 
several issues in the arguments that they give for it.

The first is that their account is not obviously compatible with evolutionary the-
ory, since evolutionary theory permits functional sub-optimality, but it is not obvi-
ous that their account does. According to evolutionary theory, biological organisms 
have functions which they sometimes carry out poorly—or at least not perfectly. A 
butterfly’s wing pattern may have the function of disguising it from predators, yet it 
may successfully disguise it from some predators (such as particular birds), even if 
it fails to disguise it from others (such as particular lizards). Human teeth may have 
the function of enabling humans to chew food, even if some teeth (such as wisdom 
teeth) fail to help humans chew food and even if teeth cannot chew great quantities 
of every food (like sugary foods). Eyesight may have the function of helping humans 
see their environment, even if it fails to help them see their environment when it is 
too dark or too misty.

Time after time, organisms have functions that are imperfect, which work in 
some circumstances and may fail horribly in others.

As Buss (2015) notes, functions are not necessarily optimal:

The concept of adaptation, the notion that mechanisms have evolved functions, has led to 
many outstanding discoveries over the past century…. This does not mean, however, that 
the current collection of adaptive mechanisms that make up humans is in any way “opti-
mally designed.” An engineer might cringe at some of the ways that our mechanisms are 
structured, which sometimes appear to be assembled with a piece here and a bit there. In 
fact, many factors cause the existing design of our adaptations to be far from optimal. (p. 17)

And as Gould (1997) states “even the strictest operation of pure Darwinism 
builds organisms full of nonadaptive parts and behaviors… All organisms evolve as 
complex and interconnected wholes, not as loose alliances of separate parts, each 
independently optimized by natural selection” (p. 52).

In determining whether something has a function, it is not so important whether 
it is optimal but rather whether it is good enough to have been selected for—good 
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enough to have conferred some evolutionary advantage. Indeed, human eyesight is 
not optimal for seeing in general, but it is good enough to provide a strong evolu-
tionary advantage compared to if we did not have it.

The question is, then, why cannot an intellectualist accommodate Mercier and 
Sperber’s flaws by simply saying that reason—like many functions—is simply sub- 
optimal? Why couldn’t reason be like a butterfly whose wings are good enough to 
disguise it from some predators, even if they are not good enough to disguise them 
perfectly from all predators? Why cannot reason simply be good enough at seeking 
the truth and making good decisions—good enough at conferring an evolutionary 
advantage—even if it sometimes succumbs to confirmation bias and other sup- 
optimal flaws?

It should be obvious that reason succeeds in finding the truth and making good 
decisions in many contexts, but it is also obvious that Mercier and Sperber take 
reason’s failure in other contexts as evidence against its purported function of truth- 
seeking and decision-making.

What is not obvious, however, is how they can reconcile their attitude toward 
these failures and assert “a genuine function functions” with the fact that evolution-
ary theory entails that many functions actually function sub-optimally, if not poorly, 
in many contexts.

Perhaps Mercier and Sperber might respond that these other “sub-optimal” func-
tions have been misdescribed because their description needs to be more sensitive 
to the contexts. Eyesight, they might claim, does not serve the function of seeing 
one’s environment; instead, it serves the function of seeing one’s environment in 
contexts where there is sufficient light, it is not misty, and so forth. Likewise, a but-
terfly’s wing pattern does not serve the function of disguising it from prey; instead, 
it serves the function of disguising from prey in contexts where the prey are birds 
(and not lizards). These biological features serve the former functions poorly, but 
they serve the latter functions well, because they are suited to those contexts. 
Perhaps, Mercier and Sperber’s work has the resources to furnish such a response, 
since, in defending their own posited functions, they say “[b]iological devices also 
have normal conditions: the conditions to which they are adapted” (Mercier & 
Sperber, 2017, p.  247). They might claim that reason serves its function poorly, 
while these other apparently sub-optimal features (butterfly patterns, wisdom teeth 
and eyesight) actually do serve their function well in the right contexts—or in the 
normal conditions.

But the intellectualist response should be obvious: they could claim reason also 
serves its function well, but in the right contexts. In particular, they may say that 
reason serves the function of seeking the truth and making good decisions when 
there is no conflicting motivational bias, or when it is not an unnatural laboratory 
problem, and so on and so forth.

Whatever the case, it is unclear how Mercier and Sperber can accommodate the 
undeniable fact of functional sub-optimality without giving intellectualists an 
escape route from their criticisms.

This issue focuses on the mere possibility of sub-optimality in general: it argues 
that regardless of what we think about reason, or its optimality, or its function—it is 
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not clear how Mercier and Sperber can accommodate the possibility of sup- 
optimality in general with their “genuine function functions” criticism.

But beyond that, we might have a second worry: we might think that even if the 
intellectualist account is true, we would expect failures of the sort that Mercier and 
Sperber focus on. After all, if eyesight, butterfly wings, teeth, and many other things 
have functions that fail, and sometimes horribly, then couldn’t we also expect rea-
son to fail—sometimes horribly—at seeking the truth and making good decisions, 
as with confirmation bias and the like?

This, I would think, is the standard position of cognitive psychologists in the 
heuristics and biases research program, perhaps including many intellectualists. As 
Gilovich and Griffin (2002) point out, the heuristics and biases account of thinking 
“recognizes the constraints imposed by an organism’s evolutionary history, con-
straints that yield noteworthy imperfections in function” (p. 10).

It is unclear, then, how it is charitable to claim that “the usual defenses of the 
intellectualist approach to reason are themselves good examples of biased and lazy 
reasoning” and that it is “an undisputed fact that individual reasoning is rarely if 
ever objective and impartial as it should be if the intellectualist approach were right” 
(Mercier and Sperber, 2017, p. 330–1).

A third worry is that it is not clear that Mercier and Sperber’s arguments are 
coherent since it is not clear that their functions function sufficiently well—even by 
their own lights. In particular, they claim that if their account is correct and reason 
evolved to, among other things, evaluate the arguments and justifications of others, 
then “[w]e should be able to recognize good reasons, even if they challenge our 
prior beliefs and come from sources we do not completely trust” (Mercier & 
Sperber, 2019, p. 74). Again, elsewhere, they claim that the “interactionist approach 
to reason predicts that people should be good at evaluating others’ reasons, rejecting 
weak ones and changing their mind when the reasons are good enough” (Mercier & 
Sperber, 2017, p. 273). And again, they claim people “have to be able to reject weak 
arguments while accepting strong enough ones, even if that means completely 
changing their minds” (Mercier & Sperber, 2017, p. 264).

But they give their own examples to show people often do not recognize good 
reasons, especially in cases where they challenge their prior beliefs. In their book, 
they discuss how the exchange of reasons can fail when used polemically rather 
than cooperatively, and so they discuss the example of Linus Pauling who, they 
claim, believed vitamin C could effectively treat cancer and failed to change his 
views. This was the case even when others at the prestigious Mayo Clinic conducted 
a “large-scale, tightly controlled trial” (p.  206) which showed vitamin C had no 
effect and which should have changed his mind. In this case, it is unclear how a 
“genuine function functions” (p. 331) to make us “able to recognize good reasons, 
even if they challenge our prior beliefs” when, as they say, “Pauling did not reason 
objectively” (p. 208) after he actually was presented with good reasons to challenge 
his prior beliefs.

Furthermore, Pauling’s failure was not the only one they discuss; another exam-
ple is Alphonse Bertillon, a French policeman who concluded that a man named 
Albert Dreyfus was a spy for the Germans. According to Mercier and Sperber 
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(2017), Bertillon failed to revoke his conclusion when presented with strong evi-
dence which “should have immediately changed his mind” (p. 242).

What’s more, they claim that Pauling and Bertillon are not exceptions or rare 
cases. Rather they refer to “The Bertillon in All of Us” (p. 241), and they make it 
clear Pauling is no unique case either:

Pauling may have erred further than most respected scientists in his unorthodox beliefs, but 
his way of reasoning is hardly exceptional—as anyone who knows scientists can testify, 
they are not paragons of objectivity. (p. 207)

Ultimately, then, it is not clear how they can coherently claim that a genuine func-
tion functions and that reason serves a function of evaluating other’s arguments, a 
function which, by their own lights, it often serves so poorly.

And even if they find a way to reconcile their supposed functions with such func-
tional failures, it is not clear that the intellectualist could not also reconcile their 
views in a similar way.

But there is another worry about the coherence of their account: they claim that 
reason is biased and lazy while simultaneously serving to build reputation. Mercier 
and Sperber (2017) claim that, in reason’s justificatory use, its “function is to man-
age your reputation” (p. 123) so that you will be seen as a reliable partner in coop-
eration. Yet, they also claim reason is biased and lazy in the sense that “people 
mostly produce reasons for their side” and “are not very exigent toward their own 
reasons” (p. 235). As a result, reason often leads us into error instead of producing 
balanced and strong reasons.

But who would you rather cooperate with: someone who you know produces 
biased and weak reasons which they are not very “exigent” toward, or someone who 
is fairer and produces genuinely stronger reasons for the opinions they hold? The 
answer, I think, would be obvious: after all, if Pauling and Bertillon were as biased 
and lazy as Mercier and Sperber would claim they are, would this improve their 
reputation and make them look like better partners in cooperation? Of course, other 
aspects of their career (such as their correct discoveries) may have enhanced their 
reputation, but I also think that any apparent bias and laziness on their part would 
have, if anything, done quite the opposite and somewhat undermined their reputation.

In fact, I suspect many of us know people who have a reputation for producing 
biased and weak reasons for their views, and I suspect this very fact makes us see 
them as less than ideal partners to cooperate with, at least in the circumstances 
where their reasons are so biased and weak.

But if this is the case, and if “a genuine function functions,” then it is not clear 
how Mercier and Sperber can coherently claim that reason boosts our reputation on 
the one hand while it lazily produces biased and weak reasons for our beliefs and 
actions on the other.

Of course, they claim that, in dialogue, being lazy is a more cognitively efficient 
way of correcting or improving our beliefs, since we can refine them after receiving 
feedback from others. However, it is not clear this solves the problem, because 
again, think about who you would rather cooperate with: someone whose initial 
opinions are weak and biased or someone who is fairer and has genuinely stronger 
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reasons for their initial opinions. Would you rather cooperate with someone who 
you give positive feedback to, because their initial reasons are so strong and fair, or 
someone who you give negative feedback to, because their initial reasons are so 
weak, biased, and lazy?

What’s more, if Mercier and Sperber are correct in claiming that we should be 
good at evaluating others’ arguments and justifications, then this feedback process 
involving weak, lazy, and biased reasons might serve to undermine reputations, 
since we would be good at detecting just how lazy and biased other people are. So 
while people may sometimes show bias to preserve reputation, it is not clear this a 
function of reason that succeeds in the ways that Mercier and Sperber think.

There is also another worry about the coherence of their argument: this time a 
tension between the functions of belief on the one hand and of reason on the other. 
As they make very clear, they think that the intellectualist approach is wrong: rea-
son’s function is not to seek truth or make good decisions. Oddly, however, beliefs 
are different: beliefs do function in a way that requires truth. In arguing that humans 
are not wishful thinkers, they state the following:

Our beliefs are supposed to inform us about the world in order to guide our actions. When 
the world is not how we would want it to be, we had better be aware of the discrepancy so 
as to be able to do something about it. Thinking that things are the way one wishes they 
were just because one so wishes goes against the main function of belief. (Mercier & 
Sperber, 2017, p. 245)

So they say beliefs have the function of informing us about the world. But pre-
sumably beliefs can do this only if beliefs are true, since false beliefs about the 
world typically cannot inform us about how the world is or guide our actions. Yet, if 
that is the case, and if beliefs have the function of informing us about the world, then 
they must also have the function of being true beliefs about the world—at least in a 
large proportion of cases.

But this creates a puzzle: how can beliefs have the function of informing us about 
the world—or the function of being true—when arguably one of the main things 
that produces beliefs—namely reason—serves a very different function? If beliefs 
serve the function of being true, then one of the main things that produces those 
beliefs should serve the function of producing true beliefs too. Otherwise, either the 
beliefs are not fulfilling their function (since reason produces false beliefs), or rea-
son is fulfilling the function of seeking the truth (since reason produces true beliefs). 
There would be no tension if reason served the function of producing true beliefs, 
but this is the very intellectualist position which Mercier and Sperber so vehemently 
deny. Again, it is not obvious how to reconcile their views.

6.4  Tangential Interlude: The Harm of Confirmation Bias

So I have critically discussed Mercier and Sperber’s account by raising some 
worries.

Beyond that, though, I have another tangential worry about their arguments: if 
people accept their arguments, it could make society a worse place. People might 
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interpret their arguments (rightly or wrongly) as a kind of vindication of what are usu-
ally seen as “epistemic vices”: confirmation bias (which they call “myside bias”), lazy 
reasoning and arguing to preserve one’s reputation instead of seeking the truth. As 
they say, for instance, “when defending a point of view, the myside bias is a good 
thing. It is a feature, not a bug” (Mercier & Sperber, 2017, p. 219). If that is the case, 
then people who accept their arguments may be more likely to behave in these tradi-
tionally epistemically vicious ways—all with a feeling of normalcy and entitlement.

The problem with this is that these biases can lead to bad outcomes. I suspect 
many of us know people who stubbornly defend their opinions from counter- 
arguments, thereby creating conflict and sustaining beliefs which deter them and 
others from the truth. Furthermore, confirmation bias might have even more drastic, 
sometimes deadly consequences. As Lilienfeld et al. (2009) state:

Arguably, the bias most pivotal to ideological extremism and inter- and intragroup conflict 
is confirmation bias, the tendency to seek out evidence consistent with one’s views, and to 
ignore, dismiss, or selectively reinterpret evidence that contradicts them

... Like most large-scale cult movements…, virtually all violent regimes fan the flames of 
extreme confirmation bias in their citizens, especially their youth, by presenting them with 
only one point of view and assiduously insulating them from all others. Under Hitler, the 
Nazi government effectively hijacked the educational system by mandating a uniform cur-
riculum emphasizing Aryan superiority, Jewish depravity, and the necessity of racial purity 
and by subjecting teachers to a month of systematic training in Nazi principles…. 
Educational materials that “contradict[ed] German feelings” (Noakes & Pridham, 1983, 
p. 437) were expunged, and teachers who deviated from the party line were fired. In con-
temporary Saudi Arabia, which spawned 15 of the 19 September 11, 2001, hijackers, cur-
ricula must adhere strictly to Wahhabi Islamist principles, and textbooks are screened 
carefully by the government for conformity to these principles. A number of widely used 
Saudi elementary school textbooks exhort their readers to spread Islam across the world 
through jihad, describe all non-Islamic religions as false, and inform students that Allah 
turned Jews and Christians into apes and pigs …. (p. 391)

Confirmation bias and Mercier and Hugo’s other “features” of reason may then 
have bad consequences, both by deterring people from the truth and by creating 
conflict or other negative societal outcomes.

To be fair to Hugo and Mercier, though, the confirmation bias discussed by 
Lilienfeld et al. (2009) might not be the kind of confirmation bias that they endorse 
as a “feature”. They might say confirmation bias is good only when it leads to the 
initial formation and presentation of reasons, but after these reasons have been pre-
sented in debates, this confirmation bias disappears, and people become naturally 
good at evaluating the arguments of others, even when these arguments challenge 
their own views. If Mercier and Sperber do think this, it would be good if they clari-
fied this in their written work.

That said, even if they do not think this, others might incorrectly interpret their 
arguments as supporting the more full-fledged kind of confirmation bias, the type 
that persists after the initial formulation of reasons—as was supposedly present for 
the Pauling and Bertillon cases I discussed earlier.

In any case, there are other scholars who claim confirmation bias is sometimes a 
good thing under the right conditions. In particular, Gabriel and O’connor (2022) 
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ran simulations of people interacting and updating their beliefs on new evidence. 
They found that groups with moderate levels of confirmation bias did better than 
particular other models without confirmation bias: in particular, these groups tended 
to reach “accurate consensus more often” (p. 10). However, they explicitly mention 
that the reason for this is different than the mechanism posited by Mercier and 
Sperber. According to Mercier and Sperber (2017), confirmation bias can be useful 
in a group setting because it leads to an “efficient way of dividing cognitive labor, 
with each individual finding arguments for her side and evaluating arguments for 
the other side” (p. 228). But while Gabriel and O’connor’s (2022) results do not 
undermine this mechanism, it is not what their results support either; instead, mod-
erate confirmation bias was beneficial because “confirmation bias leads to contin-
ued exploration and data gathering about multiple theories or actions” (p. 12). More 
specifically, they say “[d]ogmatic individuals force the group to more extensively 
test their options, and thus avoid pre-emptively settling on a poor one” (p. 2).

However, there are four problems with using this study to claim confirmation 
bias is a good thing simpliciter.

First, Gabriel and O’connor’s (2022) study used a very specific definition of 
“moderate confirmation bias”. In particular, in moderate confirmation basis, there is 
always a positive non-zero chance that an individual will accept some evidence that 
conflicts with their beliefs. However, whether they accept the evidence depends on 
two things. The first is how much they would have expected the evidence given their 
beliefs prior to encountering that evidence (sometimes called the prior probability 
of the evidence). The second is some tolerance factor t: a tolerance factor of 0 
implies no confirmation bias, while higher values make one more likely to reject the 
evidence and not update their beliefs on it. For example, suppose someone thinks 
that a vaccine causes autism and that their tolerance factor t is such that t = 2. Now 
suppose their beliefs lead them to think it would be unlikely—with a probability of 
5%—that a particular study of 1,000 children would fail to find higher rates of 
autism among those who took the vaccine. They then learn the results of the trial: it 
was not the case that there were higher rates of autism among those who took the 
vaccine. In this case, their probability of accepting that evidence is 0.052 = 0.0025, 
so they are extremely likely to reject it and conclude it was, say, a poor and mislead-
ing study with no implications. In such a case, Gabriel and O’connor found such 
confirmation bias always helps the group reach accurate consensus in the long 
run (a long run which, as we will see, may be far too long a run). (They also found 
a similar result with a similar but more technical operationalization of confirmation 
bias.) Consequently, at best, their results suggest that this technical kind of confir-
mation bias benefits a group under specific conditions.

But this does not mean any kind of confirmation bias benefits a group, and that 
leads to the second problem: they found that “strong” levels of confirmation harmed 
the group. Again, strong confirmation bias is defined in a technical way: it occurs 
when the evidence is always rejected if it falls below a threshold of probability 
given one’s belief. In this case, there is no tolerance factor t; instead, there is a 
parameter h such that all evidence that has a prior probability below h will be 
rejected. For example, suppose we take the vaccine example and set h = 0.1. With 
the moderate confirmation bias example, there was some probability of the vaccine 
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skeptic accepting the evidence; it was just very, very low at 0.25%. But in the strong 
confirmation bias example, the vaccine sceptic would never accept the evidence, 
since the probability of the evidence given their prior beliefs was 5%, well below 
the h threshold of 10%. In such cases, polarization increases, the group is much less 
likely to reach consensus (whether it is accurate or not), and the bias leads “fewer 
individual actors, on average, to hold correct beliefs” (p. 16). So, strong confirma-
tion bias can harm both a group and the individuals within it.

That said, they found even the moderate confirmation bias had its drawbacks, 
which leads me to the third problem. In particular, they found that “moderate con-
firmation bias always slows consensus formation, sometimes dramatically” (p. 17). 
The risk, then, is that moderate confirmation bias may be harmful when groups have 
sufficiently limited time to debate ideas and seek new evidence. And clearly, these 
limitations are often present; I suspect many of us know of cases where two or more 
parties disagreed, and they might have been able to reach consensus if they had 
enough time, patience and diligence, but, say, one or more of the parties just got too 
tired of arguing and gave up. Gabriel and O’connor’s models would seem to imply 
that confirmation bias always prolongs debate and conflict. But, in real life, perhaps, 
it would be prolonged to a point where the parties give up and fail to resolve their 
disagreement before reaching any accurate consensus.

Given the infirmities of either kind of confirmation bias, then, is there an alterna-
tive that may speed consensus formation while preserving the benefits of moderate 
confirmation bias? I surmise that there is: fair open-mindedness—that is, when 
people accept the counterevidence to their opinions in a fair way but continue to 
open-mindedly explore the potential merits of hypotheses, even improbable ones, 
which the group would otherwise reject and fail to explore. After all, Gabriel and 
O’connor (2022) found moderate confirmation bias exerted its positive influence 
because it promoted “continued exploration and data gathering about multiple theo-
ries or actions” (p. 12). But surely, this same mechanism could result from open- 
mindedness, maybe even by definition. Yet, if that is the case, then the benefits of 
confirmation bias can be preserved without the negatives.

That, then, is the fourth problem with claiming there is evidence for the benefit of 
confirmation bias: ultimately, fair-minded open-mindedness may minimize conflict 
and lead to faster consensus, all while preserving the benefits of confirmation bias 
which arose through further data gathering and exploration of the possibilities.

Ultimately, then, I think there is currently no good reason to promote confirma-
tion bias, or laziness, or any of the other traditional epistemic vices.

Instead, I think there are good reasons to avoid them: they can promote conflict 
and falsity, at least compared to fair open-mindedness, and they may even be respon-
sible for societal problems such as prejudice, political polarization, and vaccine 
skepticism.  And in chapter 7, we will see evidence that judgmental accuracy is 
increased by active open-mindedness, the opposite of confirmation bias (at least on 
some interpretations of it).

Of course, however, any potential societal harms of Mercier and Sperber’s argu-
ments are not necessarily reasons to reject those arguments, but at the very least, 
they should caution us about accepting them uncritically, and I have presented other 
independent reasons to worry about the strength of those arguments.
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6.5  Summary

So we have considered two prominent evolutionary explanations of the infirmities 
of human thinking, particularly the inaccuracy and biases of our judgment.

Both explanations postulate that reason has specific functions—that is, that rea-
son played various roles that were favored by natural selection because they con-
duced to the survival and reproduction of our ancestors.

According to the intellectualist explanation, reason has the function of seeking 
truth and making better decisions. This conduced to survival and reproduction by, 
say, helping our ancestors to determine which foods were safe to consume, how to 
locate water, how to treat and prevent illnesses, and so on. According to intellectual-
ist view, reason is not perfect at making accurate judgments and good decisions, but 
it was good enough to confer an evolutionary advantage on our ancestors.

Mercier and Sperber think the intellectualist approach fails because it struggles 
to explain confirmation bias and other supposed flaws of human judgment and 
decision- making. After all, they claim that a “genuine function functions,” and if 
reason appears to not function well enough, it is likely that its function has simply 
been misdescribed.

Instead, their interactionist explanation posits that reason serves the function of 
producing and exchanging arguments and justifications. For them, producing justi-
fications helps us to explain our thoughts and behaviors to others in ways that pre-
serve our reputation and make others see us as fit partners for cooperation. And they 
think arguments help us to persuade others about what to think or do. Reason is also 
competent, they claim, at evaluating justifications and arguments so we can discern 
who to cooperate with and which arguments to accept, even if the arguments come 
from sources we would not otherwise trust.

They cite various items of evidence in support of their account.
In particular, they claim that if the interactionist account is true, then we would 

expect reason to be biased and lazy when producing reasons. It would be biased 
toward producing reasons in our own favor because we will not enhance our reputa-
tion by producing reasons which undermine ourselves and our reputation. It would 
be lazy because this is a less cognitively burdensome behavior than producing 
strong arguments, especially when it is more efficient to have our views refined 
through dialogue and feedback from others. This expectation, they think, can 
explain why humans engage in myside or confirmation bias, why they fail to correct 
their own intuitions when alone and why reason pushes people toward the most eas-
ily justified decision when they initially lack strong intuitions.

They also claim that if their account is correct, then reason would be unbiased 
and demanding when evaluating reasons from others. This is so that reason can 
detect who to cooperate with and which arguments are reliable. They think this 
explains various facts, such as why good ideas spread, why performance increases 
when humans exchange ideas in teams, why good reasons can change people’s 
minds on even emotional or moral topics and why scientific progress is made by 
scientists exchanging ideas.
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However, while the interactionist perspective may or may not be true, there are 
various issues with Mercier and Sperber’s arguments. First, it is not clear that their 
account is consistent with evolution: evolutionary theory permits that functions 
function imperfectly, like eyesight and (wisdom) teeth, but it is not clear that their 
interactionist account does. Second, given the prevalence of imperfectly functioning 
functions, we might even expect reason’s functions to function imperfectly even if 
the intellectualist account is true, and if that is the case, the intellectualist may be 
able to somewhat explain their supposed flaws of reason, like confirmation bias. 
Third, it is not clear that Mercier and Sperber’s arguments are coherent, since they 
give examples where the putative function of reason functions poorly: namely, indi-
viduals who, by their own lights, appear incapable of accepting good arguments 
from others—individuals like Pauling, Bertillon, scientists in general, and possibly 
even “All of Us”. Fourth, another point of potential incoherence is that it is not clear 
how reason could serve the role of building reputation if, at the same time, it is lazy 
and biased in ways that would be detected by other competent evaluators and in 
ways that may consequently undermine one’s reputation. Fifth, they effec-
tively  claim  that beliefs serve the function of being true, but it is not clear how 
beliefs could serve this function: either reason does not serve the function of pro-
ducing true beliefs (which would then undermine their claimed function of beliefs) 
or instead reason does serve the function of producing true belief (which would 
contradict their arguments). Finally, I mentioned that there are reasons to worry that 
Mercier and Sperber’s account may result in societal harm if accepted, since people 
might (rightly or wrongly) see their account as a vindication of biases that poten-
tially polarize people and incline them to violence, prejudice, and other negative 
social phenomena.

In any case, ultimately our mental faculties are like our physical faculties; just as 
we  might  have imperfect eyesight,  wisdom teeth or other physical faculties, so 
too might we have sub-optimal human judgment. Evolution did not make us per-
fect in this respect. But just as we can improve our sub-optimal physical faculties—
like our eyesight with glasses, or our physical health with medical science—so too 
can we improve our sub-optimal human judgment, and science can tell us how to do 
that. That, then, is the topic of the rest of this book. 
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Chapter 7
What Correlates with Accuracy: 
The Empirical Epistemology of Optimal 
Cognition

So, as we have seen, psychologists and others have studied how humans think for 
decades. And they have often unearthed some disturbing findings. The previous 
chapters are a testimony to this: while we often have accurate judgments as humans, 
we also often falsely diagnose people in ways that kill them, we sentence innocent 
people to death, and we have inaccurate judgments about many other topics—all 
without realizing it. However, as others have pointed out, research on judgment has 
focused primarily on typical performance—how humans ordinarily reason in vari-
ous circumstances (Mellers et al., 2015a, b). In contrast, less attention has been paid 
to optimal performance—how well humans could perform.

7.1  Empirical Epistemology

That changed in the past decade. In 2011, an intelligence organization of the United 
States launched a research program. That organization is the Intelligence Advanced 
Research Projects Activity, also known as IARPA.  The purpose of IARPA is to 
invest in “high-risk, high-payoff research programs to tackle some of the most dif-
ficult challenges of the agencies and disciplines in the Intelligence Community 
(IC)” (About IARPA, n.d.). The research programs are “high-risk” in the sense that 
they aim to tackle difficult problems where there is a high risk that any developed 
solutions may not be successful. The programs are also “high-payoff” in the sense 
that if any such solutions are successful, they promise to greatly benefit the intelli-
gence community.

The Aggregate Contingent Estimation (ACE) was one such program. It aimed to 
“dramatically enhance the accuracy, precision, and timeliness of intelligence fore-
casts for a broad range of event types” (Aggregative Contingent Estimation, n.d.). 
To do this, one research team in the program, the Good Judgment Project, crowd-
sourced thousands of predictions about future geopolitical events, such as the 
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outcomes of elections and international conflicts. They then tracked the accuracy of 
these predictions over time and found that a select group of people were exceed-
ingly accurate. These people became known as superforecasters, and they are the 
subject of Philip Tetlock’s best-selling book, Superforecasting: The Art and Science 
of Prediction.

Importantly, though, the program uncovered insights into what made some peo-
ple more accurate than others.

The wealth of insight from these and other studies can be regarded as an emerg-
ing kind of field: empirical epistemology. Philosophy and, in particular, epistemol-
ogy are often regarded as the fields of study that provide normative guidance about 
how we should think and reason (Broome, 2013; Chater & Oaksford, 2012). 
Empirical epistemology would then carry on this same aim of providing normative 
guidance. However, it differs from much of traditional epistemology in its method-
ology: it aims to provide its guidance, not solely on the basis of a priori argumenta-
tion, but also on the basis of empirical scientific studies in real-world contexts. Thus 
described, the ACE program may constitute the origins of empirical epistemology, 
although empirical epistemology arguably resembles earlier strands of work in 
judgment and decision-making, naturalized epistemology and even David Hume's 
empiricist approach. But even if we do not think the program is the origin of empiri-
cal epistemology, it is certainly an unprecedented source of insight for it. 

The studies in this field could also be regarded as a kind of normative cognitive 
science. Like cognitive science, such studies scientifically investigate how humans 
actually think using empirical methods. But unlike much of traditional cognitive 
science, there is an explicit emphasis on carrying out these studies for the purpose 
of improving thinking—specifically by informing norms about how we should think.

We can then regard the literature following the ACE program as being an exam-
ple of empirical epistemology and normative cognitive science: normative guidance 
is provided on the basis of scientific studies into what variables conduce to accu-
racy in real-world contexts. Since the program, such guidance has been integrated 
into training programs that have been administered to individuals in intelligence 
organizations and elsewhere.

7.2  The Domain Generality of Empirical Epistemology

However, empirical epistemology relies on an important presupposition: that there are 
domain general methods for improving our accuracy. By “domain general,” I mean 
methods of improving accuracy which are useful in many diverse domains—domains 
as diverse as politics, medicine, law, everyday topics, and perhaps even more technical 
fields like physics. The idea, then, is that some of the methods for improving judg-
mental accuracy in some domains also improve accuracy in others: for example, using 
statistics may improve judgmental accuracy in a domain like geopolitical forecasting, 
but it can also do the same in a different domain like medicine. Because of this presup-
position, this book treats particular insights about what improves accuracy in, say, 
geopolitical forecasting as potentially relevant to many other domains.
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But an important caveat though: this presupposition does not imply that every method 
applies to every field. For example, it does not imply that using statistics increases judg-
mental accuracy when it comes to proving, say, theorems about mathematics or deduc-
tive logic, since these are domains where statistics are often simply irrelevant.

Of course, it is difficult, if not impossible, to delineate the fields where particular 
methods are useful from the fields where they are not, but I am not sure this delinea-
tion is necessary either, at least for the purposes of this book. Here, I think it suffices 
for the reader to consider these methods and to make their own judgment calls about 
whether they could be potentially applicable to the domains they are concerned with.

So that clarifies what the presupposition of domain generality is—or what 
it means.

But why should we think this presupposition is true?
Admittedly, I know of no empirical studies which directly test this presupposi-

tion, so the evidence for it is limited in this respect.
Despite this, however, I think there are good arguments for the presupposition.
For a start, it already appears to be true to some extent in different domains. For 

example, both textbooks in medicine (Stern et  al., 2020) and training courses in 
geopolitical forecasting (Chang et al., 2017) instruct humans to avoid confirmation 
bias and to also seek evidence which disconfirms preferred hypotheses. What we 
have, then, is one method of improving accuracy—avoiding confirmation bias—
which has been recommended in domains as dissimilar as medicine and geopolitical 
forecasting. Likewise, other similar recommendations have appeared in both fields, 
including recommendations to use teams to form judgments (Mellers et al., 2015a, 
b; National Academies of Sciences, 2015), to use base rate statistics to inform prob-
ability estimates (Chang et al., 2017; Stern et al., 2020; Tetlock & Gardner, 2015) 
and to track the accuracy of judgments or provide feedback about such accuracy to 
those making the judgments (Jaspan et al., 2022; Mandel & Irwin, 2021; National 
Academies of Sciences, 2015; Zwaan & Hautz, 2019). Of course, not all of these 
scholarly recommendations are based on studies directly showing their improve-
ment of accuracy, but they are often based on some type of empirical investigation, 
such as an analysis of why judgments have gone wrong and how they could have 
been avoided (e.g., National Academies of Sciences, 2015).

Furthermore, it makes sense that these methods would conduce to accuracy in 
diverse domains when we consider the rationales for the methods—that is, when we 
consider why the methods are useful in those domains. For example, it is obvious 
that if one is antecedently biased toward a hypothesis and only seeks out evidence 
for it, then they are less likely to arrive at accurate judgments in cases where alterna-
tive hypotheses are true and where they fail to seek out the evidence for those alter-
natives. This is true regardless of whether the domain is medicine, politics, or many 
other empirical fields. A similar story can be told when we consider other methods, 
such as forming teams, using base rate statistics, and so forth.

Additionally, if the methods that improve judgmental accuracy in one domain 
also improve judgmental accuracy in others, then we would expect to see individu-
als who are accurate across many domains, simply because their truth-conducive 
methods in one domain would help them in another. To some extent, though, this is 
what we already see. Consider user 5265, the remarkably accurate individual 
described in Chap. 2 who had near perfect calibration. When we look at the 
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questions they made forecasts about, we can see they concern diverse domains. 
These include Russian elections (e.g., “Who will be inaugurated as President of 
Russia in 2012?”), Guatemalan elections (e.g., “Who will win the September 2011 
Guatemalan presidential election, or will a run-off be needed?”), military outcomes 
(e.g., “Will opposition forces in Syria seize control of the Syrian city of Aleppo by 
30 April 2013?”), economics (e.g., “Will the London Gold Market Fixing price of 
gold exceed $1850 on 30 September 2011?”), law (“What will the outcome of Bo 
Xilai’s trial be?”), religious topics (e.g., “Who will be the next Pope?”), epidemiol-
ogy (e.g., “Will there be a significant outbreak of H5N1 in China in 2012?”), and 
possibly even more remote areas like physics (e.g., “Before 1 April 2013, will sub-
stantial evidence emerge that Iran has enriched any uranium above 27% purity?”). 
Time after time, we see user 5265 producing calibrated judgments across a variety 
of domains and questions like these. This is what we would expect if things that 
improved accuracy in one domain could also improve them in others.

So, to summarize, there are three reasons to think there are domain general meth-
ods for improving judgmental accuracy. First, some evidence suggests some of the 
same methods are already useful in areas as diverse as politics and medicine. 
Second, the rationales for the methods (like avoiding confirmation bias) would 
themselves lead us to expect their applicability in diverse domains. Third, there are 
indications that individuals who are accurate in some domains are also accurate in a 
variety of others, exactly what we would expect if accuracy could be improved in 
ways that are domain general.

In any case, to some extent, a presupposition of domain generality is already 
present in cognitive science and epistemology. A large amount of cognitive science 
looks at how humans actually do think, what makes them worse, and how to get 
better, as is the case with the heuristics and biases research program. And a large 
amount of epistemology looks at how humans should think and how to think better, 
as is the case with the literature on so-called “Bayesian epistemology”. However, it 
makes sense to ask which domains these fields are about. I think it is fair to say that 
they are about thinking in general: they examine how we do and should think across 
a variety of diverse domains. And this also can be seen from the fields themselves. 
For example, ideas from Bayesian epistemology are applied in fields as diverse as 
astronomy and physics on the one hand (Dorling, 1979) and philosophy of religion 
on the other (Swinburne, 2004). Likewise, cognitive science’s heuristics and biases 
research program has yielded insights across a staggering variety of disciplines and 
contexts (Gilovich et al., 2002). It would be natural for these disciplines to accept, 
if they have not already, that various methods could improve accuracy across a vari-
ety of domains.

However, one might object to the presupposition and claim that judgmental accu-
racy can be compromised by a range of domain specific features. For example, 
recall Gross’s (2017) discussion of the false conviction rate in Chap. 3. There, he 
pointed out that a range of factors lead to false convictions in different kinds of 
criminal cases. Perjury is a leading contributor of false convictions in child sex 
abuse cases, misleading forensic evidence is a leading contributor in drug crimes, 
and mistaken eyewitness identifications are a leading contributor in crimes 
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involving rape or robbery. If so many different factors give rise to false judgments 
in different contexts, how can one claim that there are domain general methods for 
improving accuracy? (Of course, Gross does not make this objection, at least not so 
explicitly, but one could hypothetically make it on the basis of his studies and 
others.)

How, then, could one respond to this objection?
I think that the objection is right on the mark about one thing: in any given case, 

there are plausibly context specific factors that lead to inaccurate judgments. Gross 
(2017) illustrates this well in his discussion of how different factors contribute to 
false convictions for different crimes.

But this does not imply there can be no useful domain general methods.
To consider this, think about the analogy of physical health. Different diseases 

involve (or are caused by) different factors. For example, cancer occurs when a 
body’s cells grow uncontrollably, and diabetes occurs when a person’s blood sugar 
is too high. Both are very different diseases with different etiologies (at least at 
some level of description). But it is also common knowledge that a healthy diet and 
exercise can reduce the risk of various kinds of cancer and diabetes, despite their 
different etiologies.

Judgmental accuracy, I think, is similar. To some extent, inaccurate judgments 
can have different causes, at least at some level of description. For example, false 
robbery convictions may be caused by misleading eyewitness testimony, while false 
drug crime convictions may be caused by drug misclassification. To some extent, 
then, these inaccurate judgments have different causes. But despite this, both kinds 
of inaccurate judgments may be prevented with the same methods, such as active 
open-minded thinking, cognitive reflection, and statistical thinking. For example, if 
someone utilizes these methods, they may be more likely to not take the evidence at 
face value (such as eyewitness or drug classification testimony), to think of alterna-
tive explanations (such as misidentifications and misclassification), and to be less 
confident in otherwise false convictions. These generally useful methods could 
reduce the probability of inaccurate judgments which would otherwise be caused by 
different specific factors.

For that reason, while I think this objection has a grain of truth, I do not think it 
rules out the possibility of domain general methods for improving judgmental 
accuracy.

Instead, I think the three previously mentioned reasons can give us some confi-
dence that  there are such methods, and I hope to list what I think some of these 
methods are in this chapter and in the next. 

7.3  Insights from Empirical Epistemology

We will now examine insights that have emerged from empirical epistemology.
Note, however, that some of the literature is more focused on guidance for col-

lectives and crowdsourcing. For example, Atanasov et al. (2017) studied different 
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ways that collectives can produce predictions about the future: prediction markets 
and prediction polls. Prediction markets essentially involve individuals making 
financial bets on the outcome of future events. These bets then putatively represent 
the “wisdom of the crowd”—the collective estimate as to the probability of the 
event occurring. Predictions polls, in contrast, are not explicitly financial. Instead, 
they involve groups of participants providing direct probabilistic predictions about 
the probability of future events. Furthermore, the kind of prediction polling studied 
by Atanasov et al. (2017) also involved scoring participants’ predictions, as well as 
feedback for the participants as to how well they were doing. The results of their 
studies indicate that prediction polls outperform prediction markets, at least when 
the prediction polling places participants in teams and uses particular statistical 
aggregation methods to produce collective predictions.

That is an example of a study focused on collective cognition, but much of the 
literature contains guidance that is applicable for individuals too.

We will now explore this guidance in more detail.
Various studies over the past decade have explored what conduces to accuracy—

typically measured with so-called Brier scores (which we discussed and critiqued in 
Chap. 2). We could say that the literature has identified four categories of variables 
which correlate with accuracy:

 1. Situational variables that concern features of one’s situation.
 2. Motivational variables that concern one’s motivations.
 3. Cognitive variables that concern how one seeks out information and draws 

inferences from it.
 4. Metacognitive variables that concern how one assesses their own cognition.

It is important to realize that no one variable is necessarily highly correlated with 
accuracy. This is because accuracy may require not just one feature, but a set of 
features which contribute to one’s accuracy.

We can think about this with the analogy of basketball. Consider what makes a 
basketball player good. There are plausibly many variables which determine this: 
whether they can dribble well, get rebounds, shoot three-pointers, slam dunk, and 
think strategically, for instance. However, no one of these variables explains even a 
lot of what it takes to be a great basketball player. Instead, different players may 
have different constellations of qualities which conduce to success: Stephen Curry 
is terrible at slam dunks but is great at three-pointers, while Shaquille O’Neal was 
terrible at even free-throws but excellent at slam dunks. Some other players are 
great at three-pointers—better than Shaquille O’Neal—but not as remarkable when 
all things are considered.

In a similar way, there may be no one quality that suffices to find the truth, and 
instead, a constellation of qualities may be required. Consequently, no one variable 
would necessarily be strongly correlated with accuracy, but many of them could 
play an important role together.

In any case, let us examine what variables have correlated with forecasting 
accuracy.
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7.3.1  Situational Variables

Researchers from the Good Judgment Project discovered experimentally that a 
number of situational variables improve accuracy.

Training
One such variable is training. In particular, the Good Judgment studies found that 
forecasters were more accurate when they received specific training (Chang et al., 
2017; Mellers et  al., 2014, 2015a, b, 2019). Some of the training interventions 
became known as the “CHAMPS KNOW” guidelines. Each of the letters in 
“CHAMPS KNOW” refers to a specific component of the guidelines. For example, 
“C” stands for “Comparison Classes,” the directive to use statistics for reference 
classes when estimating probabilities. Most of these components will be discussed 
below individually.

Teaming
Another situational variable is teaming. The Good Judgment Project found that indi-
viduals who were placed in teams were more accurate than those who were not 
(Mellers et al., 2014). Teams afforded participants the opportunity to share knowl-
edge, to discuss rationales, and to motivate and engage each other. And teams com-
prised of the best individuals—superforecasters—significantly outperformed 
other teams.

Accountability
A third situational variable is accountability.

Chang et al. (2017) examined how accountability impacts forecasting accuracy.
To do this, they divided forecasters into four groups. One group—the control 

group—was not held accountable for their forecasts in any way. Another group had 
outcome accountability: that is, forecasters were told that they would be evaluated 
on the basis of the outcomes of their reasoning processes—namely, the scores of 
their forecasts about future events. Another group had process accountability: they 
were told they would be evaluated on the basis of the processes by which they 
arrived at their predictions, regardless of the outcome. Forecasters would be evalu-
ated on, say, whether they used reference classes when making their estimates or 
other aspects of the CHAMPS KNOW guidelines. A fourth group had hybrid 
accountability—that is, a combination of both outcome and process accountability.

The results suggested that all forms of accountability resulted in roughly equal 
increases in forecasting accuracy—at least compared to the no accountability condi-
tion. The outcome accountable group was the most accurate (but not by a large 
amount compared to the other accountability conditions). Additionally, the process 
and hybrid accountable groups were better at persuading others of their reasoning. 
(Here, the persuasiveness of some reasoning was measured in terms of how likely 
others were to update their forecasts after reading the reasoning.)
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The results suggest that outcome and process accountability can improve accu-
racy, but process accountability can also make one better at communicating persua-
sive reasoning to others.

7.3.2  Motivational Variables

A second category of variable concerns the motivations of individuals.
Mellers et al. (2015b) aimed to understand what makes superforecasters so super. 

One ingredient, they claimed, is that super forecasters had higher degrees of motiva-
tion and commitment. They specifically discuss how superforecasters are commit-
ted to “cultivating their skills” (p. 277). (Technically, the evidence they present is 
also compatible with the possibility that forecasters were more committed to finding 
out the truth than to developing their skill, but the development of skill is merely a 
means to this end.)

They cite three pieces of evidence in support of their claim that superforecasters 
are exceptionally motivated (2015b).

First, they were more likely than others to read more news from a news reader for 
forecasters: in years 2 and 3, for example, they clicked on an average of 255 stories 
compared to others who clicked closer to an average of 55 stories.

Second, they updated their forecasts more frequently than others: in the first year, 
for instance, they made an average of 2.77 forecasts per question, whereas others 
only made an average of 1.47 forecasts per question.

Third, superforecasters attempted more questions than others, even before they 
were designated as “superforecasters”: in the first year of the forecasting tourna-
ment, for example, they attempted 25% more questions than others. In saying that, 
it is not clear how to reconcile this third piece of evidence with a study from 
Atanasov et al. (2020) which reported that attempting more questions did not con-
duce to accuracy. Perhaps, Atanasov et al. (2020) found that a significant effect was 
not perceptible when examining accuracy among all forecasters, even though Meller 
et al. (2015b) found a significant effect when comparing subsets of them, one of 
which includes the superforecasters.

Regardless, these three items of evidence, Mellers et al. claim, suggest super-
forecasters had greater motivation than others.

7.3.3  Cognitive Variables

A third category of variables concerns cognitive factors—that is, variables about 
how we think, seek information, and draw inferences from it. The evidence suggests 
more intelligent people are more likely to be accurate (Mellers at al., 2015a), but 
what specific cognitive factors make a difference?
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Selective Effort
As mentioned earlier, Chang et al. (2017) report that a specific training program 
improved the accuracy of forecasters, training which contained the CHAMPS 
KNOW guidelines.

The “S” in CHAMPS KNOW refers to a principle known as Select Appropriate 
Effort (Chang et al., 2017). This involved instructing participants to engage in cog-
nitive triaging—to allocate their “effort where it is likeliest to pay off” (Chang et al., 
2017, p. 615). They do not elaborate on precisely what this means, but presumably 
it refers to an idea discussed by Tetlock and Gardner (2015): focus your effort on 
answering questions that are tractable instead of questions that are too difficult to 
provide informative answers about. Perhaps, for example, some questions are about 
matters that are too complicated or too far in the future to make reliable inferences 
about. The guideline may then be to avoid such questions, at least if Tetlock’s (2015) 
principles of forecasting are anything to go by.

Technically, this guideline does not make one more accurate qua enhancing their 
epistemic abilities—that is, their abilities to reach the truth. At best, it merely means 
that they refrain from having opinions when their abilities are substantially limited. 
Consequently, the epistemic value of this variable is questionable, but it is included 
in this review here for the sake of completeness.

Other variables, however, may be more epistemically significant.

Active Open-Minded Thinking
A second cognitive variable is called active open-minded thinking (Baron, 1993). 
This refers to the extent to which an individual considers evidence against their 
favored opinions, spends enough time on a question before giving up, and takes into 
account the opinions of others when forming their conclusions.

In a series of studies, Haran et al. (2013) asked participants to answer various 
questions. These included questions about, for example, the outcome of football 
games and the frequency with which a particular object type (such as a particular 
colored ball) appeared in an image. They also measured the participants' levels of 
active open-minded thinking.

They report that individuals who were more actively open-minded were more 
accurate in their judgments and less overconfident.

Mediation analyses suggested that this was because actively open-minded indi-
viduals were more likely to search for more information to inform their opinions, 
and their opinions were more accurate as a result.

This is also consistent with the results of Mellers et al. (2014). They report that 
participants were more accurate when they received training in avoiding confirma-
tion bias, and one aspect of active open-minded thinking is avoiding such bias. Of 
course, however, it is difficult to tell precisely how much of the increase in accuracy 
is attributable to this or to other features of the training. (And importantly, this is 
also a caveat that must be born in mind for other components of the training which 
lack independent evidence of their efficacy.)

In another paper, Mellers et al. (2015a) also report that more accurate forecasters 
scored higher on measures of active open-minded thinking.
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The influence of active open-minded thinking is also consistent with the results 
of Atanasov et al. (2020). They found that when forecasting, some forecasters were 
more likely re-enter probability estimates that were the same as their previous esti-
mates. They referred to such re-entering as confirmation propensity. They found 
that those with higher confirmation propensity were less accurate than others. One 
possible explanation of this finding is that more accurate forecasters are more open-
minded: they are more likely to change their mind than others. Of course, it is also 
possible that those with greater confirmation propensity were simply lazier and less 
aware of new evidence, and this could also explain their lower accuracy and their 
reduced tendency to change their estimates. But the finding is consistent with both 
of these explanations regardless.

In any case, the available evidence either supports or is consistent with the pos-
sibility that active open-minded thinking improves accuracy.

Dialectical Complexity
Another variable that is closely related to active open-mindedness is dialectical 
complexity which Karvetski et al. (2022) describe as involving “grappling with the 
cognitive tensions between competing perspectives” (p. 3). They found that more 
accurate forecasters were more likely to express dialectical complexity and use 
words like “however,” “yet,” and “unless.”

Cognitive Control
As measured with the so-called Cognitive Reflection Test (Baron et  al., 2015; 
Frederick, 2005), Mellers et al. (2015a) found that more accurate forecasters were 
likely to have higher levels of cognitive control—that is, the ability to override 
 intuitively appealing but incorrect responses, to avoid jumping to conclusions and 
the engage in more prolonged, careful consideration that lead them to the 
 correct answer.

Search Processes
A fifth cognitive variable concerns search processes. In the CHAMPS KNOW train-
ing, individuals were taught the principle of Hunt for Information—alluded to with 
the “H.” This “taught forecasters how to find information for forecasting” (Chang 
et al., 2017, p. 615), but precisely what this involves is unclear. Regardless, it is 
plausible that people’s accuracy is influenced by the way that people search for 
information and their efficacy in doing so.

Reference Class Reasoning
An additional cognitive variable includes the use of reference classes. The CHAMPS 
KNOW training includes a component called the principle of Comparison Classes—
denoted by the “C” (Chang et al., 2017). This instructs participants to estimate prob-
abilities using base rate frequency statistics for appropriate reference classes. This 
is also referred to as taking the “outside view,” the idea being that participants 
should estimate the probability of a specific events by considering things that are 
“outside” of that event, such as other similar events that have happened in the past. 
For example, if one wanted to predict whether, say, political stability would occur 
after a military coup, they should look to military coups from other countries, 
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considering the so-called “base rate” or proportion of cases where such military 
coups resulted in stability compared to those where they did not. Training involving 
this principle has reportedly improved accuracy (Chang et al., 2017). Furthermore, 
Tetlock and Gardner (2015) claim that superforecasters are especially good at this 
kind of reasoning. Building on this, Karvetski et al. (2022) also examined the ratio-
nales of forecasters using natural language processing, and they found that the more 
accurate forecasters were more likely to use comparison or reference classes in their 
rationales.

A tangential comment: some philosophers would be especially pleased to hear 
this, since a number of them have espoused principles of reasoning that invoke ref-
erence classes (Carnap, 1951; Kyburg & Teng, 2001; Pollock, 1990; 
Reichenbach, 1949).

Updating Probability Estimates
Another variable concerns the frequency with which people update their probability 
estimates. This is encapsulated in a principle called Adjusting, denoted by the “A” 
in CHAMPS KNOW (Chang et al., 2017). This involves participants continuously 
reviewing their predictions, taking into account new evidence as time unfolds. 
(Philosophers would probably refer to this as continually updating beliefs in light of 
new evidence.) Again, the training containing this component was found to be effi-
cacious in improving accuracy (Chang et  al., 2017). Mellers et  al. (2015a) also 
report that a strong predictor of the accuracy is the frequency with which partici-
pants update their beliefs.

Mathematical and Statistical Models
An additional variable concerns the use of models. In the CHAMPS KNOW train-
ing, participants were taught to, where possible, utilize formal models that depicted 
time-series or cross-sectional patterns (Chang et al., 2017). This is denoted by the 
“M” in CHAMPS KNOW.

Averaging Estimates
Another variable concerns how participants use information from multiple sources. 
In particular, the Good Judgment training instructed participants to average the esti-
mates from polls, models, and expert opinions, where available (Mellers et al., 2019).

Scope Sensitivity
Another cognitive variable concerns scope sensitivity.

Scope sensitivity refers to how sensitive people are to changes in relevant quanti-
ties when making estimates. For example, in one study, 105 participants were asked 
about their willingness to pay for specific activities that would save the lives of 
migratory birds, such as geese (Schkade & Payne, 1994). The results found that 
participants were willing to pay the same amount regardless of whether they were 
told the activities could save 2,000 birds’ lives or 200,000 birds’ lives. In this case, 
the participants demonstrated scope insensitivity: changing the quantity of lives that 
could be saved would not change their estimate of their willingness to pay specific 
amounts for those activities.
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Superforecasters are not like this. For example, participants gave probability 
estimates that the exchange rate for the Euro and US dollars would exceed a particu-
lar amount before December 31, 2014 (Mellers et al., 2015b). The amount varied 
between two groups, with each group containing a mixture of superforecasters and 
regular forecasters. For one group, the amount was 1.38, and for the other group, it 
was 1.40. The results found that, unlike regular forecasters, superforecasters had 
significantly different estimates depending on which value was presented. In other 
words, they were more sensitive to the specific values involved in their estimates.

Small Updates
As mentioned, Mellers et  al. (2015a) also report that more accurate forecasters 
update their beliefs more regularly.

Another study from Atanasov et al. (2020) found that accurate forecasters update 
their beliefs not only more frequently but also in smaller increments. They also 
found that training results in updating with smaller increments.

The say their results are consistent with two potential explanations. First, the 
training encouraged use of base rates which might diminish the influence of new 
evidence about the specific event. Second, the training encouraged forecasters to 
combine information from multiple sources, such as averaging probability esti-
mates. This possibly enhanced their ability to consider opposing ideas and may have 
made them less susceptible to strong pulls from single sources of evidence.

They also considered another explanation: that training encouraged forecasters 
to seek more information, and this could make them more attentive to evidence 
which subtly affected their estimates. However, this explanation was not supported 
by their analysis since, for instance, incremental updaters were not particularly 
active information consumers and their higher accuracy resulted primarily from 
their initial estimates that were more accurate, not from later adjustments that were 
more accurate.

Subject-Specific Knowledge
Another cognitive variable concerns subject-specific knowledge.

Chang et al. (2017) describe training which provided participants with geopoliti-
cal knowledge: how to analyze political actors’ goals, capabilities, and constraints; 
the norms and protocols of important institutions which affect geopolitical events; 
the importance of “bottom-up sources of influence,” such as populist movements 
and cultural conflicts; and the limits of one’s predictive ability given our unescap-
able uncertainty about reality. As mentioned, this training improved accuracy, but 
again, it is difficult to know how much of the improvement is attributable to this 
feature or to others.

Mellers et al. (2015a, b) also report that more accurate forecasters scored higher 
on tests of subject-specific knowledge—in this case, political knowledge.
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Avoiding Overconfidence, Imagining Possible Future, and Decision Trees
The Good Judgment training also encouraged participants to “imagine possible 
futures, use decision trees, and avoid judgmental biases such as overconfidence and 
base rate neglect” (Mellers et al., 2019, p. 213). However, not much more informa-
tion is available aside from this, so it is difficult to elaborate on precisely what these 
features involve.

Word Count
Karvetski et  al. (2022) found that more accurate forecasters were more likely to 
have lengthier rationales, as measured by word count. They found, however, that 
this was not merely accidental: more accurate forecasters tended to more thoroughly 
consider the forecasting questions and various competing perspectives (as with dia-
lectical complexity above), thus leading to more accurate forecasts and to lengthier 
rationales to express their reasoning.

7.3.4  Metacognitive Variables

A final category of variables concerns our metacognition—how we think about our 
thinking and, more specifically, how we evaluate its accuracy.

Feedback
Some studies have found that feedback can improve accuracy and reduce miscali-
bration (Callender et al., 2016; Saenz et al., 2019).

For example, Moore et al. (2017) report further support for the value of feedback. 
They describe an experimental study in which forecasters participated in a one-hour 
training session. In it, participants provided answers to various questions, along 
with levels of confidence in their answers. They then received feedback about the 
accuracy of their estimates, and they were warned about the risk of overconfidence. 
These participants showed a slight improvement in particular measures of accuracy 
and a substantial improvement in calibration but mainly by reducing confidence. 
Again, though, it is difficult to know precisely how much of this is attributable just 
to the feedback or instead to other components of the training.

Postmortems
Another principle involves undertaking postmortems on prior predictions (Chang 
et al., 2017). Unlike feedback on the accuracy of one’s past estimates, this variable 
concerns analyzing and understanding the outcomes of specific predictions—not 
just collections of them. Essentially, this refers to the process of reviewing past 
predictions, thereby identifying successes, mistakes and potential ways to improve 
in each case. Tetlock and Gardner (2015) also report that superforecasters are adept 
at this.
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7.3.5  What Does Not Correlate with Accuracy

Above, we have explored a range of variables that correlate with accuracy, but 
empirical epistemology also has some negative lessons: lessons about what does not 
conduce to accuracy.

In particular, Tetlock’s studies provide a word of caution: many societal indica-
tors of accuracy may in fact be inaccurate. To refresh your memory, Tetlock (2005) 
studied the accuracy of political experts who made predictions about future events. 
All these events were political in nature, the subject matter they supposedly were 
experts in. How well, then, did education, type of profession, or particular other 
metrics correlate with accuracy? His answer was essentially “not very well”. 
He states:

It made virtually no difference whether participants had doctorates, whether they were 
economists, political scientists, journalists, or historians, whether they had policy experi-
ence or access to classified information, or whether they had logged many or few years of 
experience in their chosen line of work. (p. 68)

He also found fame correlated with accuracy but inversely: more famous people 
were more likely to be inaccurate.

Tetlock’s studies then caution us about relying on these metrics of accuracy in 
general, but more on this will be said in the next chapter.

7.4  Summary

In this chapter, we considered the concept of empirical epistemology—the study of 
how humans should think based on empirical scientific studies about what actually 
conduces to accuracy. We also considered the origins of some empirical epistemol-
ogy, origins which lie in work funded by the US intelligence community.

The presupposition of empirical epistemology is that there are domain general 
methods to improve accuracy—that is, methods that are that are useful in not just 
one domain, but in many diverse domains like medicine, law, political forecasting, 
and so forth.

I argued that this presupposition is plausible for three reasons. The first is that 
already the same recommendations can be found in different domains: for instance, 
both the domains of geopolitical forecasting and medicine have seen recommenda-
tions about the utility of teaming, tracking accuracy, avoiding confirmation bias, and 
using statistics. The second is that the rationales for the methods make sense of why 
they would be domain general: for instance, one can see how avoiding confirmation 
bias and fairly considering evidence against one’s preferred views would lead to 
more accurate judgments in many domains, not just one. The third is that there is 
evidence of individuals who are accurate across many domains, something that is 
expectable if methods that improved accuracy in one domain could also improve 
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accuracy in others. For these reasons, there are likely numerous domain general 
methods to improve accuracy.

The rest of this chapter then outlined variables which correlate with improved 
accuracy. These include situational variables, motivational variables, cognitive vari-
ables about how one seeks out information and draws inferences from it, and meta-
cognitive variables which concern how one assesses their own cognition. It also 
discussed negative lessons from empirical epistemology: that is, insights about what 
does not conduce to accuracy. The result is a wealth of insight about variables that 
can (or cannot) predict or improve judgmental accuracy.
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Chapter 8
How Can We Get More Accurate: 
Recommendations About Human 
Judgment

This book was a tour through a variety of literatures that are inspiring at times and 
then downright depressing at others. What they suggest on the one hand is that 
human judgment is often inaccurate, much more than many would hope or expect, 
and with severe consequences. But on the other hand, some of the literature yields 
insights about how we can improve the accuracy of our judgments.

My task in this final chapter is to try to synthesize these insights into practical 
recommendations.

The recommendations come in the following three categories:

 1. Recommendations for improving our judgment as individuals.
 2. Recommendations for estimating the accuracy of others.
 3. Recommendations for conducting our organizations in ways that conduce to 

success.

That said, no single one of these recommendations guarantees success. As 
 mentioned in the previous chapter, truth-seeking is arguably somewhat like playing 
basketball: it requires not one quality, but rather a constellation of qualities that 
conduce to success. These recommendations, then, are best interpreted as a set of 
ways by which to raise the probability of accurate judgments. Each recommenda-
tion may also require further thinking about how to implement it in the intended 
contexts.

So, without further ado, let us now go category by category and outline  
some recommendations, starting with the first category  on improving our own 
judgments.
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8.1  Category 1: Improving Our Own Judgments

8.1.1  Foster Motivation

Successful truth-seekers are often motivated to find the truth. That much is sug-
gested by the studies of forecasting which found that superforecasters—the super 
truth-seekers about political topics—looked at more evidence than others, updated 
their opinions more often, and attempted more forecasting challenges than others. 
All of these things imply exceptional degrees of motivation, especially since Good 
Judgment did not pay them for their participation.

So, if we want to have accurate judgments, we should foster the motivation to do 
so (if we do not have it already, that is).

Of course, to my knowledge, empirical epistemology has not furnished empirical 
data about precisely what can help us foster motivation, but some common-sense 
techniques may work. These include, for example, reminding yourself about why 
judgmental accuracy is important to you. Do you or others depend on having accu-
rate judgments in some important way? We can think about the negative conse-
quences of inaccuracy, for instance. If you are a doctor, could judgmental inaccuracy 
harm your patients or your career? If you are a juror, could judgmental inaccuracy 
cause you to inflict punishment on undeserving innocents, all while the true crimi-
nals go unpunished? We could also think about the positive consequences of accu-
racy. If you are a political expert, could judgmental accuracy help your country or 
organizations flourish in ways that would motivate you to reach more accurate judg-
ments? Periodic reflection on questions like these may serve to foster and maintain 
the motivation to be accurate.

8.1.2  Become Accountable

Motivation for accuracy can also come from accountability.
As we saw, experimental studies suggest people are more likely to be accurate 

when the accuracy of their judgment is accountable to others. As a result, you may 
wish to explore ways in which you can become accountable to others.

Of course, this might sound daunting, especially if you are not so confident that 
you are very accurate. One solution to this may help though: what I call “practice 
periods”.

Let me give an example of this. I recently taught an introductory philosophy of 
science course at Stanford. Western analytic philosophy, the tradition I have worked 
in, is often obsessed with conceptual clarity and argumentative rigor: having studied 
in four different disciplines in various universities, I would confidently say analytic 
philosophers focus on clarifying the meaning of terms and evaluating the rigor of 
arguments far more than any other discipline I am aware of (perhaps excluding 
mathematics). As a result, students who are new to philosophy often find it 
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intimidating to step into an introductory class where the clarity and rigor of their 
work is scrutinized so carefully. And rightly so: as my students themselves will tell 
you, there is a lot that they “can’t get away with” in philosophy courses compared 
to their other disciplines, and this requires some adjusting.

To alleviate intimidation, the students get “practice periods”. That is, some of the 
assessments are ones where they will pass merely for attempting the assignment. 
They do not get a letter grade (like an A or B-) placed on their official academic 
record, but they receive feedback about what grade they would have gotten if their 
assignment received a grade on their record. This means that they have the opportu-
nity to practice, to receive feedback and to try to improve on a new kind of assess-
ment rubric without the fear of failure.

But the practice period is just a period; after some amount of practice, they will 
then be accountable, assessed, and formally graded on a letter basis. This increases 
their motivation to use the practice period as stepping-stones for improving until 
they will be eventually accountable.

The end-of-quarter survey feedback and informal class discussions suggested 
this helped students.

Of course, this is just anecdotal evidence, but my suspicion is that practice peri-
ods could work for similarly ensuring accountability in other contexts.

But while the evidence for practice periods is anecdotal, the evidence for the util-
ity of being accountable is not: both common-sense and experimental studies sug-
gest that accountability increases accuracy, as discussed in the previous chapter.

8.1.3  Track Your Accuracy

Being accountable, either to oneself or to others, requires some way of measuring 
accuracy—some way of keeping a track record of one’s accuracy.

Tracking accuracy not only is necessary for accountability, but it provides feed-
back about one’s performance, which some studies suggest can improve accuracy 
and reduce miscalibration, at least in some contexts (Callender et al., 2016; Moore 
et al., 2017; Saenz et al., 2019).

However, not all ways of tracking and measuring an accuracy are equally good. 
In Chap. 2, I reviewed various measures of accuracy, including widely used mea-
sures like so-called Brier scores and unbinned calibration. While these measures 
might be useful in some contexts, they have limitations: for example, unbinned cali-
bration can make individuals appear more accurate than they really are, while Brier 
scores sometimes fail to distinguish good calibration with poor resolution from bad 
calibration with more resolution.

As mentioned in Chap. 2, my preferred ideal measures are binned calibration 
(and resolution) for measuring the accuracy of individuals and weighted binned 
accuracy (and resolution) for measuring the accuracy of groups. Of course, 
these sometimes require many probability judgments, so these may not always be 
feasible, and other measures may be preferable, albeit sub-optimal, in particular 
contexts.
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That said, when it comes to less-than-certain judgments, we usually need to 
assess many such judgments to get a clearer picture of how accurate we are. As 
mentioned, even a perfectly accurate individual will be 90% confident of things that 
will be false 10% of the time. A small sample of such judgments may give an unrep-
resentative impression of someone’s accuracy, especially if they happened to get 
lucky or unlucky.

The appropriateness of a measure may to some extent vary from context to con-
text, and I explore relevant subtleties more in my longer answer to the question of 
how to measure accuracy (Wilcox, Working Paper A). Updates about measuring 
accuracy may be posted at my website too (as mentioned in the next chapter).

Regardless, if possible, we should measure accuracy. But measuring accuracy 
comes with another caution in the next recommendation.

8.1.4  Be Your Own Skeptic: Expect Inaccuracy 
and Embrace Humility

Once measurement produces your track record, what might you be able to expect?
Well, the available evidence suggests humans are less than ideally accurate in 

many contexts, but—unfortunately—that includes you too. But do not take this per-
sonally; it includes all of us, me as well. And time after time, juries convict innocent 
people, doctors misdiagnose patients, and political experts are certain of things that 
are false. All the available evidence suggests we are frequently inaccurate and, 
what’s more, we do not even realize it.

This warrants a kind of cognitive humility: we all, yourself included, are likely 
going to get things wrong, possibly  even things we are very confident about—
maybe even certain! This, of course, does not mean that we cannot have some 
degree of confidence in our ideas. When we are confident of something, we may be 
right most of the time, as the evidence indicates is generally the case. And there are 
some domains where we are highly accurate. But the evidence also means we should 
expect and embrace the possibility we are wrong about a considerable fraction of 
the things we are confident about.

This may feel bad, but I think we need to get comfortable with the fallibility of 
human nature: humans are imperfect, especially in our judgment, and that is okay, 
provided we act appropriately.

Yet acting appropriately, I think, includes making an effort to improve the accu-
racy of our judgment.

And this can be done: the evidence has proved that some people are more accu-
rate than others—some are even perfectly calibrated—and that accuracy can be sub-
stantially improved, at least in some contexts.

The rest of the suggestions in this category explore how this improvement 
can occur.
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8.1.5  Beware of Intuition

The Good Judgment Project found that more accurate forecasters were more likely 
to avoid jumping to intuitive but false conclusions, even if they seemed obvious, and 
to instead engage in more prolonged and careful thinking. For example, consider 
this problem which you might have encountered before: a baseball bat and a ball 
cost $1.10 together and the bat costs $1 more than the ball. How much does the ball 
cost? The majority of people jump to the intuitive conclusion that the ball obviously 
costs 10 cents. But this is not correct. If the ball costs 10 cents, and the bat costs a 
dollar more at $1.10, then they would cost $1.20 together, but they do not. The cor-
rect answer is that the ball costs 5 cents, not 10 cents. More accurate forecasters are 
those people who are more likely to pause, to think more carefully about a situation, 
and to avoid intuitions that lead them seemingly obvious but actually incorrect con-
clusions like these. Put simply, they are more likely to override Type 1 thinking with 
Type 2 thinking, as per the discussion in Chap. 5.

The studies supporting this were correlational, but these correlations are unlikely 
to be spurious: experimental studies have repeatedly shown that intuition can lead 
us astray, and more prolonged, careful thinking can help us avoid jumping to false-
hoods when they intuitively appeal to us.

8.1.6  Practice Active Open-Minded Thinking

That fallibility of our judgment—the inaccuracy of our judgment—should also 
make us open-minded, especially to the possibility of being wrong and to other 
ideas we might otherwise be confident are false.

But there is another reason to be open-minded: the evidence suggests “active 
open-mindedness” can improve our accuracy (Atanasov et al., 2020; Haran et al., 
2013; Mellers et al., 2015a). Active open-mindedness here refers to searching for 
evidence against your favored opinions, taking into account alternative hypotheses 
and considering the perspectives of others.

Active open-mindedness, then, refers to a constellation of qualities that are the 
anti-thesis of confirmation bias, jumping to conclusions, and particular other puta-
tive errors in judgment.

So, if you want to be more accurate about a subject, try taking your preferred 
hypothesis and looking for evidence against it. Try to consider alternative hypothe-
ses which might explain the evidence or data just as well. Try seeking out the per-
spectives of others, especially if they differ from yours.

All of this leads to another recommendation though.
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8.1.7  Gather Subject-Specific Knowledge 
and from Diverse Sources

Many people have many opinions about many things, but not all of them are ones 
they will necessarily gather subject-specific knowledge about. And by gathering 
knowledge, I mean through, for example, newspapers, journals, books, videos, or 
other sources. People often have strong opinions from hearsay or a couple of per-
sonal experiences, but good truth-seekers are not always like this. It should be no 
surprise, then, that studies show good truth-seekers seek knowledge to inform their 
opinions (Mellers et al., 2015a, b), but they also do not settle for one source either. 
They seek information from multiple sources to triangulate and further inform their 
perspectives. For example, the superforecasters in years 2 and 3 of the ACE program 
clicked on an average of 255 stories compared to others who clicked closer to 55 
stories on average (Mellers et al., 2015a, b).

So truth-seekers should seek knowledge, but what kind of knowledge?

8.1.8  Use Statistics, Especially Base Rates

In some training programs that successfully improved accuracy, participants were 
instructed to look for statistics (Chang et al., 2017). For example, if someone wanted 
to predict an election outcome, they should look at statistics about previous elec-
tions. Or if they wanted to predict whether, say, political stability would occur after 
a military coup, they should look to military coups from other countries, consider-
ing the so-called “base rate” or proportion of cases where such military coups 
resulted in stability compared to those where they did not. Such base rates can 
inform one’s initial estimate of the probability of a proposition. Then, one can look 
to other evidence more specific to the problem at hand in order to update their judg-
ments. Considering base rates like these is also called taking the “outside view” of 
a question, and it is something that Tetlock and Gardner (2015) say superforecasters 
are especially good at. This was also confirmed when a recent study found that more 
accurate forecasters cited base rate statistics more frequently in the rationales for 
their forecasts compared to less accurate forecasters (Karvetski et  al., 
2022). Informative statistics are antidotes to ill-informed heuristics, like availabil-
ity; where possible, we should use them.

8.1.9  Average Estimates from Conflicting Sources

However, sometimes, statistics, models, experts, and other sources of insight can 
conflict. For example, a pretty good opinion poll may suggest that a candidate has a 
45% chance of winning an election, while another equally good one might give the 
candidate a 60% chance of winning. What should one do with such information?
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Some training programs tell participants to average estimates where possible 
(Mellers et al., 2019), and such programs reportedly improve accuracy. Of course, 
it is not clear whether there is evidence to suggest that specifically this component 
of the training improves accuracy. Consequently, this recommendation is tentatively 
made with some caution. That said, it is consistent with the evidence, and it also 
seems sensible as a tentative recommendation on its own grounds.

8.1.10  Test for Scope Sensitivity

Having gathered our information and made judgments, we can test the rationality of 
our inferences in another way: by asking whether they are scope sensitive. As men-
tioned in Chap. 7, “scope sensitivity” refers to when our judgments are sensitive to 
things which should change our judgments if those things changed. A scope insensi-
tive judger is someone who would, say, give the same amount of money to a charity 
which saves 2,000 birds’ lives as they would to a charity which saves 200,000 birds’ 
lives. In that case, their judgment about how much to give would be insensitive to 
changes in the number of lives saved, even though the quantity of lives saved merits 
different levels of contribution: a change in the number of lives saved should change 
how much we give to charity. On this note, superforecasters are more likely than 
others to be sensitive to scope changes (Mellers et al., 2015b). Their predictions 
about the projected exchange rate for Euros and US dollars would be sensitive to 
differences by just a cent or two, for example, whereas other less accurate predic-
tions would be less sensitive. For that reason, if you make a judgment about a propo-
sition, ask what would happen if your evidence changed or what would happen if 
the proposition changed: would your judgment be sensitive to the relevant changes, 
or would your judgment be insensitive to keys features of the situation which should 
affect your judgments?

8.1.11  Do Postmortems

So suppose you have followed the above steps, made some inferences, and tracked 
your accuracy.

After this, one can also improve their accuracy by doing “postmortems,” so to 
speak—that is, by analyzing their past judgments and why they worked well or 
poorly. This can help identify trends to inform how to correct our judgment. 
Superforecasters are reportedly adept at this (Tetlock & Gardner, 2015), and accu-
racy has also been improved by training which instructs participants to do postmor-
tems (Chang et al., 2017).

That said, we should also try to avoid overdiagnosing the cause of past failures: 
even a perfectly accurate individual will be 90% confident in things that are false 
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10% of the time. So, generally speaking, take one-off failures with a grain of salt 
and try to interpret outcomes in the broader context of a track record.

8.1.12  Take Some Training

Finally, as has been repeatedly mentioned, training in good thinking can improve 
thinking. Consequently, you may wish to enroll in courses or short workshops dedi-
cated to improving accuracy. But a word of caution: many courses offer advice 
about how to improve, yet not all of the advice is equally good, and some courses 
are probably not worth your time. To distinguish good opportunities for training 
from others, look at how the training was devised: what studies informed the train-
ing, and is there evidence that the training actually works? And watch out for mis-
leading advertising: companies frequently market questionable products based on 
“evidence” which either weakly supports a strong effect or strongly supports a weak 
to negligible effect. Updates about training programs may be posted at my website 
too (as mentioned in the next chapter)

8.2  Category 2: Estimating the Accuracy of Other Sources

Of course, no human is an island: we form judgments about the world, not just by 
relying on our own reasoning faculties but also by relying on the reasoning faculties 
of others. Many of the opinions we have about the world are mediated by the testi-
mony from others; this includes beliefs about election results, diagnoses, treatments 
of diseases, and the entirety of science that is reported via journal articles. Society 
is necessarily like this: our individual and collective lives function much better 
when we can rely on accurate information from others.

But this creates a problem: how do we know what sources of information to trust?
In this section, I list some recommendations for how to estimate the accuracy of 

other sources.

8.2.1  Be Skeptical of Judgment, But Not Too Skeptical

Throughout this book, it was obvious that humans are frequently much more inac-
curate than they or others would hope or expect.

For this reason, it pays to be skeptical: we should not automatically assume that 
others are accurate, or that they even realize whether they are accurate or not. As we 
saw in Chaps. 2 and 3, many people are even certain of things that are false, includ-
ing experts whose job is to give opinions about political matters. And as we saw in 
Chaps. 3 and 4, often people are repeatedly incapable of estimating their own 
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accuracy. For that reason, a dose of skepticism is warranted (although this admit-
tedly might not help you win friends if you express it so explicitly).

Yet we should not be too skeptical. Even the people who were certain of things 
that were sometimes false were still certain of things that were mostly true. Some of 
Tetlock’s political experts were certain about things that were false 19% of the 
time—which is pretty bad—but the other 81% of things they were certain about 
were true—which is still somewhat good. So humans are accurate in some contexts 
and to some degree; the problem is simply that we are often far from perfect in vari-
ous contexts—and with severe consequences.

8.2.2  Estimate Accuracy Based on Track Records

How, then, can we estimate accuracy? Well, there are different ways, each with their 
strengths and limitations.

Yet, one way is salient: use track records, at least where it is possible. In another 
paper, I argue extensively for “calibrationism”, the idea that judgments of probabil-
ity are trustworthy largely to the extent that they are supported by track records of 
accuracy (Wilcox, work in progress). Many of the pioneering insights of empirical 
epistemology emerged from tracking accuracy and seeing what improves it. The 
evidence shows that accurate individuals often continue to be accurate, and the 
same is true for inaccurate individuals too (Mellers et al., 2015a, b), although some 
evidence also shows inaccurate individuals can also improve with practice (Wilcox, 
Working paper B).

So we know that, in fact, it is possible to both measure and predict accuracy from 
track records.

But these are not just any track records: not every way of measuring accuracy 
works just as well.

Yet some ways do work, and they include track records of calibration and resolu-
tion, as discussed in Chap. 2. So, if a doctor makes confident diagnoses, how fre-
quently were those correct? If someone makes confident predictions, how frequently 
did those predictions come true? In measuring calibration, we need to ask whether 
such levels of confidence vary appropriately with such frequencies of truth. In mea-
suring resolution, we need to ask how informative those predictions were in the 
sense of being close to confidence levels of 0% or 100%.

Of course, when estimating someone’s accuracy, you might be thinking, “But 
there are no track records! We don’t have enough information about someone’s past 
accuracy!”

And if so, you are right: there often are no track records, and that is a big problem 
in society today. This is why I argued in Chap. 3 that much of society simply flies 
blind; we simply trust others without having any good evidence about how accurate 
they actually are. And in the contexts where we have tracked accuracy to some 
degree, such as in medicine, political judgment, or law, we have grounds to be con-
cerned not only about such contexts but also about these other contexts where we 
have not tracked accuracy so carefully.
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But even if we lack robust track records of calibration, sometimes we can acquire 
useful information in other ways. Ideally, we would have individuals take calibration 
tests in the domains they make judgments about: that is, we would have them make a 
large number of probability estimates about those domains and then measure whether 
their confidence levels vary appropriately with the frequency with which things are 
true. But sometimes we can gather useful information about past success, even with-
out such tests. For example, if a scholar cites articles, we can have a look at the litera-
ture and see how accurate their depictions are; that can indicate how accurate they are, 
at least in their depictions of the literature. If you see a doctor, see if you can find 
reviews online about how good or bad they are. Of course, all these sources of infor-
mation are fallible and must be interpreted cautiously: false reviews can be written for 
medical clinics, for instance. But at the very least, such information can be at least 
something in the absence of highly informative track records.

Yet such track records are not only useful for estimating the accuracy of humans.

8.2.3  Look for Models or Theories with Track Records 
of Accuracy

Track records are also useful for estimating the accuracy of theories, models, or 
other kinds of computational techniques.

This was illustrated by Youyang Gu, a figure who rose to prominence during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. At the beginning of the pandemic, Gu was then a 26-year-old 
MIT graduate with a background in mathematics, computer science, and data sci-
ence (Vance, 2021). He had no training in pandemic-related areas, such as medicine 
or epidemiology. He was no medical or epidemiological expert in this sense. Despite 
this, he saw flawed reasoning in some prominent epidemiological models, and so he 
wanted to try predict COVID deaths himself. He did all of this while living at his 
parents' house on his savings.

In time, his projections of COVID deaths outperformed many other models, such 
as those from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), an institute 
supported by over $500 million in funding. For instance, Gu successfully predicted a 
second large wave of infections and deaths once many US states reopened from lock-
downs, while the IHME model expected the virus to wane due to social distancing and 
other policies. His model also predicted a month or so ahead of time that the United 
States would record 231,000 deaths on November 1, 2020. This prediction was highly 
accurate, as the United States reported 230,995 deaths on November 1, 2020. The dif-
ference between his prediction and the actual number was only five deaths.

Eventually, because of Gu’s demonstrated accuracy, the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) started citing Gu’s numbers on its forecasting web-
site and participating in meetings with him.

The reason for Gu’s success was that he trained his predictive models on data, 
developing them in a way so that they had success in accommodating old data and 
predicting new data about COVID deaths.
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In a sense, then, he was successful because he relied on models that had a track 
record of accuracy, not just for accommodating the past, but also for predicting 
the future.

A similar moral holds for other areas in human life: even in cases where we may 
not have track records of an individual’s or group’s judgments, we may have track 
records for the accuracy of models or other theories which we can rely on.

This, in fact, is arguably one reason why we can be confident in much of climate 
science: not only have various climate models successfully accommodated past 
data, but for 50  years, they have successfully predicted rising temperatures as a 
result of growing greenhouse gas emissions (Cornwall, 2019).

Of course, not all models are so accurate, and track records are not always the 
only thing that matters, but the point is that much trustworthy science is built on 
theories or models with great track records—and rightly so.

8.2.4  Pay Attention to Qualifiers

To estimate accuracy, we often need to do something we that we do not always do: 
pay attention to qualifiers. By a qualifier, I mean terms that indicate a specific level 
of confidence: consider, for example, the expressions that “It might rain,” “The 
Democrats probably will win,” or “There is a decent chance that this medication is 
safe”; the qualifiers here are words like “might,” “probably” or “decent chance,” 
each of which indicate particular levels of confidence.

As we saw in Chap. 2, we often cannot make judgments that are fully certain, so 
assessing the accuracy of our less-than-certain judgments involves assessing the 
calibration of our levels of confidence. But we cannot assess such accuracy if we do 
not know what these levels of confidence are. For that reason, in assessing the accu-
racy of others, we must pay attention to qualifiers like “might,” “probably,” or 
“decent chance” that can signify what their levels of confidence are.

However, people often neglect to pay attention to qualifiers in daily life. Some 
years ago, I told some friends that I “might” do a PhD at the Australian National 
University. Then, weeks later, I was congratulated by other friends for my decision 
to do a PhD there, even though I never announced such a decision. Stories like these 
and countless others in my life suggest humans frequently forget or pay little atten-
tion to qualifiers, although I have not yet seen studies that show this to be the case.

Of course, one problem is that numerous studies show verbal expressions of 
uncertainty are ambiguous in the sense that people vary widely in their understand-
ing of what the expressions mean (Beyth-Marom, 1982; Brun & Teigen, 1988; 
Clarke et al., 1992; Dhami, 2018; Dhami & Wallsten, 2005). For example, Dhami 
(2018) found that intelligence analysts used the word “unlikely” to represent values 
as low as 10% (which warrants some confidence that an event will not occur) and as 
high as 40% (which is closer to the probability that a coin lands heads). It is for this 
reason that many scholars have argued numeric probabilities should be used instead 
of verbal expressions of uncertainty (Dhami & Mandel, 2021; Friedman, 2019; 
Mandel, 2020; Mandel & Irwin, 2021a, b).
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This makes it challenging to evaluate the accuracy of others when it is not precise 
as to what their levels of confidence are.

That said, the point of this recommendation is merely that if we want to evaluate 
the accuracy of people’s levels of confidence, then we have to pay attention to quali-
fiers which indicate what those levels of confidence are in the first place—even if 
those qualifiers are not so precise.

8.2.5  Do Not Estimate Accuracy Based on One-Off Successes 
or Failures

Chapter 2 made it clear that often one-off successes or failures are not strong 
grounds for estimating the accuracy of others: even a perfectly accurate person will 
be 90% confident in things that are false 10% of the time. So, we should not rely too 
heavily on such successes or failures; instead, it is often only with more observa-
tions that we can estimate the accuracy of others with any confidence.

8.2.6  Do Not Always Estimate Accuracy from Years 
of Experience, Education, Fame, or Confidence Levels

We also should be careful about evaluating the accuracy of others using particular 
traditional metrics, such as how many years of experience they have in a particular 
area, how educated they are, how famous they are, or how confident they are in their 
own judgments.

As Tetlock (2005) notes in his study of political “experts,” factors like these often 
had no correlation with accuracy:

It made virtually no difference whether participants had doctorates, whether they were 
economists, political scientists, journalists, or historians, whether they had policy experi-
ence or access to classified information, or whether they had logged many or few years of 
experience in their chosen line of work. (p. 68)

He also noted that fame correlated negatively with accuracy, since fame can arise 
from inaccuracy: that is, inaccurate individuals tend to jump to conclusions with 
high confidence and are consequently sought out by the media for their “interest-
ing” opinions.

Aside from that, Chaps. 3 and 4 showed study after study where people are over-
confident in their own accuracy.

For this reason, these metrics of accuracy (years of experience, education, fame, 
or confidence levels) should be treated with caution.

That said, however, a caveat about education is needed. Intelligence correlates some-
what with accuracy (Mellers et al., 2015a), moderately with grades (Roth et al., 2015), 
and possibly somewhat with place of education (in virtue of more selective schools 
requiring higher grades). So educational achievement (qua grades)  and accuracy 
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may not be entirely irrelevant to each other, even though one may not suffice to confi-
dently predict the other. Additionally, some kinds of education may correlate with accu-
racy, especially if they track the accuracy of those completing the educational programs 
and if their content demonstrably conduces to accurate judgments. 

The problem is, however, many education programs are not like this: they neither 
track accuracy nor tailor their content based on what provably improves accuracy in 
the relevant domains. For that reason, while education may conduce to accuracy in 
some circumstances, there are many others where it may not.

And another caveat is needed too: while many kinds of education may not 
improve accuracy, that does not mean they have no value. A PhD, for example, may 
provide helpful skills in writing, in analyzing literature, and in understanding more 
about very specific domains. The point is merely that education like this may be 
insufficient for high levels of accuracy about open questions in these or other 
domains.

8.2.7  Trust Experts, But Not Too Much

In Chap. 3, we saw numerous studies indicating that experts are frequently less reli-
able than they or others would hope. Tetlock and Gardner (2015) also found that 
non-experts often did better at predicting geopolitical events than many experts. 
What this shows is that experts are fallible, and sometimes non-experts are even 
more reliable than experts.

What it does not show, however, is that non-experts are more reliable than experts 
on average, nor that experts are completely unreliable. Even the studies revealing 
the fallibility of experts indicate they still get it right to some extent. Tetlock’s 
experts were still certain of things that were right most of the time, even if they were 
otherwise false in a sizable minority of cases. And no studies, so far as I can tell, 
have shown that non-experts are more reliable on average than experts. And in 
Tetlock’s case, even the non-experts that were better at forecasting than experts 
were a rare minority of people with exceptional cognitive abilities.

What this means, I take it, is that we should trust experts, but not too much. We 
should have some confidence that what they say is probably true, but we should 
expect that they will be wrong a proportion of the time, even in cases where they are 
certain and do not realize their error. The fact that they are sometimes wrong means 
we should listen to their opinions critically, sometimes seek other opinions, and ide-
ally look at any relevant track records of accuracy.

But of course, not all experts are equal, some fields of expertise may be more 
reliable than others, and if an expert has a perfect track record of accuracy, then we 
can trust them in the domain where they have been accurate, and perhaps others too. 
Yet otherwise, some degree of caution is always useful.

And since experts are fallible, this means that it is sometimes justifiable for non- 
experts to disagree with the opinions of some experts. Tetlock’s superforecasters 
were sometimes non-experts who did just that, but they were provably more accu-
rate than the experts they disagreed with.
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One might object that this opens the door to undue distrust of experts—to vac-
cine skepticism, to climate change denialism, and to other putatively unreasonable 
forms of doubt.

But I do not think this is the case.
Groups of hyper-skeptics (like particular vaccine skeptics) have made mistakes, 

but their mistake is not simply that they do not trust experts. Experts will sometimes 
be wrong, in which case it is sometimes justifiable to distrust them. Instead, at most, 
hyper-skeptics are mistaken because they distrust genuinely good evidence, and in 
these cases, if the experts have accurately appraised that good evidence, then doubt-
ing them means also doubting good evidence. But the error is not distrust of experts; 
it is distrust of good evidence.

I think that part of the problem is that hyper-skeptics lack training in good think-
ing: they have not, for example, been taught to avoid confirmation bias or to appre-
ciate the logic of scientific practices, thereby causing them to dismiss even good 
evidence when they see it.

Ideally, though, I think the solution to society’s distrust of experts should be 
twofold. The first part is educating the public in good thinking, ideally in schools, 
so that they can discriminate between good evidence and bad evidence, between 
reliable experts and unreliable experts. The second part is to reform the education 
and ongoing recertification of experts by (i) requiring that they demonstrate track 
records of accuracy in their domains and by (ii) ensuring they are educated using 
material that demonstrably enhances accuracy in the relevant domains. Failing this, 
some amount of distrust of experts will not only be intellectually justifiable; it will 
be necessary, simply because studies of experts will continue to reveal their 
inaccuracy.

Aside from that, if we pretend experts are more accurate than they are, then we 
risk letting others rely on unreliable experts when it harms them—and maybe even 
kills them.

Ultimately, I think we should spend more time acknowledging inaccuracy and 
trying to remedy it. That way, we can reduce undue distrust of expects, not because 
we will blind people to the truth, but because the scientific evidence will show that 
experts are actually trustworthy—that they deserve the trust we want others to have. 
This, I take it, is better than hiding our problems under the carpet for undeserving 
people to blindly trip on and ultimately hurt themselves.

8.2.8  Listen to Non-Experts, But Not Uncritically

Another recommendation is to listen to the opinions of non-experts, but not 
uncritically.

The simple fact of the matter is that sometimes non-experts have accurate judg-
ments, judgments with a lot of value. This was seen in the case of Youyang Gu 
described earlier in this chapter: despite no training in health-related fields, his mod-
els predicted COVID deaths to a degree that sometimes outperformed all of the 
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alternative models developed by experts (Vance, 2021). It was also seen in the case 
of superforecasters: many superforecasters had no formal education in fields related 
to politics, but their forecasting abilities are among the best that are known in the 
world and far better than many political experts (Tetlock & Gardner, 2015).

It was arguably also the case in March 2020 at the beginning of the COVID pan-
demic. At that time, during a television debate, Silicon Valley CEO Tomas Pueyo 
debated an epidemiologist, with Pueyo arguing that the United Kingdom should go 
immediately into lockdown or else people would needlessly die. Pueyo  was a 
Stanford-trained businessman, yet  he had no training or recognized expertise in 
medical fields. But to justify his opinion, he appealed to statistics about prevalence 
rates, infection transmission rates, case fatality rates, and the experience of Italy, 
Spain, and China. In response, the epidemiologist dismissed his opinions, saying 
the United Kingdom should not go into lockdown immediately, if at all, and that the 
“only way to stop this epidemic is indeed to achieve herd immunity” (“Coronavirus 
Special: Are We Doing Enough? - Channel 4 News,” 2020). The UK government 
listened to the epidemiologist and decided not to implement an immediate lockdown.

However, nearly 3 months later on June 6th, 2020, around 39,048 people had 
died from the virus, with it spreading far more quickly than the epidemiologist and 
others had anticipated. On another news channel, the same  epidemiologist was 
asked if he had any regrets about the advice he gave to the UK government. He 
replied, “Yes… I wish we had gone into lockdown earlier. I think that has cost a lot 
of lives unfortunately” (Coronavirus: Lockdown Delay “Cost a Lot of Lives”, Says 
Science Adviser – BBC News, 2020).

Ultimately, then, Pueyo, the non-expert, was right, whereas the expert was 
wrong. Now, of course, there is some debate about whether lockdowns were a good 
idea, but even if one thinks they were a bad idea, what is clear is that Pueyo was still 
more accurate than the expert was when it came to estimating how fast the virus 
would spread and how deadly it was. On that count, he was undeniably right while 
the expert was wrong.

Despite this, many dismissed Pueyo’s opinion solely because he was a non- 
expert. At the time of Pueyo’s debate, one person Tweeted, “I would rather put my 
faith in a scientific expert than a Silicon Valley businessman....really didn’t under-
stand why this overly excitable chap was on the programme” (“We Need to Catch 
This before the Weekend.,” 2020). Another Tweeted, “Please interview people who 
know what they’re talking about, not an entrepreneur from silicon valley, with no 
discernible qualifications about viruses. Well done to the Prof” (“We Need to Catch 
This before the Weekend.,” 2020).

But if people had listened to Pueyo despite his lack of expertise, thousands of 
people may not have died and would still be alive today alongside their families who 
loved them.

The reason he was worth listening to, however, was because his reasoning was 
sound. His argument was relatively simple: the infection and fatality rates in China, 
Spain, and Italy warranted a lockdown, and the rates in the United Kingdom will 
too, at least if we want to mitigate the spread and fatality of the virus. Now, again, 
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even if one thinks lockdowns were not the right thing to do, he still more accurately 
predicted the infection and fatality rates of the virus than the expert did.

For these reasons, it pays to listen critically to non-experts too, especially when 
they justify their opinions with good reasoning (and maybe also when they demon-
strate exceptional academic achievement, since Gu and Pueyo were both educated 
at highly selective universities). After all, sometimes “non-experts” will get it right 
while the “experts” get it wrong, and when they do, ignoring non-expert opinions 
can be costly, sometimes deadly.

8.2.9  Beware of Negative Social Influences

Lastly, our judgments can be influenced by social forces, as discussed in Chap. 5. 
One of these forces is conformity, the tendency to believe what other people in our 
social group believe. Another force is industrial selection or other kinds of corporate 
influence. As we saw in that chapter, these forces can be pernicious, making us 
believe things that are not only false, but sometimes also deadly.

For that reason, we should not automatically assume the accuracy of judgments 
that profit corporations or that come from those in our social groups. We know 
social conformity and industrial selection can produce many false judgments, for 
example.

Instead, we should be aware of these influences, asking whether our judgments 
are produced because of good reasons or instead because we are conforming to the 
judgments prevalent in our society or to the judgments that are profitable for corpo-
rations to induce in us. Again, however, this does not mean a judgment is false 
merely because others in our group share it or because it is profitable to some cor-
poration; it merely means we must be vigilant by paying attention to the reasons by 
which we arrive at our judgments.

8.2.10  Tolerate Length and Nuance

In the previous chapter, we saw more accurate forecasters had lengthier word counts 
for their rationales. But this was for good reasons: more accurate forecasters had 
lengthier rationales because they considered more competing viewpoints and 
issues, thus leading them to more informed and accurate rationales.

For these reasons, we should sometimes tolerate length and nuance, especially in 
an age where social media and other phenomena might habituate us to short click- 
bait and “too long; didn’t read” thinking. Otherwise, we could miss out on accurate 
judgments merely because we impatiently dislike something that demonstrably cor-
relates with accuracy.
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8.3  Category 3: Managing Businesses or 
Other Organizations

So, we have examined two kinds of recommendations, those for improving our own 
accuracy and those for estimating the accuracy of other sources.

Lastly, I conclude with recommendations for businesses or other organizations.

8.3.1  Adopt all the Recommendations in the Previous Category

For a start, adopt the recommendations in the previous category. Organizations fre-
quently have to estimate the accuracy of information from others. For this reason, it 
pays to adopt the earlier recommendations: be skeptical of others, but not too skepti-
cal; estimate accuracy using track records where possible; look for models or theo-
ries with track records of accuracy; trust experts, but not too much; listen to 
non-experts, but not uncritically; and so on and so forth.

8.3.2  Promote Motivation and Accountability 
in Your Organization

But it may also be useful to adopt ideas from the first category of recommendations 
too. If your organization requires accurate judgments, promote the motivation to be 
accurate  (either by fostering motivation or by recruiting motivated individuals), 
hold people accountable, and so forth.

8.3.3  Measure Track Records

In the first category, I mentioned the measurement of track records, but it is worth 
noting again: robust track records are reliable metrics of accuracy, but many other 
metrics of accuracy are not (such as fame, years of experience or even levels of 
confidence). For that reason, if accuracy is required in your organization, measure 
it. Unfortunately, however, it seems this is seldom done; according to the founder of 
the Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine. Mark Graber, for example, “not a 
single healthcare organization is measuring the diagnostic error rate” (August 11th, 
2022, personal communication).
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8.3.4  Give Feedback

But after measuring it, to improve accuracy, provide feedback. As mentioned, 
research has shown that feedback can improve accuracy in various contexts 
(Callender et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2017; Saenz et al., 2019).

8.3.5  Expect Backlash from the Inaccurate

Yet when giving that feedback, expect backlash, at least from some groups. As men-
tioned in Chaps. 3 and 4, copious amounts of evidence suggest many people are 
unaware of their inaccuracy and may object to feedback partly for those reasons. 
Additionally, as mentioned in Chap. 4, there may be strong motivational biases 
which incline inaccurate people to protest the metrics which reveal their inaccuracy. 
Recall that Tetlock’s experts repeatedly objected to his feedback, complaining that 
they would have looked better had their accuracy been measured in other ways. 
While sometimes objections like this may be legitimate, they simply were not in 
Tetlock’s case. Instead, it seems those who were the most inaccurate had the stron-
gest motivation to protest the ways they were measured, each of which pointed to 
their accuracy, even after accommodating their protests and suggested changes.

8.3.6  When Possible, Create Teams, Especially of Those 
with the Best Track Records

Where accuracy about question is particularly important, create a team to think 
about that question, especially a team of those who are likely to be the most accu-
rate. The results of Tetlock and his colleagues found this improved performance, 
especially when the best were matched with the best.

8.3.7  Give Training

If possible, provide training for those in your organization. Again, research shows 
this can improve accuracy. But again, only rely on training programs utilizing mate-
rial with proven efficacy: from my analysis of the literature, much of the training 
that purports to improve cognitive performance actually does not.
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8.3.8  Make Accuracy Profitable

My last recommendation deserves a disclaimer. Ordinarily, I would not like to talk 
about money in a book like this. While important, I think society often places too 
much value on money compared to altruism and other important values. And ide-
ally, I would hope that people would promote accuracy solely because they recog-
nize its value for the well-being of ourselves and others.

But for better or for worse, many people will simply not be motivated to do 
something unless money is involved. Fortunately, however, I think there are poten-
tially ethical ways in which it is financially beneficial to improve accuracy so that 
society at large can benefit.

So, for that reason, I have a final recommendation for profit-oriented organiza-
tions in our current economies: make accuracy profitable. By that, I mean explore 
ways in which your business or organization can obtain an advantage over other 
organizations by ensuring accuracy in what you deliver. If, for example, you are a 
private healthcare organization, implement calibration training and measures, and 
then market the fact that your medical services, unlike others, are actually accurate, 
thereby reducing the chance of misdiagnoses, patient harm and even death. Some 
consumers would pay for accuracy, and people in general deserve it. For that reason, 
when so much of society flies blind or is inaccurate, you can offer a superior service 
or product for your clients and consumers by providing accuracy.

That concludes my outline of various recommendations about accuracy. These 
recommendations, and the content of the rest of this book, will be summarized briefly 
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

This book was, I hope, an appropriate mixture of ups and downs, goods and bads.
The bad news is about how accurate we are. According to the context-dependent 

model of human accuracy, we are accurate in some cases, worryingly inaccurate in 
others and then, in many other contexts, we simply do not know—we fly blind and 
rely on the accuracy of ourselves and others in ways which are not currently war-
ranted by the evidence. The result of judgmental inaccuracy is often extreme, com-
promising our decisions and even costing thousands of lives across areas like 
medicine, law, and politics. Unfortunately, our inaccuracy is often undetected, and 
there are various explanations for why this is the case: because the skills that are 
necessary to form accurate judgments are the same that are necessary to recognize 
our own inaccuracy, or because we do not track the accuracy of our own judgments, 
for example. Additionally, a range of heuristics can explain how we arrive at judg-
ments that are often accurate and adequate, but also often not. All of this may be 
expectable given our evolutionary history, either because evolution permits func-
tional defects in our truth-seeking abilities or because such “defects” expediently 
conduce to other more social functions.

In any case, the literature is depressing at times but hopefully in a useful way: it 
can alert us to areas to improve our own judgments, thereby helping us to make bet-
ter decisions and live better lives.

The more positive message of this book, then, is that we can be accurate at times 
and—most importantly—we can improve our accuracy. Insights from empirical 
epistemology can tell us how to do this.

Consequently, in the preceding chapter, I outlined some recommendations about 
the accuracy of human judgment according to the relevant categories below:

Recommendations for Improving Our Own Judgments

 1. Foster motivation
 2. Become accountable
 3. Track your accuracy
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 4. Be your own skeptic: expect inaccuracy and embrace humility
 5. Beware of intuition
 6. Practice active open-minded thinking
 7. Gather subject-specific knowledge and from diverse sources
 8. Use statistics, especially base rates
 9. Average estimates from conflicting sources
 10. Test for scope sensitivity
 11. Do postmortems
 12. Take some training

Recommendations for Estimating the Accuracy of Other Sources

 1. Be skeptical of judgment, but not too skeptical
 2. Estimate accuracy based on track records
 3. Look for models or theories with track records of accuracy
 4. Pay attention to qualifiers
 5. Do not estimate accuracy based on one-off successes or failures
 6. Do not always estimate accuracy from years of experience, education, fame, or 

confidence levels
 7. Trust experts, but not too much
 8. Listen to non-experts, but not uncritically
 9. Beware of negative social influences
 10. Tolerate length and nuance

Recommendations for Managing Businesses or Other Organizations

 1. Adopt all the recommendations in the previous category
 2. Promote motivation and accountability in your organization
 3. Measure track records
 4. Give feedback
 5. Expect backlash from the inaccurate
 6. When possible, create teams, especially of those with the best track records
 7. Give training
 8. Make accuracy profitable

I think that, if implemented, these recommendations could substantially improve 
the accuracy of our judgments.

However, as research continues in this area, these sets of recommendations may 
change or become more refined. For that reason, interested readers may wish to fol-
low my website and social media account(s) for updates and more about judgmental 
accuracy: visit https://johnwilcox.org/.

In any case, while many studies paint a less-than-ideal view of human judgment, 
my aspiration is that these recommendations can help us move closer to the ideal—
that is, closer to accurate judgments. As a result, hopefully we can apply the insights 
from empirical epistemology in ways that improve our judgments, our decision- 
making and ultimately our lives—both as individuals and a collective.

9 Conclusion
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 Appendix: Judgments and Emotions

This book has focused on human judgment, how accurate it is, and how to improve it.
We saw that, in many contexts, humans are often much more inaccurate than we 

would hope or expect.
This, then, has implications for a topic that is important for us all: our emotions. 

Here, we will work within the “feeling tradition” of emotions, understanding “emo-
tions” to refer to feelings like love, hate, disgust, sadness, anger, and coldness—as 
well as other states such as desires, urges, and the like (Scarantino & de Sousa, 
2018). (Psychologists also often distinguish between “moods” and “emotions” too, 
but we can regard them as the same for our purposes here.)

In this appendix, we will explore some ideas about our emotions that are enshrined 
in cognitive behavioral therapy, ideas that make a close connection between judg-
ments and emotions. Since this book is about the accuracy of human judgment, we 
will also consider some of this book’s implications for the topic of our emotions, and 
we will finally explore some ideas about how to approach and respond to our emotions.

 The Close Connection Between Judgment and Emotions

Many examples can illustrate the common-sense connection between our emotions 
or feelings on the one hand and our judgments or beliefs on the other. Imagine you 
receive a rejection for a job application, so you come to believe you will never get a 
good job, and this causes feelings of sadness. But then you later learn one of your 
job applications was successful, and you start to feel happy since you now believe 

Disclaimer: Note the following content is not intended as medical advice to any readers. Readers 
are perusing the following content at their own risk and should consult a professional healthcare 
provider in treating any conditions they have.
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you have been offered a good job. Or imagine you see a beautiful bouquet of flowers 
arrive at your neighbor’s door, and you feel resentment toward your partner since 
you believe they were not considerate enough to buy you flowers like your neigh-
bor’s partner. But then you learn that—to your delight—the flowers were misdeliv-
ered and were actually intended for you. So your feelings of resentment transmute 
into feelings of love for your partner. Or imagine you feel awful anxiety after receiv-
ing threatening emails from a stranger and then believing your life is in danger. But 
then you feel happiness and amusement when you come to realize the emails were 
a prank from a friend.

In each of these cases, the emotions are not caused directly by reality or by the 
events themselves; the emotions are caused by the judgments, beliefs or cogni-
tions about reality. (For simplicity’s sake, we can think of “judgments”, “beliefs” 
and “cognitions” as referring to more or less the same thing in this appendix.) The 
sadness was caused by the judgment that you will never get a good job, even though, 
in reality, this judgment was false. The resentment was caused by the judgment 
that your partner is not as considerate as your neighbor’s partner, even though, in 
reality, this judgment was false. The anxiety was caused by the judgment that your 
life is in danger, even though, in reality, this judgment was false.

We can also imagine other cases where virtually any emotion or feeling is pro-
duced by false judgments, including happiness, desires, urges, feelings of “needs”, 
and so forth.

Of course, often we are not mistaken about our emotions or the judgments that 
produce them.

Nevertheless, the cases where we are mistaken clearly illustrate the central role 
that judgments—not reality—can play in directly producing our emotions.

Furthermore, what these examples illustrate is that these emotions or feelings 
can change when the underlying judgments themselves change. You became happy 
once you believed you were offered a good job; you felt love once you believed your 
partner was considerate; and you felt amusement once you believed your friends 
played a humorous prank on you.

These examples also illustrate that insofar as our judgments can be mistaken, so 
too can the emotions that arise from them also be mistaken. Above, the feelings of 
sadness, resentment, and anxiety were all, in a sense, epistemically mistaken insofar 
as they were based on inaccurate judgments about the reality. This is true even if 
they are valid in other respects, such being based on a reasonable desire for a job or 
for a considerate partner.

Additionally, not only can these emotions be mistaken, but they can be maladap-
tive: that is, they can compromise our well-being, either directly by negatively 
affecting how we feel at the time or indirectly by leading to actions that compromise 
our well-being later. For example, the resentment you felt might be the final straw 
in a series of emotions, which themselves may be mistaken, and this may make you 
rashly break up with your partner and potentially make you feel worse in the long 
term than had the emotions been reappraised.
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 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

In a sense, all these ideas are enshrined in cognitive behavioral therapy, an evidence- 
based treatment for a range of emotional conditions. The central premise of cogni-
tive behavioral therapy is that emotions and disorders like anxiety and depression 
arise not directly from reality itself, but rather from our judgments about reality—
judgments about ourselves, others, the future, and the world more generally 
(Hofmann et al., 2012; Kazantzis et al., 2018). Cognitive behavioral therapy also 
holds that these judgments are sometimes maladaptive in ways that compromise our 
well-being. Consequently, cognitive behavioral  therapies to treat these emotional 
disorders focus on understanding, challenging, and replacing the maladaptive judg-
ments that produce these emotions. That said, although the role of judgments or 
cognitive factors is recognized, attention is also given to physiological and behav-
ioral components that contribute to disorders (Hofmann et al., 2012); it is clear that 
sometimes hormonal or other physiological changes can sometimes themselves 
affect emotions or moods, regardless of the judgments one holds.

So far, a large body of evidence has reported that cognitive behavioral therapy is 
successful in treating a range of conditions ranging from depression and anxiety to 
excessive anger and bulimia (Hofmann et al., 2012; Kazantzis et al., 2018).

Ultimately, then, there is plausibly a strong connection between judgments on 
the one hand and emotions on the other hand.

If this is the case, then the content presented in this book has some implications 
for our emotions.

We have seen that our judgments about reality are often more inaccurate than is 
generally appreciated, and we know that judgments often produce emotions.

If this is the case, then our emotions may often be more mistaken than we realize, 
since they may be produced by inaccurate judgments about the world.

For that reason, if the judgments producing our emotions are more mistaken than 
we may realize, clearly it is inappropriate to place unquestioning trust in our own 
emotions or to unhesitatingly validate the legitimacy of other people’s emotions.

Yet this idea conflicts with particular common societal attitudes in two ways.
First: put simply, people often do not like to have their feelings invalidated—to 

feel that they are wrong or to be told that they are wrong. This has two conse-
quences. First, many people seldom question their own emotions, because acknowl-
edging wrongness can be painful and saddening in itself. Second, many people 
sometimes do not question the emotions of others—at least not directly to them—
especially since this can create interpersonal conflict, dislike, and distance. Often, it 
is easier to avoid these conflicts by validating the feelings of others. This is true of 
friends who may wish to validate each other’s feelings, but it is also true of, say, 
businesses who may wish to validate the feelings of their customers.

This unquestioning validation of emotions is simply naïve. While we must accept 
the fact that we all experience emotions, we must also accept the fact that our emo-
tions are sometimes—if not often—based not on facts, but rather on false 
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judgments. To think otherwise is simply to ignore the truth, to ignore the science of 
human judgment, and to ignore the obvious fact that all humans are fallible.

Second: there is a widespread dichotomy between the “head” and the “heart”, 
between thinking and feeling. More specifically, attempts to evaluate emotions with 
facts are just seen as taking a different and inferior mode of dealing with emo-
tions—the mode of “thinking” rather than “feeling”. As a result, discussions about 
emotions become unchallengeable and impervious to reality.

Yet this distinction between head and heart—between thinking and feeling—is 
also mistaken. Feelings affect thoughts, and thoughts affect feelings; that is, the way 
we think can produce and affect the way we feel, and vice versa. Many of our most 
successful approaches for treating emotional disorders rest precisely on this idea. It 
is then naïve to say that successfully managing emotions via understanding and 
challenging our thoughts somehow neglects feelings. To successfully understand 
and manage our feelings, we need to think about them and their causes.

So this book, coupled with insights from cognitive behavioral therapy, supports 
the fallibility of emotion.

One might think that the appropriate response to our fallibility is simply to 
ignore or suppress the expression of our emotions, especially if they may be so 
mistaken. This response is known as “emotional suppression”  or “expressive 
suppression”.

The available evidence suggests, however, that this response itself is mistaken.
Multiple studies indicate that, compared to people who do not suppress the 

expression of their emotions, those who do suppress their emotions are less likely to 
experience positive emotions and more likely to experience negative emotions, 
including feelings of inauthenticity and depressive symptoms (Gross, 2014; Gross 
& John, 2003; Moore et al., 2008; Nezlek & Kuppens, 2008). The evidence also 
indicates expressive suppression is more likely to negatively affect one’s relation-
ships with others in various ways, such as having less positive relations with others 
and less liking from partners in social interactions (Butler et al., 2003; English et al., 
2013; Gross & John, 2003; Srivastava et al., 2009).

So the evidence does not favor suppressing the expression of  our emotions, 
although it may sometimes be appropriate to temporarily suppress the expression of 
emotions until they can be appropriately expressed.

Ignoring our emotions is also  sometimes inappropriate for another reason: 
although our emotions are sometimes based on mistaken judgments, the rest of the 
time, they are not. Sometimes they are trustworthy, and sometimes they are not. So 
the results presented in this book do not justify full-blown distrust of emotion either.

How, then, should we approach our emotions? In particular, how can we tell 
whether we place too much or too little trust in our emotions and in the emotions 
of others?

The findings presented in this book would suggest a two-step process—one that 
I think is likely reflected in many cognitive behavioral therapy interventions.
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 Step One: Understanding Emotions Via Understanding Their 
Underlying Judgments

The first step is to understand what emotions we are feeling and why we are feeling 
them—or, more specifically, to understand any judgments that are producing our 
emotions. For example, suppose you are feeling angry toward a friend or an urge to 
break up with your partner. The first step would be to understand why you feel this 
way: for example, perhaps you are angry because you judge that your friend lied to 
you about something that was important to you, or perhaps you feel an urge to leave 
your partner because you judge that you have been arguing too much recently and 
would be happier without them. The idea is then to first understand our emotions by 
understanding the underlying judgments.

People vary in their ability to understand the judgments that produce their emo-
tions. Studies suggest those who are better at differentiating and understanding their 
emotions are more likely to experience a range of positive outcomes, such as higher 
self-esteem, less depression, less neuroticism, and more adaptive emotion regula-
tion (Barrett et al., 2001; Demiralp et al., 2012; Erbas et al., 2014; Schwarz, 1990).

Understanding one’s emotions is also one of four components in how emotional 
intelligence is traditionally understood, alongside the abilities to perceive emotions, 
to use emotions to facilitate “thought”, and to regulate emotions (Brackett 
et al., 2016).

Fortunately, it seems some interventions may be able to improve both emotional 
intelligence in general and the ability to understand emotions in particular.

One approach is the practice of expressing one’s emotions. This can look like 
talking with others, such as friends, family, or a therapist. It can also look like so- 
called expressive writing—that is, “the procedure of writing freely and emotionally 
about a personal topic or event without paying attention to grammar or spelling” 
(Reinhold et al., 2018, p. 1). This basic idea is also called written emotional disclo-
sure (Frisina et  al., 2004), scriptotherapy (Riordan, 1996), therapeutic writing 
(Wright & Chung, 2001), or self-reflective journaling (Kremenitzer, 2005). Various 
studies and meta-analyses have found that expressing oneself—either verbally with 
others or through expressive writing—is associated with a range of positive psycho-
logical and physiological health outcomes (Frattaroli, 2006; Frisina et  al., 2004; 
Smyth, 1998), such as reduced hostility (Austenfeld et  al., 2006) and depressive 
symptoms (Pope et al., 2006).

So a range of studies indicate that expressing oneself can help us to understand 
and manage our emotions, but there is also anecdotal support for this too. For exam-
ple, Janet Kremenitzer trains early childhood educators—an often emotionally 
demanding profession. She recommends reflective journaling as an important way 
to develop emotional intelligence. She says her students consider journaling to be an 
“essential part of their ‘bag of tricks’ that they need to have as they begin their 
careers” (Kremenitzer, 2005, p. 5). She also provides a “typical reflection” from an 
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educator about the sometimes surprisingly helpful effect of journaling and writing 
about one’s emotions:

I have to admit that at first I did not think that keeping a journal to track your emotional 
intelligence was going to be an effective method for me. I was very wrong. I have learned 
so much about myself throughout this process. I feel that I have in fact developed a keener 
sense of “hyper-awareness”. This is an essential skill for all teachers to possess. I find that 
teaching (sic) not only can it be very stressful and busy, but at times, it can be emotionally 
taxing. By becoming aware of who you are and how your (sic) react, you are better able to 
become a competent and professional educator. I find that even in my personal life, remem-
bering to “catch myself” has saved me a lot of grief in the end. After spending a significant 
amount of time trying to become aware of my emotional self, I realize that most issues both 
professionally and personally are better resolved when you are truly in a calmer place, such 
as neutral. To give your self a moment to consciously make the choice, to get to a different 
place emotionally, is the key to productive problem solving. My secret weapon is now being 
able to control my emotional response by flipping the switch to neutral and handling a situ-
ation in a coherent and professional manner. (Student teacher. Quoted in Kremenitzer 
(2005, p. 5))

So there is some evidence for the benefits of expressive writing.
Yet these benefits may also depend on who is writing. More specifically, one 

meta-analysis of emotional writing among cancer patients indicated that patients 
with lower levels of emotional support from others may be more likely to benefit 
from expressive writing, while other cancer patients with greater emotional support 
may not benefit as much or even at all (Zachariae & O’Toole, 2015). Additionally, 
studies with a greater proportion of males have reported greater effects of emotional 
writing; some think this is because, compared to females, males are less likely to 
express their emotions with others (Frattaroli, 2006; Smyth, 1998). The combina-
tion of these insights suggests that those who will benefit from expressive writing 
are those who do not express their emotions in other ways.

The benefits of expressive writing may also depend on how the writing is done. 
One meta-analysis failed to find evidence for the efficacy of brief, self-directed writ-
ing interventions for treating depressive symptoms; however, greater effect sizes 
were demonstrated when, in the authors’ words, “the number of sessions was higher 
and when the writing topic was more specific” (Reinhold et al., 2018, p. 1). More 
specifically, they suggest future research should involve longer sessions where “par-
ticipants should write for more than three sessions about one specific topic” 
(Reinhold et al., 2018, p. 10). Perhaps this suggests that the topic question should 
often be, “What am I feeling, and why do I feel this way?”.

In any case, there is some evidence for the benefits of emotional expression in 
enhancing self-understanding, although the benefits of expressive writing may 
depend on who does it and how it is done.

Ultimately, though, since some emotions rest on mistaken judgments while oth-
ers do not, it seems appropriate to first try to understand the judgments that produce 
our emotions, using techniques such as expressive writing or communication 
with others.
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 Step Two: Challenging Judgments

Having identified the judgments producing our emotions, the second step is to chal-
lenge them and, where appropriate, replace them with positive but realistic counter- 
judgments, a strategy described by Mininni (2005). This can involve asking various 
questions. Are these judgments true? Can I get more information about whether 
these judgments are true? Do these judgments ignore other facts about the situation 
which undermine their validity? Do these facts suggest that one should adopt 
“counter- judgments” which are more positive and realistic?

For example, if someone is sad because they judge they will not get a good job, 
they can challenge this judgment, asking whether it really is the case that they will 
not get a good job or whether they might indeed have a chance, perhaps after more 
applications or after further up-skilling. Likewise, if someone is angry because they 
judge that their friend made an important mistake, they can challenge the judgment 
that the mistake is that important.

So the second step is to challenge the judgments that produce our emotions.
If the judgments are inaccurate—as they may often be—then they can be replaced 

with more realistic judgments, and perhaps the negative emotions will abate. When 
we make ourselves see the situation differently to manage our emotions, we adopt a 
strategy of emotion regulation called emotional reappraisal. This strategy is associ-
ated with a variety of benefits, such  as less negative emotional experiences and 
closer relationships with others (Gross, 2014). 

However, if the judgments producing our emotions are true, then they can pro-
vide insight into how we should act. For example, if someone is anxious because 
they judge some threatening event will occur, and if this judgment is accurate, then 
their anxiety can usefully motivate them to act in ways to reduce or cope with the 
threat. Psychologist Nico Frijda (1994) goes so far as to claim that the very function 
of emotion is to motivate behavior to cope with the emotional events.

In a sense, then, we might think of our emotions as being like messages which 
arrive in our mental inbox. If we choose to ignore and suppress them, studies sug-
gest this can lead to a variety of negative outcomes. But if we choose to open and 
explore them, then they can teach us about ourselves and about the world; they can 
serve the function of alerting us to what we care about and to how we see the 
world—to how we judge it to be. In cases where the judgments are inaccurate, they 
can be replaced with more realistic judgments. But in cases where the judgments are 
accurate, they can often motivate useful behaviors to cope with the emotional events.

But in any case, the evidence for the fallibility of human judgment also provides 
evidence for the fallibility of human emotions. The aforementioned steps then con-
stitute one way of approaching our emotions in light of this evidence—hopefully 
one that, again, can improve our judgments, our decision-making, and ultimately 
our lives.
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